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ABSTRACT 

Administrators remain the most influential force behind school improvement, 

which means the development of effective administrators is crifical. If the present public 

educational system is to meet the challenges posed by competing enfities, educational 

leaders will need to look beyond mere technical, managerial "know how" to a redirection 

of purposes and goals. The current emphasis placed on principals to guard the status quo 

must be replaced by emphasizing leaders who can develop visions of the future and 

reshape their schools. Principals are needed who can connect routine activities and 

decisions made within the school to the larger cultural dimensions. In order for principals 

to make these connections, they must first be able to recognize what the most critical 

issues are, and second, recognize the important elements that frame these issues. 

The theoretical framework of the study is that of multi-frame thinking proposed 

by Lee G. Bolman and Terrance E. Deal. This study is based on the premise that all four 

frames presented by Bolman and Deal (i.e. structural, human resource, political, and 

symbolic) are significant predictors of effective leadership that developing administrators 

need, with the symbolic frame holding the greatest promise for leadership that results in 

school reculturing. 

Principal development and assessment will play a key role in determining the 

effectiveness of current and fiiture leaders. The School Administrator's Skills Assessment 

(SASA) program is one process that principals can elect to participate in to satisfy the 

legislative mandate for administrators to receive assessment every five years. An 
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important research issue is to determine whether the assessors enter the process with the 

cognitive frames predisposition that will enable them to identify the presence or absence 

of multi-frame principal behavior and use this information to support effective leadership 

development within administrators. This study is designed to identify the cognitive frame 

disposition of those trained as assessors, which in turn will influence how they assess 

principals participating in the SASA program. 

The state of Texas is now committed to using the SASA program as a significant 

means to assess principals and contribute to their continuous professional growth. 

Bolman and Deal (1997) have found that leaders with narrow, single-framed perspectives 

cannot be effective long-term. This study is designed to determine whether the SASA 

assessor's schemas reflect multi-frame analysis. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Introduction 

With mounting pressure to improve the educational system, and accountability 

standards increasing rapidly, districts are beginning to focus on the training/development 

of administrators to meet these challenges. Administrators remain the most influential 

force in support of school improvement, which means the development of effective 

administrators is critical. Typically, administrator training has produced minimal change 

in professional practice ( Leithwood, Begley, & Cousins, 1992; Ricciardi, 1997). Thus 

most school leaders tend to replicate behaviors they have observed in other practicing 

school leaders. 

If the present educational system is to meet the challenge of rising expectations, 

educational leaders will need to look beyond mere technical, managerial skills to a 

redirection of purposes and goals (Bolman & Deal, 1992; Fullan, 1998; Krug, 1992; 

Sergiovarmi, 1990). The current status of principals as guardians of the status quo must 

be superseded by leaders who can conceptualize visions of the future and guide their 

organizations in new directions. Are today's educational leaders governed by such 

thought processes; and, if not, what implications do assessment and development 

programs have for the modification of existing conceptions of school leadership? 

Until recently, Texas administrators could achieve life-long administrator 

certification with no requirements or mandates for further professional development. This 



has now changed. The state of Texas has legislatively mandated principals to participate 

in an assessment process that addresses professional standards as determined by the state 

legislature (Texas Education Code, 21.054(b), 1999). The individual assessment process 

determines, through a series of job-like activities, the presence of knowledge and skills 

directly related to the professional standards identified by the state legislature. A 

minimum of two assessors integrate their analyses of data for the individual being 

assessed. Upon completion of the assessment, structured feedback provides detailed 

results for each of the standards assessed and includes a series of recommendations 

identifying specific professional growth activities that should be considered in the 

development of the professional growth plan required of each participant. 

Continuous professional development of practicing administrators to meet the 

changing demands of the school environment is critical to school success and student 

learning. The Texas legislature believes that requiring an administrator assessment 

program will produce this development (Texas Education Code, Section 21.046(d), 

2000). 

Theoretical Framework 

Schema theory is useful in the analysis of how principals effectively frame and 

utiUze large amounts of information (Leithwood & Steinbach, 1995). "Schema theory 

attempts to describe how acquired knowledge is organized and represented, and how such 

cognifive structures faciUtate the use of knowledge in particular ways" (Glaser, 1984, p. 

100). According to the schema theory perspective, principals acquire an inifial 



understanding of how to interpret and carry out acts, like solving ill-structured problems 

encountered on the job, by experiencing the act being carried out by others. This can be 

in the form of verbal description or the observadon of modeled behavior. According to 

Sternberg and Caruso (1985), the learner's [principal's] initial schema is pieced together 

by identifying information considered relevant to carry out a specific practice and putting 

the information together into an integrated structure Icnown as a schema. Schemata 

develop from repeated exposure to relevant experiences, and become more abstract, 

complex, and organized over time. 

Practicing principals possess numerous schemata that have been refined to deal 

with the plethora of problem situations inherent in the school environment. Schemata are 

sources of prediction and allow individuals to make assumptions and gauge a course of 

action in situations. However, researchers have found indications of ineffective 

leadership due to ingrained, inflexible schema. Schwenk (1989) reported that, "the 

process of advocating and acfing on a schema tends to increase a person's belief in its 

validity. Thus, organizational members will generally be unaware of the shortcomings of 

their schemata" (p. 184). "This suggests that schemata and the strategies suggested by 

them may not change readily in response to environmental change" (p. 184). Senge 

(1990) and Oshry (1995) argue that leaders do not learn and adapt because they apply 

simplisfic mental models to complicated systems. This emerging knowledge of schemata 

leaves the field of educational leadership with an important quesfion to confront. How 

can principals adapt to the changing demands of school leadership and not become 

cognifively stagnant and ineffective? Leithwood and Steinbach (1995) tell us that the 



development and altering of cognifive schemata depends on the opportunity for repeated 

practice and the quality of the feedback provided as a result of the practice. One approach 

to providing quality feedback has come from research on problem framing and reframing. 

The theoretical framework of this study is the theory of multi-frame thinking 

proposed by Bolman and Deal (1984). This theory comes from a cognitive psychological 

perspective that delves into how people think about their experiences and act in 

conjunction with their thoughts. This theory has been chosen because, unlike many 

cognitive structures that often only capture rational dimensions of school organization, 

this theory encompasses the powerful polifical and symbolic issues that are deeply rooted 

within school organizations. These often-neglected dimensions are critical in 

differentiating acceptable principals from outstanding principals (Bolman & Deal, 1997; 

Deal & Peterson, 1999). The frame principals choose influence the reality principals will 

experience and the script that readily invokes their actions. When principals with multi-

frame perspectives, frame situations appropriately, problems become opportunities. By 

contrast, if principals can access only a single frame, they are likely to overlook essential 

elements of the situation, begin to exercise increasing control, and, ultimately, take 

actions that may only exacerbate the situation. Bolman and Deal (1993) described this 

phenomena, "Reframing is a conscious effort to size up a situafion using multiple lenses. 

Leaders who cannot reframe in times of crisis and overload feel confused and 

overwhelmed. Sometimes they are immobilized; other times, they plunge mindlessly into 

reckless and misguided acfion" (p. 5). 



Bolman and Deal (1997) described four leadership frames that encompass all of 

the situations that leaders face within their organization. Their descriptions of the frames 

are as follows. 

The Structural Frame 

The structural frame emphasizes productivity and assumes that organizations 

work best when goals and roles are clear, and the efforts of individuals and groups are 

well coordinated through both vertical (command, rule) and lateral (face-to-face, 

informal) strategies. 

The Human Resource Frame 

The human resource frame highlights the importance of needs and motives. It 

posits that organizations work best when individual needs are met and the organization 

provides a caring, trusting working environment. Showing concern for others and 

providing ample opportunities for participation and shared decision-making are two of 

the ways that organizations enlist people's commitment and involvement at all levels. 

The Political Frame 

The political frame points out the limits of authority and the inevitability that 

resources will be too scarce to fulfill all demands. Organizations are arenas in which 

groups jockey for power, and goals emerge from bargaining and compromise among 

different interests rather than from rational analysis at the top. Conflict becomes an 



inescapable, even welcome byproduct of everyday life. Handled properly, it is a source of 

constant energy and renewal. 

The Symbolic Frame 

The symbolic frame centers attention on symbols, meaning, and faith. Every 

human organization creates symbols to cultivate commitment, hope, and loyalty. 

Symbols govern behavior through informal, implicit, and shared rules, agreements, and 

understandings. Stories, metaphors, heroes and heroines, ritual ceremony, and play add 

zest and existential buoyancy. The organization becomes a way of life rather than merely 

a place of work. 

It has been determined that principals in the United States rely mainly on the 

human resource and structural cognitive frames (Bolman & Deal, 1992). The proposed 

study is based on the premise that the ability to access all frames in appropriate situations 

(i.e., structural, human resource, political, and symbolic) is a significant component of 

effective leadership that developing administrators need, with the symbolic frame holding 

the greatest promise for leadership that results in true school restructuring (Bolman & 

Deal, 1997). Therefore, the assessors in the SASA program should possess mulfi-frame 

thinking orientations, which they bring to the assessment process. 

Statement of the Problem 

Effective school leaders require an ability to focus on the big picture as well as 

the immediate issues that confront them (Leithwood & Steinbach, 1995). Crifical to 



organizational success is the leader's global and holistic cognitive abilities (Leithwood & 

Steinbach, 1995). Leaders must recognize and address all key elements in school issues. 

The assessment of principal's ability to cognitively identify and effectively frame crifical 

areas of school development is a neglected area of leadership study. Scholars write in 

abundance about leadership traits, styles, and deeds, but pay little attention to how leaders 

think (Bolman & Deal, 1991). If educational leadership is exercised predominately from 

the technical, conservative managerial style, there is little likelihood that education will 

move creatively toward new horizons (Louis & Miles, 1990; Sergiovarmi & Moore, 

1989). 

The failure of many principals to utilize multi-frame analysis may not be due to 

their personality characteristics or managerial style, but because they fail to view 

situations holistically and, therefore, can't see how to add value to the school climate. 

They [principals] break problems into smaller parts, work sequentially, and seek 

satisfactory rather than optimal answers (Schwenk, 1989). This managerial approach is 

what they were taught and have observed in the practice of their predecessors. Instead, 

principals are needed who can connect routine activities and decisions made within the 

school to the larger cultural dimensions of the school. In order for principals to make 

these connections, they must first be able to recognize the most critical issues, and then 

be able to recognize the larger elements that frame these issues. 

The School Administrators Skills Assessment (SASA) is one of the newly 

approved programs designed to develop administrators through the use of assessors. The 

SASA process culminates with feedback specialists informing and guiding current 



practitioners toward more effective leadership behaviors. Administrators should be 

encouraged and guided toward effective leadership behaviors and also toward effective 

leadership "problem solving." Bolman and Deal (1991) report that leaders' thinking 

defines and frames reality both for themselves and often their constituents as well. How 

they frame problems or dilemmas has a decisive impact on what their organization 

notices, what it does, and what it eventually becomes. 

On-the-job experience is commonly regarded as the prime prerequisite for being 

an effective principal (Allison, Morfitt, & Demaerochalk, 1996). It is held that one cannot 

become a proficient, or superior, practitioner without extensive first-hand experience. It is 

commonly accepted that only extended practice in working on the problems of practice 

will provide the learning opportunities for developing awareness of the cues and clues 

needed to recognize problem types and develop appropriate solutions to these problems 

(Allison, Morfitt, & Demaerochalk, 1996). This experience is believed to provide both 

the basis for automated reactions to frequently encountered situations, and also the 

ingredients for understanding and planning responses to less frequently encountered 

problems or discovered opportunities. However, it takes more than just experience and 

job knowledge to serve in the role of an assessor to help guide and develop practicing 

principals. Kennedy (1987) pointed out that, while experience appears to be an 

indispensable precondition for the development of expertise, time-in-role by itself will 

not necessarily produce experts. 

All participating assessors have a cognitive frame disposition that they use during 

the assessment. Therefore, the assessment can only be as good as the cognitive frames of 



the assessor. This raises significant quesfions: What is Icnown about these assessors? 

Have the leadership dispositions they are bringing to the assessor role been identified? 

Principals are needed who can effectively utilize a multi-frame approach to the issues 

they face in schools in order to develop long-term systemic strategies and not principals 

who frame issues from a single-frame perspective (Bolman & Deal, 1992). Are the 

assessors in the SASA program prepared to apply this critical framing ability? If so, they 

must possess sufficient experience from which a knowledge base has been developed, 

and a propensity for multi-frame problem analysis that they can utilize when assessing 

and providing feedback to principals going through the SASA assessment program. 

Utilizing assessors who concentrate on a single-frame perspective, without regard to 

comprehensive problem framing abilities, will likely only serve to extend traditional 

management orientations in school leadership. The Texas State Board for Educator 

Certification has adopted a new and more rigorous set of rules for the certification of 

school leaders. However, these rules only set out the general requirements for effective 

school leadership. Much is yet to be done in order to utilize these rules for the 

improvement of school leadership. One of the significant components is the cognitive 

frame disposition that assessors bring to their responsibilities. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the proposed research will be to critically examine the multi-frame 

orientations of the SASA assessors. These are the orientations that will guide the 



assessments they conduct. Margaret Wheatley introduces her book. Leadership and the 

New Science (1994), with the following thoughts: 

I am not alone in wondering why organizations aren't working well. Many of us 
are troubled by questions that haunt our work. Why do so many organizations 
feel dead? Why do projects take so long, develop ever greater complexity, yet so 
often fail to achieve any truly significant results? Why does progress, when it 
appears, so often come from unexpected places, or as a result of surprises or 
serendipitous events that our planning had not considered? Why does change 
itself, that event we're all supposed to be "managing", keep drowning us, 
relentlessly reducing any sense of mastery we might possess? And why have our 
expectations for success diminished to the point that often the best we hope for is 
staying power and patience to endure the disruptive forces that appear 
unpredictably in organizations where we work? (p. 1) 

Understanding the leadership abilities, behaviors, and thinking of school 

administrators may determine the answer to many of the important questions that 

Wheatley presents. It is critical that pre-service and practicing administrators receive 

professional development opportunities that foster effective leadership cognition. The 

School Administrators Skills Assessment program is one process in which principals can 

elect to participate in order to satisfy the legislative mandate for administrator assessment 

every five years. It is important to research and determine whether the chosen assessors 

enter the process with the cognitive predisposition to identify the presence or lack of 

multi-frame principal behavior and use this information to support multi-frame thinking 

within administrators. 

Not only can this research provide potential benefits to the SASA program by 

suggesting possible leadership screenings of potential assessors and possible training 

procedures, it can also help to fill a void in the overall literature on school leadership. 

Although the thinking abilities of school leaders has been acknowledged as being critical 
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to school success, we know nothing about the cognitive dispositions of those charged 

with fostering principal growth and development. This is a pooriy charted but critical 

area, requiring further research and development (Bolman and Deal, 1991). Identifying 

the cognitive disposition of those charged with developing our practicing administrators 

holds great potential to make a unique contribution to the development of fiiture 

administrators. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions guide this study: 

y Do those selected as SASA assessors have a multi-frame leadership cognitive 

disposition? 

> What are the dominate frames used by the assessors? 

> Do the assessors show an ability to reframe their thinking? 

Delimitations 

The delimitations of this study are: 

1. The scope of the research will be confined to the assessors involved in the 

Skills Assessment of School Administrators program from three main areas of 

Texas. 

2. All assessors participating in this study volunteered to do so. 

3. This study limits the cognitive disposition description of assessors to the four 

cognitive leadership frames proposed by Bolman and Deal. 
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4. This study does not attempt to determine the actual change in leadership 

behavior of the administrators the assessors assess. 

Limitations 

The limitation of this study is: 

I. By its very nature qualitative research makes no claim to generalizability. No 

claims can be made that the results can be generalized to other SASA 

assessors, or other school administrator assessment processes. 

Assumptions 

Assumptions that were made for this study are: 

1. The responses of participants provide valid reflections of their cognitive 

predisposition about effective administrative leadership. 

2. The theoretical framework of multi-frame thinking, proposed by Bolman and 

Deal, comprehensively represents effective leadership behaviors. 

3. All participants have successfully completed the SASA training program and 

have a good understanding of a school administrator's job. 

4. The case designed for this study accurately represents situations encountered 

by school administrators and provides sufficient opportunity for the assessors 

to unveil their cognitive disposition in all of the leadership frames. 

5. It takes a great deal more than on-the-job experience to be an effective 

assessor of school leadership. 

12 



6. Participants will put forth their best effort while participating in the study. 

7. The cognitive predispositions of the SASA assessors support effective 

leadership development in terms of multi-frame thinking. 

Definition of Terms 

Cognitive predisposition describes the existing knowledge, awareness, and 

judgment of school administrators that result in prevaihng behavior tendencies to address 

school leadership situations. A person's cognitive predisposition is the composite of the 

schema they currently possess. 

Cognitive leadership frames are mental models that represent a leadership 

perspective created by the consolidation of major schools of organizational thought 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997). For this study there are four frames that are used by both 

academics and practitioners to make sense of organizations (Bolman & Deal, 1997). 

Multi-frame thinking is the effective utilization of all four framing perspectives in 

an overall leadership approach to address the organizational issues faced by a practicing 

principal. 

Principal assessment is a process that identifies the presence or absence and the 

current level of proficiency of skills and knowledge considered essential for job 

effectiveness. The term assessment is used interchangeably with the term evaluation. 

Reframing is the ability to change the leadership frame perspective when viewing 

organizational issues. 
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Schema is a mental framework of organized knowledge about a certain concept, 

which is based on experience, and which is used for comprehending new, often 

incomplete and fragmented information. 

School Administrators Skills Assessment (SASA) is a one-day developmental 

assessment process. The purpose of SASA is to allow participants to assess their 

developmental skills and to build a profile leading to professional growth. The program is 

designed for principals, assistant principals, and those aspiring to be principals who are 

engaged in the early stages of their professional development planning. 

Procedures 

There are approximately 77 SASA assessors combined in Educational Service 

Centers regions six (Huntsville), eleven (Fort Worth), and seventeen (Lubbock). Included 

in this group of assessors are currently practicing and retired superintendents, assistant 

superintendents, principals, education service center employees, and university 

professors. This study included six participants distributed equally among the three 

regions. 

A qualitative design was chosen for this study in order to describe the theoretical 

leadership disposition that SASA assessors bring to their role. This descriptive study 

focused on how the leadership disposition of the assessors can be described in terms of 

Bolman and Deal's mufti-frame thinking model. In order for principals to be highly 

effective over time, their thinking and problem solving must exist in all four of the 

cognitive domains in the Bolman and Deal model. 
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The process of conducting qualitative research can be characterized as a dialogue 

or interplay between researchers and participants. For this study phenomenology is the 

qualitative research method because it emphasizes the subjective aspects of people's 

thinking and behavior. Phenomenologists attempt to gain entry into the conceptual world 

of their subjects (Geertz, 1973) in order to understand how and what meaning they 

construct around events in their daily lives. Researchers who use this approach are 

interested in how others construct sense or meaning in their context and believe 

approaching people with a goal of trying to understand their point of view, while not 

perfect, distorts the informants' experience the least (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). 

Qualitative researchers make use of participant perspectives (Bodgan & Biklin, 

1998). Participant perspective is not an expression that informants use themselves; it may 

not represent the way they think of themselves. It is a research construct, or the way 

phenomenologists approach their work, that requires the researcher to make 

interpretations. 

First, respondents read a researcher written case. A case is a description of an 

administrative/leadership situation, commonly involving a decision or problem (Erskine, 

Leenders, & Mauffett-Leenders, 1981). It is a general description of a situation that can 

be used as a method of evaluation for the purpose of studying problem-solving 

techniques (Kowalski, 1995). Then, based on their written responses, interview questions 

will be asked of respondents in order to gain information and an understanding (Maxwell, 

1996) of their overall multi-frame disposition. This research uses open-ended interview 

questions to allow respondents to freely reflect and respond. This procedure allows 
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researchers greater insight into the underlying philosophies of respondents and the 

rationales for their perceptions relating to school leadership. The elaborated responses to 

open-ended questions allow gathering of the affective and cognitive underpinnings of 

respondent perceptions. Although specific interview questions will be created prior to the 

interview, questions may emerge in the course of interviewing which will be added to or 

replace the pre-established ones. 

Open coding, which is the "analytic process through which concepts are identified 

and their properties and dimensions are discovered in data" (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 

101), will be the primary analysis strategy. During open coding, data are broken down 

into discrete parts and closely examined. The written responses and interviews 

conducted during this study were broken down into discrete parts and closely examined 

to match the thinking and professional behaviors of the assessors to the criteria of each 

frame within the Bolman and Deal multi-frame cognitive theory. A set of decision criteria 

was used to standardize the categorization of the responses. Analyzing the data in this 

fashion unveiled the cognitive frames accessed by the assessors. 

In a pilot study conducted with the same problem and purpose of this study, four 

educational practitioners from different schools were chosen through purposeftal 

sampling. They were asked to respond to a researcher written case study and to be 

interviewed to determine if their multi-frame cognitive disposition could be determined. 

The goal was not to collect data per se, but to learn about the effectiveness of the 

proposed case study and interviewing to produce the desired data. The pilot study was 

also used to test the language and the overall length of both the case study and interview. 
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Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter I presents an overview 

and general description of the study. The statement of the problem, the theoretical 

framework, purpose of the study, research questions, delimitations, limitations, 

assumptions, definitions, and procedures used for the study are included. 

Chapter 11 reviews the literature pertinent to cognitive frame disposition of 

principals and its relationship to schema theory, cognition research, cognitive 

inflexibility, problem solving, principal assessment, school leadership and culture, and 

organizational change. Literature related to principal development activities and the 

School Administrators Skill Assessment (SASA) program is also included. 

Chapter III explains in detail the research methods used to collect and analyze 

data for this study. Also included is a description of the research participants. 

Chapter IV discusses and analyzes the data and findings of the study. The 

research findings are compared and contrasted with the Uterature. 

Chapter V presents a summary of the findings and analysis. Included are 

conclusions about the meaning of the study as well as the implications for theory 

building, pohcy, practice, and future research. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter will review the literature pertinent to cognitive frame disposition of 

principals and its relationship to schema theory, cognition research, cognitive 

inflexibility, problem solving, principal assessment, school leadership and culture, and 

organizational change. Literature related to principal developmental activities and the 

School Administrators Skill Assessment (SASA) program is also included. 

Schema and Schema Theory 

Twentieth-century educators, once charged only with the academic education of 

children, are now challenged to teach children academics, develop their character, and 

instill morals while serving them not only as educators, but also as counselors, parents, 

and psychologists. Principals must work in fast-paced environments that precipitate quick 

decision-making based on broad, often incomplete and ambiguous information. 

Cognitive research has shown that the human brain is only capable of processing a finite 

amount of information at any one time. People have strict limitations on their abihty to 

evaluate complex situations comprehensively and accurately since they are unable to 

adequately assimilate all variables relevant to a situation (Broadbent, 1958; Norman & 

Bobrow, 1975). In order to work effectively and efficiently, expert principals must frame 

problem issues within a broad, inclusive conceptual context. This conceptual context is 
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critical to effective management of information overload encountered in the academic 

setting. 

In order to view problem situations in this broader conceptual context, expert 

principals practice what is known as cognitive simplification. As stated by Schwenk 

(1988), Simon (1957, 1976) laid the groundwork for cognitive simphfication in his 

discussion of 'bounded rationality,' which suggests that decision-makers must construct 

simplified mental models when dealing with complex problems. Cognitive psychologists, 

in accounting for these various mental models, have found it useful to use the concept of 

schemata. 

The concept of schema was originally described during the days of Plato, but it 

was Kant, in 1781, who is recognized for introducing the term schema. The word schema 

was not widely used until Piaget began using it in 1926. Bartlett (1932) also wrote about 

schema. "Schema means, in Bartlett's sense, a kind of mental framework based on the 

cultural experience into which new facts are fitted, that is, an acquired structure of older 

systematic knowledge making the comprehension of novel, incomplete fragments of 

information possible" (Fiedler, 1982, p. 1001). R.C. Anderson, a respected educational 

psychologist, is given credit for the actual development of schema theory. Subsequently, 

many other terms have been used by theorists to describe schema, including "frame," 

"scene," "scenario," "categorization," "script," and "model." Key theoretical 

development of schema theory has been made in several fields, including linguistics, 

anthropology, psychology, and artificial intelligence. 
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Schema theory is useful in the analysis of how principals effectively frame and 

utilize large amounts of incoming information. "Schema theory attempts to describe how 

acquired knowledge is organized and represented, and how such cognitive structures 

facilitate the use of knowledge in particular ways" (Glasser, 1984, p. 100). 

As discussed by Anderson (1982), Cowan (1990), Glasser (1984), and VanLehn (1990), 

schemata are mental structures used to organize knowledge in memory. Derek Allison 

and Allison, in Cognitive Perspectives on Educational Leadership (1993), provide us a 

clear and thorough description of schemata: 

As such they can serve as mental templates for imposing 
conceptual order on complexity, for linking isolated pieces of 
information together into more coherent wholes, and for 
recognizing nonobvious patterns in situations. Prolonged exposure 
to a given knowledge or action domain can reasonably be 
expected to provide opportunities for individuals to acquire information 
about phenomena, processes, and problems characteristic of that 
domain. Information captured through such experience forms the raw 
material, as it were, for the construction, modification, or elaboration 
of schemata, which then function to guide future perception, 
interpretation, and action, (p. 132) 

These mental templates, or schemata, represent knowledge from experience. 

Individual schemata are developed and then integrated based on the interrelations among 

objects, situations, events, and sequences of events that normally occur. In this sense, 

schemata are prototypes in memory of frequently experienced situations that individuals 

use to interpret instances of related knowledge (Allison & Allison, 1993). Schemata are 

sources of prediction and allow individuals to make assumptions and gauge a course of 

action in situations ranging from routine to unique problem-solving situations. 
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Research by schema theorists indicates that abstract concepts are best understood 

after a foundation of concrete, relevant information has been established. For expertise to 

develop within a field of study, a certain amount of knowledge about that area is needed. 

Experts within any domain possess two types of knowledge: declarative and procedural 

(VanSickle & Hoge, 1989). Declarative knowledge is general knowledge that provides a 

framework into which additional knowledge can later be integrated. This declarative 

knowledge consists of facts, definitions, policies, and rules about the domain. Once this 

knowledge is processed, synthesized, and organized, it becomes a working schema or 

numerous schemata. Procedural knowledge is the development of the schema to include 

skills that utilize the declarative knowledge. As Allison and Allison (1993) explained, 

"prolonged exposure to a given knowledge or action domain can be expected to provide 

opportunities for individuals to acquire relevant information about phenomena, processes, 

and problems characteristic of that domain, which will allow the construction or 

elaboration of domain-relevant schemata" (p. 305). 

Schema theory provides the basis for studying the schemata of principals and 

how these influence their actions and decisions. Schemata develop from repeated 

exposure to relevant experiences, and become more abstract, complex, and organized 

over time. Fiske and Dyer (1985) suggested that a schema begins as a collection of 

individual components and, through experience, associations among these components 

are sfrengthened until the entire schema can be activated in an all-or-none fashion. In the 

case of the principalship, general schema development of the principal role begins to 

accumulate while the individual is a student in the public schools. These schemata begin 
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development as the behaviors of administrators are observed and the decisions made by 

principals are experienced. Schema development of the principal role continues for those 

who become teachers. Again, in this context, the behaviors and decisions of the 

administrators are observed and experienced. For those teachers who begin an 

administrative preparation program and serve an internship, there is another level of 

observation and experience with the schemata structures of the supervising administrator. 

Then, for those who become practicing principals, there are mentors and administrative 

supervisors who continue to augment the repertoire of schemata about the school 

environment and leadership within that environment. Practicing principals possess 

numerous schemata, formed by the compilation of declarative knowledge, which they 

access as necessary. After long-term exposure and practice, schemata become refined to 

deal with the plethora of problem situations inherent in the school environment. This 

refinement process allows expert school leaders to judiciously choose the path that will 

address and solve the problem issue. Furthermore, the refinement fosters efficiency, both 

in terms of time and the demand on working memory (Sims, Gioia, & associates, 1986). 

These refined, deeply rooted schemata are used to provide effective management and 

leadership. 

In order to explain problem solving that takes place within a school in terms of 

schema, it is assumed that the principal has developed numerous schemata over time. 

VanLehn (1990), referred to these types of schema as problem schema, which consist of 

information about the class of problems to which the schema applies and information 

about their solution. Problem solving consists of three processes: (1) selecting a schema; 
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(2) adapting it to the problem; and (3) executing the solution. The selected schema can 

be recognized through research, but how a schema is selected is ambiguous. "Schema 

selection often begins when a particular schema suddenly pops into mind. This triggering 

process is not well understood" (VanLehn, 1990, p. 546). The triggering process does 

seem to happen early in the perception of the problem, well before all information is 

gathered. Anderson (1983) simply stated that information from the environment enters 

working memory and then a schema is selected to match this information. Thus, problem 

recognition is the catalyst to schema selection. Once an initial schema has been triggered, 

it guides the interpretation of the rest of the problem (VanLehn, 1990). The selected 

schema is matched with the situation and is adapted to account for any information that 

does not match the current schema structure. Once a schema has been selected and 

adapted to the situation, the person then executes the solution embedded in the schema. In 

matching a schema to a situation and adapting the schema by adding missing pieces, one 

can add instructions to act. This action is often a solution that has been used successfully 

in the past. Solutions that have been successful in the past are more likely to be 

embedded in the selected schema and repetitively used. 

Cognitive Research 

Much early empirical research based on knowledge structures (i.e., schema, 

framing, categorization, etc.) conducted in the 1970s and 1980s focused on the 

differences between experts and novices concerning their decision-making processes. 

Varying the level of expertise while holding the task domain constant helped researchers 
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separate the effects of expertise from the influence of the task. "The typical study gave 

the same set of problems to experts and novices and used protocol analysis to examine 

differences in the performance of the two groups" (VanLehn, 1990, p. 529). Or the 

studies were historical in nature. They usually examine institutions that have enjoyed 

unusual success or failure, and attempt to relate unusual events or changes to what are 

retrospectively taken to be the intended actions of the leaders. Relating these changes to 

leadership is often problematic because it is difficuft to differentiate what leaders have 

actually done from the myths and stories that have grown up around them (Bimbaum, 

1992). "Moreover, case studies that examine successful or unsuccessfiil institutions and 

try to identify influential characteristics of their leaders pay no attention to instances in 

which leaders with similar characteristics faced different outcomes" (Bimbaum, 1992, p. 

52). This research laid the groundwork for future research on the cognitive abilities of 

experts, but ignored the use of cognitive skills used to solve ill-stmctured problems and 

the application of schema to dense problem situations, as well as ignoring the study of 

success before it happened and while it happened. 

In the 1980s, research focus shifted away from mere decision-making, and toward 

problem solving and the acquisition of expertise. There was a revival in interest in skill 

acquisition, such as practice effects and transfer. Although investigations acknowledged 

that problem solving needed more research attention, it was largely neglected. This is 

cleariy illustrated by the index of the Handbook of Research on Educational 

Administration (Boyan, 1988), where problem solving received only two entries 

compared to 30 entries for decision-making. The growing literature on cognitive 
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functioning during the 1980s increased attention toward problem solving that carried over 

into the 1990s. 

During the late 1980s and 1990s, problem solving received increased attention. 

Research still focused on the difference between experts and novices, but not in the 

traditional sense. Researchers focused efforts on determining how experts apply their 

cognitive skills to recognize, analyze, categorize, frame, and address organizational 

problems, as compared to novices. Efforts were also made to identify the type of 

problems encountered in organizations. There was increased interest in ill-stmctured 

problems, along with an awareness of the limitations of generalizing results from well-

stmctured problems to processes involved in solving ill-stmctured problems (Leithwood 

& Stager, 1989). It was established that problem framing and identification is critical to 

vision, goals, and action strategies of an organization. Bolman and Deal (1991) 

summarized this research focus, stating, "Leaders' thinking defines and frames reality for 

themselves and often for their constituents. How they frame problems or dilemmas has a 

decisive impact on what their organization notices, what it does, and what it eventually 

becomes" (p. 32). 

Most studies have been conducted in the corporate environment with only a 

small number generalized toward education. Determining the abihty of principals to 

cognitively identify and effectively frame critical areas of school development is a 

neglected area of leadership study. Scholars write in abundance about leadership traits, 

styles, and deeds, but pay little attention to how leaders think (Bolman & Deal, 1991). 
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however, the educational field is beginning to recognize the importance of such study 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997). 

The specific cognitive studies forming the background of this investigation come 

from several sources. Among these are work on the differences between experts and 

novices, schema for effective and ineffective leadership, and problem solving in 

organizational leadership. 

Leithwood and Stager (1989) conducted one of the first studies specifically aimed 

at problem solving that could be generalized to the principal's role. Their study set out to 

determine the extent and nature of problem-solving processes in expert school 

administrators compared to the more typical school administrator. Because little existed 

in the literature that could be generalized to the principal's role at this point, this study 

served to create a grounded framework within which to describe principal problem 

solving and upon which to build future research. 

By analyzing stmctured interviews of twenty-two elementary principals, 

Leithwood and Stager concluded that there were relatively few differences between 

experts and novices when dealing with problems considered to be well-stmctured, but 

substantial differences when responding to unclear or ill-stmctured problems. Most 

notable was the ability of experts to quickly and accurately detect similar and different 

features, from past situations, during problem interpretation. 

In 1991, Leithwood and Steinback conducted a study that focused on the 

processes used by expert and typical principals to solve problems in groups rather than as 

individuals. Evidence suggests that group problem solving contributes to better 
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solutions, aids in the long-term professional development of the participants, and 

increases motivation and commitment of the participants. The use of group problem 

solving utilizes characteristics of an effective school culture and indicates the use of 

transformational leadership. Due to the promise of transformational leadership in 

schools, the data from this study are potentially very powerful. 

The study provided nine (four experts and five typical) principals with a problem 

issue that they studied and then addressed during a staff meeting. Prior to the staff 

meeting, the principals were interviewed about the nature of the problem, what they 

expected to accomplish during the staff meeting, and what they were plarming to do in 

the staff meeting. The staff meeting was audio recorded to capture the group problem 

solving process in action. 

This study revealed that "expert and typical principals differed significantly in 

their approach to problem interpretation" (p. 102). The typical principals gave no 

indication of conscious reflection on their problem-solving process. Although the 

reflection by the expert principals was not extensive, they did indicate that it was 

important to have a clear interpretation of the problem from their perspective, as well as 

the perspective of other stakeholders. These observations suggest that principals do 

automatically interpret problems using pre-existing schema, but only expert principals 

spend time reframing the problem, although the reframing time is limited. 

In 1992, Day and Lord published a similar study aimed at understanding more 

fully the role of managerial cognition in organizations. "We compared the problem 

categories of 38 Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) in the machine tool industry (experts) 
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with those of 30 MBA students (novices)" (p. 35). Day and Lord (1992) researched the 

machine tool industry through a literature review and interview with industry experts to 

identify the major problem categories specific to the field. These major problem 

categories were then embedded into real-life problem scenarios. 

Each problem was constmcted so as to contain two dimensions, one consisting of 
a surface feature and the other comprising an underiying meaning feature. Surface 
dimensions were worded so as to be explicit and concrete, but were not thought to 
be especially helpful in solving the problem. On the other hand, the meaning 
dimensions were less obvious to the reader, but were thought to include more 
relevant and useful problem information, (p. 40) 

According to Day and Lord (1992), the study suggested experts categorize 

problems much faster than novices. Novices tended to rely mainly on surface dimensions 

in categorizing problems, while experts used both surface and meaning dimensions. Day 

and Lord go on to say that the speed at which the experts categorized the problems 

suggest the existence of and reliance on pre-existing knowledge stmctures [schemata] for 

the types of ill-stmctured problems used in the study. "It appears that well-developed 

knowledge stmctures allow CEOs in this industry to make relatively quick decisions 

about which problems belong (or do not belong) together" (p. 43). 

Although this study was conducted on practitioners in the machine tool industry, 

there are implications for the educational field. This study suggests that organizational 

leaders draw upon an established repertoire of schemata to make quick sense of relevant 

data when confronted with problem issues. Eisenhardt (1989) proposed that such 

knowledge stmctures lead to effective organizational decision-making because they allow 

the decision maker to incorporate new information with a pre-existing knowledge base in 

a real-time manner. Day and Lord opened the research door to conduct similar studies on 
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principals to determine if the use of schemata in a school organization renders the same 

resuhs as in the machine tool industry and, by using a pre-existing schemata, what 

problem areas are being identified and addressed. 

Studies aimed at developing a knowledge base about the differences between 

experts and novices, and the characteristics of expert problem solvers, often begin with a 

sample group of experts and a sample group of novices. Designation of expertise is made 

based on the judgments of senior administrators or supervisors and/or performance on 

effectiveness profiles such as The Principal Profile (Leithwood & Steinbach, 1995) used 

by Leithwood and colleagues. Most often it is assumed that administrators with the most 

experience also have the most expertise. These types of studies, although widely used, 

have inherent reliability difficulties. 

In 1993, Allison and Allison decided not to study the schemata stmctures used in 

problem solving by pre-determined experts, but instead decided to determine expertise by 

identifying schemata stmctures, "Given two individuals with similar experience in a 

given domain, one who has developed and is able to apply more complex schemata 

relevant to problems within the domain would likely be judged to have a higher level of 

expertise" (AUison & Alhson, 1993, p. 305). 

Allison and Allison analyzed 39 transcribed think-aloud responses to a case study 

problem that represented a real situation, in which a principal took over a school with a 

poorly mn library. The goal was to identify experts and novices by the schemata 

possessed and used, and not by experience or perceived expertise. "More complex 

schemata of the kind considered likely to be associated with expertise were viewed as 
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being associated with both greater attention to detail and a more abstract approach to 

problem solving" (Allison & Allison, 1993, p. 302) and ".. .expert problem solvers 

appear to be able to think about problems in more abstract terms, suggesting that their 

more complex schemata incorporate or encourage the synthesis of problem elements at 

higher levels of abstraction than those of nonexperts (p. 306). The final conclusion of the 

study was that judged expertise in responding to the case study was positively related to 

the ability to take a broad, abstract view, as well as recognize specific details. This study 

further suggests that schema theory may be effective in defining and identifying 

expertise. 

Their study represented a change in research direction that helped fill a gap in 

current literature. Rather than beginning with a subject considered to be an expert, 

Allison and Allison began with what was known about schema theory to find experts. 

Their study helped develop a conceptual framework for the application of schema theory 

to the assessment of expertise in school administration. 

Cognitive Inflexibility 

Research on schema-driven problem solving for ill-stmctured, nonroutine 

problems has been conducted nearly as long as research on routine problem solving, but 

not as extensively. The routine case of problem solving deals with situations that a single 

schema matches the whole problem unambiguously, and its solution can be followed 

readily. However, the role of the principal is far more complex, often dealing with 
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problems when more than one schema is applicable. Principals are forced to make 

choices between which schemata to use. These choices are usually made unconsciously. 

Past studies have given us a broad understanding of the differences between 

experts and novices in terms of cognitive processes. These studies provided information 

about the routines, scripts, and schema used by experts, and helped identify the ill-formed 

schemata of novices. We know that novices hold literal views of objects and events, 

whereas experts make inferences about those objects and events; that experts categorize 

problems to be solved at some kind of higher level while novices attack problems only at 

the surface; that experts use higher order systems of categorization to analyze problems; 

and that experts have an extraordinarily fast and accurate pattern of recognition 

capabilities. However, the fact that a principal may possess complex, integrated schema, 

and may be considered an expert, does not guarantee success. Research on schema and 

cognitive inflexibility suggests that, although people may be "experts", they may be 

experts in the wrong areas with the wrong skills, and may lack the ability to adjust. 

Reliance on schema makes the thought pattems of leaders resistant to change. "Schemas 

can be so robust that they persist even when people are informed that the evidence in 

support of them is false" (Sims et al., 1986, p. 32). 

We must entertain the realization that, ".. .forms of management and organization 

serviceable a few years back are now obsolete" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 5). The rapid 

social and technological changes of the past half-century significantly altered the nature 

of education and placed demands on school administration drastically different than 

previously known. The system that once functioned well with good "management" found 
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itself no longer equipped to meet the educational needs of a new generation of students 

for whom reading, writing, and arithmetic were still necessary but no longer sufficient 

(Krug, 1992). Are the expert problem-solvers of the past still the expert problem-solvers 

of the present? Are we preparing future administrators to be experts of this new school 

environment? Two of the biggest questions facing principals today are: How do I know 

if what I see is what's really there? How do you avoid championing the wrong strategy or 

tackling the wrong problem? (Bolman & Deal, 1997). Do current principal practitioners 

and those being prepared to serve as school administrators possess the cognitive 

disposition to be successful leaders? 

Schwenk (1988) suggested, "Cognitive flexibility is central to successful strategic 

decision making..." (p. 218). Cognitive flexibility involves: 

(a) adjusting interpretations in response to situational features; (b) taking 
control of thoughts and plans; (c) seeing multiple alternatives for interpreting 
the same event or outcome; and (d) changing own knowledge repertoire by 
adding new experiences and by reworking cherished beliefs, values and 
goals. (Showers and Cantor, 1985, p. 207) 

"Most current literature takes for granted that executives [principals] regularly 

experience problems and that accumulated experience [schemata] in doing so is an 

asset..." (Cowan, 1990, p. 366). It is a logical conclusion that principals with a plethora 

of complex schemata possess cognitive flexibility, but "the bulk of evidence from 

research on cognition demonstrates more passive, less flexible ways in which prior 

knowledge [schemata] contributes to one's interpretations and strategies" (Stager & 

Leithwood, 1989, p. 219). Schema theory also suggests that, in uncertain or ambiguous 

situations, people may reject or distort information if it is not schema-relevant and 
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consistent. Heath and Gonzalez (1995) found that decision makers use interaction with 

others not so much to gain new information as to strengthen the justification for their 

current thinking. This restricts one's understanding so that it is in line with a person's 

initial interpretation. An implication for problem formulation is that people may mislabel 

problems (Mitroff & Featheringham, 1974), or let them go unrealized until it is too late to 

solve them (Cowan, 1990). 

Several other researchers have also identified potential problem solving 

difficulties due to ingrained, inflexible schema. Schwenk (1989) reported that, "the 

process of advocating and acting on a schema tends to increase a person's belief in its 

validity. Thus, organizational members will generally be unaware of the shortcomings of 

their schemata" (p. 184). Kotter's (1982) work also supports this view. "This suggests 

that schemata and the strategies suggested by them may not change readily in response to 

environmental change" (Schwenk, 1989, p. 184). Miller and Friesen (1980) discussed a 

similar effect, stating that an organization's slow adjustment to environmental changes 

may result from cognitive limits of decision makers, which led them to constmct 

simplified models of the causes of past success. 

The conscious elements of the old strategy and stmcture are most likely 
to be viewed as the causes of past and future success.. .The less explicit 
elements are not included in the manager's model of reality and therefore 
are not tracked even though they may be flagging a cmcial need for 
reorientation.. .Thus, the confidence in the past orientations which is 
garnered from a protracted period of success is unlikely to be easily eroded. 
The events that might throw doubt upon the appropriateness of the firm's 
stmcture, strategy, or modus operandi either may not be tracked careftilly or may 
be rationalized away in the light of past successes. So almost nothing 
happens that goes against the momentum, (p. 604) 
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The role of school administrator requires information to be processed about 

several different people, events, and circumstances at once. Because people are limited 

in their capacities to process information, such situations create conditions of cognitive 

overload. Attention must be divided and periodically withdrawn entirely from aspects of 

the stimulus field (White & Carlston, 1983). Under such circumstances, schemata may 

play an important role both in allocating attention and in compensating for information 

through inattention. This allows gaps in known information to be filled in with default 

options (White & Carlston, 1983). With schemata playing such an important role in how 

administrators frame a problem situation and create a plan for action, there is a concern 

that inaccurate or incomplete schemata can have devastating effects on an organization. 

Consider, for example a story shared in Bolman and Deal's book, Reframing 

Organizations: Artistry, Choice, and Leadership (1997), about General Motors (GM) 

chief executive Roger Smith. When hired as GM's chief executive, Roger Smith was 

considered a bold, visionary leader. Smith possessed schemata that had been successful in 

the past, drew admiration from the corporate world, and led him to believe he could 

propel the company into a better future. It didn't tum out that way. Before his arrival in 

1979, General Motors held nearly half of the American car market. After seven years 

under Smith's leadership, GM had lost a great deal of their market share and Ford earned 

more then GM for the first time in sixty years. As Bolman and Deal described, "Many 

observers described Roger Smith as a brilliant manager with a wealth of ideas. Smith's 

frame was.. ..just incomplete" (p. 5). Roger Smith met all the established criteria of being 
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an expert but, when the demands of the automobile business changed. Smith failed to 

change with it. 

In 1983, White and Carlston published a study that began to address the concern 

of what possible leadership deficiencies could result from schema driven behavior. Their 

experiment intended to examine the effects of schemata on the processing of information 

in a complex social interaction [possibly a school setting] (White & Cariston, 1983). The 

subjects were provided a schema about certain actors, which they used to initially frame 

the situation, and then their attention was observed as social interactions that were 

schematically consistent and inconsistent took place. The results supported their 

hypothesis that existing schemata does substitute for actual observation allowing people 

to divert their attention to areas that are in conflict with current schemata. Also observed 

was that the less attention subjects devoted to a particular situation, the less consistent 

their thoughts were with that situation and the more consistent they were with the original 

schema provided them. It was also reported that subjects who were less able to devote 

attention to the schema originally presented to them indicated higher confidence in the 

occurrence of schema-consistent behaviors that did not actually occur. A similar trend 

indicated that diminished attention led to decreased confidence in the occurrence of 

behavior that was schematically inconsistent. In sum, the study suggested, that the less 

attention people pay to a particular situation, the more they rely on their schemata in 

making impression judgments, the more confident they are in the occurrence of schema-

consistent behaviors, and the less confident they are in the occurrence of schema-

inconsistent behaviors (White & Carlston, 1993). 
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If applied to a principal's role, this study would suggest that principals might rely 

on existing schema to assess a situation, and to divide their attention and efforts based on 

these initial impressions. Then, even if current conditions change, demanding different 

principal behaviors to be successful, the principal functioning in an information overioad 

environment will continue to believe the environment is consistent with his/her original 

schema. The school could be failing its students and the principal may not recognize it. 

This may explain why organizational leaders, including principals, often don't recognize 

a failing organization until a crisis level has been reached. As quoted earlier, people may 

mislabel problems (Mitroff & Featheringham, 1974), or let them go unrealized until it is 

too late to solve them (Cowan, 1990). 

Langer (1983) reported similar findings in six studies, which show that "subjects 

making a variety of decisions expressed an expectancy of personal success higher than 

the objective probability would warrant. They tend to overestimate their skill or the 

impact it will have on the outcome" (Langer, 1983, p. 59). Langer suggested that we are 

illusionary in our sense of personal control. She notes that, as people constantly seek 

ways to control outcomes in the environment, they form hypotheses about the effects of 

their actions on these outcomes. In her words, "They tend to seek out information that 

supports their hypothesis while innocently ignoring disconfirming evidence" (1983, p. 

224). 

Schwenk (1988) also discussed the difficulties problem solvers may face during 

the application of schemata. He says the basic process by which schemata are transferred 

and used in different situations is through analogies and metaphors (p. 51) and that biases 
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may occur during this process. For example, "the availability heuristic might cause 

decision-makers to use dramatic and vivid events as the basis for their problem-defining 

analogies, even though these events bear little resemblance to the problems they are 

attempting to understand. Also, "the illusion of control bias may lead decision-makers to 

use analogies to situations in which they had a great deal of control over outcomes, even 

though this may not be tme of the present situation" (p. 51). 

Schwenk (1988) shared a story of John DeLorean to illustrate how improper 

schemata, in the form analogies, can lead to ultimate failure. DeLorean spent 17 years in 

a variety of positions within General Motors where he developed several important 

schemata about the automobile industry. First, he assumed that large production and huge 

sales volumes are the key to success. Second, he thought building cars that capture the 

imagination is critical to success, and third, he believed it was a single individual who 

made a new strategy succeed. With continued years of success at GM, these schemata 

were reinforced. Subsequently, DeLorean drew on these schemata to form his own 

automobile company. He decided to mn his company by drawing an analogy between 

GM and his new company. Despite warnings from his executives, he had his plant 

produce 25,000-30,000 units per year that were imaginative but expensive. This strategy 

would have probably worked well at GM, but not for a small upstart company. It wasn't 

long before DeLorean's automobile plant was out of business. 

Leithwood and Stager (1989) conducted a study of principals aimed directly at 

determining and describing attributes of cognitive flexibility and inflexibility in their 

problem solving. Twenty-two principals were studied over a two-year period and the 
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results reveled several types of cognitive inflexibility. In their words, "these knowledge 

stmctures [schemata], while often valuable, can mislead to the extent that they are 

incomplete or incorrect representations of external reality and to the extent that they 

preclude attention to the details of the actual object or situation at hand" (p. 220). 

Leithwood and Stager (1989) identified three distinct categories of inflexibility 

among the principal studies. Twenty-seven percent of the principals made the error of 

overweighting vividness, which involved "making poor judgments regarding the 

determination of priorities among the various problems competing for their attention" (p. 

226). "For instance, one principal thought that the only problems needing attention were 

the ones that were relatively vivid or highly apparent and stated that T keep prioritizing. 

When there are no problems in the in-basket or walking into my office, I go and play with 

the kindergartens, do this and that"'(p. 227). Fourteen percent of the principals made the 

error of generalizing from small or biased samples. "Each error involved collecting 

information from a restricted set of those people who would have some association with a 

decision" (p. 227). "By far, the most numerous cognitive errors displayed in the 

interviews had to do with the ovemse and misuse of theories and schemas" (p. 207). 

There were five kinds of these errors: 

1. failure to see that a situation is unique or different from others in the past; 

2. failure to determine actual causes of problem; 

3. failure to see there are new problems facing principals; 

4. failure to modify a single approach or strategy in light of situational features; 

5. use of theories or schemas that do not accurately represent reality. 
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Sixty-eight percent of the principals in the study made two or more of these errors. 

Also noted in this study was that the principals who were considered experts 

demonstrated significantly more flexibility and made fewer cognitive errors than the 

novice principals. 

Research supports the proposition that principals with extensive experience and 

who possess a plethora of complex, interrelated schemata can be expected to succeed at a 

high level (AUison & Nagy, 1991; Leithwood & Steinbach, 1995). Their cognitive 

disposition will most likely allow them to accurately frame problem situations, design 

short-term and long-term action plans, and effectively implement the plans, making the 

appropriate adjustments when necessary. These are considered the "experts" or "master 

administrators." Novice principals will encounter more stmggles and failure until their 

cognitive disposition becomes highly developed. 

Research also supports that even experts are confined to certain cognitive 

limitations, such as biases and inflexibility, although to a lesser degree than novices 

(Leithwood & Steinbach, 1995; Schwenk, 1989; Sims et al, 1986). In fact, it has been 

shown that long-term repeated success (which usually quaUfies a person as an expert) 

that solidifies schema pattems can lead to ultimate failure. This is because, as 

organizational climate changes and the demands placed on the organization change, the 

schema of the leader must also change. The apphcation of their schema must also change. 

In summary, schemas develop naturally out of repeated exposure to relevant 

instances and they become more abstract, complex, and organized over time. The 

consequences of utilizing schema are both good and bad. The benefits are that cognitive 
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capacity is conserved, which increases efficiency as well as reduces stress and anxiety. 

The negatives are that people, events, and circumstances may be viewed from an overiy 

general perspective, and information is assimilated into already existing schemata rather 

than viewing situations on the merits of that particular situation. Accuracy in perceiving 

and evaluating situations is reduced and biases may be introduced. This may lead to 

misidentification or no identification of critical organizational problems. 

The emerging knowledge of schemata leaves the field of educational leadership 

with an important question to confront. How can school principals adapt to the changing 

demands of school leadership and not become cognitively stagnant and ineffective? One 

approach has come from research on problem reframing. 

Problem Reframing 

Over the last 20 years, the biggest challenge that school principals have faced is 

the change process. Accountability standards, technological innovations, curriculum and 

social needs of children are just a few of the issues that are constantly changing and have 

fundamentally altered how schools are operated. Serieyx (1993) called it the 

organizational big bang: 

The information revolution, the globalization of economies, the proliferation of 
events that undermine all our certainties, the collapse of the grand ideologies, the 
arrival of the CNN society which transforms us into an immense, planetary 
village—all these shocks have overturned the mles of the game and suddenly 
tumed yesterday's organizations into antiques, (pp. 14-15) 
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It IS no longer sufficient for principals to simply "manage" the school from behind an 

office desk. Principals must acquire leadership skills that prepare them to effectively 

implement the change process. 

"The concept of reframing is one such theory that has useful application for 

[principals] managing change" (Head & Brown, 1995, p. 2). Bolman and Deal (1997) 

illustrated how the complexity of leadership and change can be achieved more effectively 

by analyzing problems through established frames. "The ability to reframe experience 

enriches and broadens a leader's repertoire. It is a powerful antidote to self-entrapment. 

Expanded options help managers generate creative responses to the broad range of issues 

they encounter every day, as well as the haunting challenges that keep coming back. 

Managers are imprisoned only to the extent that their palette of ideas is impoverished" 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 6). 

The term reframing is derived from cognitive psychology and is the process that 

occurs when the same person views a situation from an entirely different viewpoint. "One 

way to understand reframing is to consider a simple object, such as that which holds 

morning coffee. This object is typically classified as a cup. Yet, it might also be 

classified as a plant pot, a paperweight, or any number of things. By changing the class, 

the object takes on new meaning" (Spencer, 1990, p. 4). 

Head and Brown (1995) explained the application of reframing to an 

organizational setting when writing: 

Within an organizational context, reframing is a concept that 
managers may apply to gain multiple perspectives about a 
particular situation or problem. The reframing process encourages 
the manager to see a situation and then 'resee' the situation 
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through another frame. A frame acts as a separate lens that 
gives new interpretation to the same set of facts. The frame 
may cause the viewer to filter out certain aspects of a problem 
while highlighting others. More importantly, a frame may help 
us to order experience and decide what action to take. (p. 2) 

When the reframing process takes place, a new frame replaces the old. 

"Ahemative interpretations and solutions are provided that are outside the viewer's 

original context" (Head & Brown, 1995, p. 2). Thus, reframing can be a useful leadership 

technique for managing different kinds of change, especially when the technique leads 

principals to interpret their environment, problems, stakeholder needs, and solutions in 

ways they might otherwise not consider (Spencer, 1990). 

The process of reframing in essence helps individuals overcome the 

aforementioned limitations of human cognition and the use of their schemata. Reframing 

can also be used to develop principals who aren't considered "experts" to effectively lead 

their schools while gaining the experience and schemata needed to be experts. Therefore, 

"a principle objective of organizational reframing is to expand the parameters of 

managerial thinking" (Head & Brown, 1995, p. 5). 

As stated previously, many principals consistently analyze given situations from 

only one vantage point derived from their accumulated schemata. This approach 

constrains principals to act in a certain, predisposed, biased manner. Reframing can assist 

in overcoming these constraints. Telling people that the evidence to support their schema 

is mixed and that they should try to be unbiased does overcome possible schemata 

limitations. However, telling people to think carefully about how they are evaluating the 

evidence and to watch for biases as they interpret the data (Lord, Lepper, & Thompson, 
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1980), as well as having people argue against their schemas (Anderson, 1982), has shown 

to moderate these limitations. "The essence of reframing is examining the same situation 

from multiple vantage points to develop a holistic picture. Effective leaders change lenses 

when things don't make sense or aren't working" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 280). 

Different frames generate different ways to respond to situations by rescripting or 

generating new scenarios. Leaders can enhance their flexibility and freedom by devising 

alternative scenarios for themselves (Bolman & Deal, 1997). 

Reframing also causes principals to devote the time needed to fully understand 

complex situations. The principal, who devotes litfle time to understanding the 

complexities of problems, often favors applying one strategy to a surface level issue. As a 

result, the principal's analysis and problem resolutions become routine, formulated, and 

don't solve the tme "messy" issues causing the problem. As Head and Brown (1995) say, 

".. .problems appear easily controlled and efficiently resolved, whether, in fact, they 

actually are or not" (p. 5). 

In short, reframing allows principals to expand problem resolution because the 

technique causes them to step out of their familiar context and into multiple contexts to 

find solutions they may not have otherwise considered (Head & Brown, 1995, p. 6). "Too 

often, psychic prisons prevent seeing old problems in a new light or finding more 

promising tools to work on perennial challenges. Effectiveness deteriorates when 

managers and leaders cannot reframe. When they don't know what to do, they do more of 

what they know" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 5). 
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"Several lines of recent research find that effective leaders and effective 

organizations rely on multiple frames. Studies of effective corporations, of individuals in 

senior management roles, and of public administrators all point to the need for multiple 

perspectives in developing a holistic picture of complex systems" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, 

p. 279). 

In 1984, Lee Bolman and Terrance Deal pioneered the extensive efforts needed to 

establish reframing as a useful, powerful theoretical framework. Bolman and Deal were 

able to consolidate the major areas of organizational thought into four perspectives, or 

frames. These four frames - stmctural, human resource, political, and symbolic-

established the basis upon which research on reframing has grown. As they later said, 

"We have sought ideas powerful enough to capture the subtlety and complexity of life in 

organization yet simple enough to be useful" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 13). "We have 

sorted the insights drawn from both research and practice into four major perspectives, or 

frames, used both by academics and practitioners to make sense of organizations" 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 13). 

Shortly after Bolman and Deal published their framing theory in 1984, 

Wimpelberg (1987) compared nine effective schools with nine less effective schools 

through the lens of principal behavior in the stmctural and cultural frames. He concluded 

that principals in less effective schools relied heavily on the stmctural domain. In these 

schools "standard operating procedures" were granted strong legitimacy. They were 

restrictive in their use of stmcture and dysfunctional in culture building. Principals in 

more effective schools were viewed as symbolic, or cultural leaders. These principals 
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embraced meaning over simple production, and both the goals and technical processes for 

achieving them were accepted as ambiguous and personalistic (Wimpelberg, 1987). 

Another one of the first studies utilizing this frame-analysis technique was 

Bensimon (1989), who adapted the Bolman and Deal frames into vantage points to 

explore higher education. She conducted a study exploring the extent to which college 

and university presidents incorporate single or multiple vantage points in their 

descriptions of good leadership (Bensimon, 1989). Her premise was that presidents who 

could think and act using more than one frame might be able to fulfill the many, and 

often conflicting, expectations of the presidential role more skillfully than the president 

who didn't. Past research on cognitive thinking had already established that more 

complex thinking was a key characteristic of expertise in problem solving, but this study 

was useful in exploring complex thinking in terms of specific, identifiable frames. 

Bensimon's findings were that a majority of the university and college presidents 

rehed on just one or two frames. Multi-frame orientations were unusual. She concluded 

that, "a four-frame orientation is probably exceptional, and few individuals may have the 

cognitive complexity and flexibility imphed by this orientation" (Bensimon, 1989, p. 

119). 

Those presidents who focused on just one or two frames most often utilized the 

bureaucratic or collegial orientation that correlates with Bolman and Deal's stmctural and 

human resource frames. Bensimon also pointed out that it seems probable that many new 

presidents who function with a single-frame approach never evolve into mufti-frame 

leaders: ".. .if presidents' past experiences and successes have had a single-frame 
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orientation they may resist change, unless confronted with alternatives" (Bensimon, 

1989, p. 121). 

The Institution Leadership Project (ILP) conducted an extensive five-year 

examination of college presidents and other academic leaders. "The ILP is the first study 

to give attention to how academic leaders think and the 'frames' through which they 

make sense of their institutions and their own performance" (Bimbaum, 1992, p. xiv). 

The study focused, in part, on the use of four frames - bureaucratic, collegial, political, 

and symbolic - by university presidents. They found that leaders who view their 

organization through only one of the four frames (which was quite common) are likely to 

have an unbalanced understanding of their institution. In one of the books written based 

on the ILP study, it was written: 

Because people using single frames often have only single 
solution for all situations, they may make numerous errors 
in judgment. In contrast, leaders who can call upon multiple 
frames have available to them alternative ways of considering 
problems and a repertoire of behaviors from which to choose. 
Leaders with multiframe perspectives can be thought of as 
cognitively complex. (Bimbaum, 1992, p. 65) 

In 1992, Bolman and Deal appUed their own reframing method to examine the 

relationship between management and leadership for school administrators in the United 

States and Singapore. In both samples of principals, "the resufts suggest that leaders 

rarely use more than two frames and almost never use four. In each sample, less than a 

quarter of the administrators used more than two frames, and only 1 in 20 used all four" 

(Bolman & Deal, 1992, p. 316). The human resource frame was the most dominate frame 

used, with the stmctural frame finishing a strong second in both samples; the symbolic 
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issues of leadership were mentioned the least. "Policies, procedures, legal requirements, 

committees, and control systems appeared to be recognized features of life in schools 

everywhere. Symbolic issues, on the other hand, often lurked in the background without 

being made explicft..." (Bolman & Deal, 1992, p. 318). 

Bolman and Deal used regression analysis to examine how the cognitive 

preferences of the principals related to their effectiveness as managers and/or leaders. "In 

both samples, the structural frame was a better predictor of managerial than leadership 

effectiveness, while the reverse was tme for the symbolic frame" (Bolman & Deal, 1992, 

p. 322). The stmctural frame emerged as the best predictor of effectiveness as a manager 

but the worst predictor of leadership effectiveness among American principals. It was 

also submitted that, "Symbolic issues, like meaning, faith, and culture, may be more 

powerful determinants of effectiveness for school principals than for other managers, 

even across very different cultural and institutional contexts" (Bolman & Deal, 1992, p. 

324). 

Bolman and Deal articulated the implications of their findings as: 

The results question the growing consensus that preparation 
programs for school administrators focus on management rather 
than leadership. The results of this study suggest that current 
programs are inadequate preparation for either management or 
leadership. Most existing educational efforts focus primarily on 
stmctural and human resource issues. Little attention is given to 
the political and symbolic dimensions that are critical to success. 
Prevailing educational models oversimplify and overlook the 
multiframe complexity embedded in the everyday world of school 
leadership, (p. 325) 
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After these studies, Heimovics, Herman, and Jurkiewicz Coughlin (1993) found 

Bolman and Deal's frame-analysis technique useful for examining effective chief 

executive officers of nonprofit organizations in their leadership role as they responded to 

changes in and stresses of their job roles. Their study tested the hypothesis shared by 

many that "effective executives would be more likely to employ multiple frames in 

dealing with critical events than would those executives not deemed to be especially 

effective" (Heimovics et al., 1993, p. 423). They concluded, through quantitative 

analysis, that effective executives were significantly more likely to be multiple-frame 

executives than those in the comparison group. These findings rephcated those of 

Bolman and Deal, and serve as an important empirical test for the multi-frame technique 

of leader assessment. 

Dunford and Palmer (1995) helped further address the deficiency in terms of 

testing empirically the practical relevance of the reframing technique. The report of their 

study aimed to "redress this deficiency by focusing on the claims made about the 

approach and assessing these against the perceptions of practitioners" (Dunford & 

Palmer, 1995, p. 97). Specifically, they attempted to assess the utihty of the multi-

reframing approach as perceived by practitioners, who were students of a management 

program at the University of Technology in Sydney. Included in their program of study 

were two organizational classes premised on the multi-perspective, reframing work of 

Bolman and Deal. 

"A total of 98% of respondents rated reframing as helpful or very helpfiil in 

understanding organizations, whereas 78% believed that they now analyzed situations 
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differently from the way they did prior to exposure to the multi-perspectives approach" 

(Dunford & Palmer, 1995, p. 99). Almost 90% of the respondents felt that the reframing 

approach gave them a competitive edge because most others did not use such an 

approach. In fact, prior to exposure to reframing, a total of 55% of respondents 

acknowledged using only a single perspective. The single perspective was most often the 

stmctural or political frame, with the culture frame rarely used. "The perception of the 

relative importance of the stmctural frame declines markedly after exposure to a 

multiple-perspectives approach, whereas cultural and political frames increase in 

importance" (Dunford & Palmer, 1995, p. 100). Overall, practitioners saw clear benefits 

arising from their new ability to use mufti-perspectives approach, and would have failed 

to use this approach if direct efforts to expose them to the approach were not made. 

School Leadership 

Two-Dimensional Leadership Focus 

School leadership is a complex, elusive, yet fascinating topic of continuing 

research effort and interest of practitioners. In 1959, Bennis said "probably more has 

been written and less is known about leadership than any other topic in the behavior 

sciences" (p. 259). Over forty years later, some still consider this a tme statement 

(Sergiovanni, 1990; Wheatley, 1994). As the complex demands on the American school 

system change, the required leadership for success also evolves. Researchers continue to 

write and theorize about current leadership by using important aspects of past research 

and by analyzing the reality of the present. 
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Early behavioral leadership studies led to research data and theories 

conceptualized around two dimensions known as effectiveness and efficiency. Theorists 

and researchers use different labels to refer to these dimensions—for example, system-

oriented and person-oriented, stmctural and human, task and social leaders, employee and 

productions orientated, and nomothetic and idiographic. Hoy and Miskel (1982) 

concluded, "the literature, as diverse as it obviously is, generally does support the fact 

that there are two general and distinct categories of leader behavior—one concerned with 

people and interpersonal relations and the other with production and task achievement" 

(p. 225). The stmctural dimension establishes defined pattems for the organization, 

channels of communication, methods, and procedures. The interpersonal or human 

dimension addresses the emotions and feelings of those belonging to the organization. 

Within this dimension, leaders acknowledge and address friendship, tmst, interest, 

respect, and support for others. 

The Ohio State Leadership studies in the 1940s provided the initial theoretical 

foundation for further research into these two leadership dimensions. These studies 

utilized the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) to measure leadership 

behavior in the two dimensions. The result of the studies was the creation of a four-

quadrant grid that represented the composite behavior of leaders. Quadrant 1 represented 

behavior above the mean on both dimensions, quadrant 2 represented leaders above the 

mean in the stmcture domain and below the mean in the interpersonal domain, quadrant 3 

represented leaders below the mean in both dimensions, and quadrant 4 were leaders 
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above the mean in the interpersonal dimension but below the mean in the stmctural 

dimension. The studies utilizing the LBDQ concluded that effective leadership behavior 

tends to be associated with high performance on both dimensions. 

As reported by Hoy and Miskel (1982), the University of Michigan Survey 

Research Center conducted a series of studies on leadership behavior concurrent with the 

Ohio State studies. Initially, two distinct leadership styles were identified for the study-

production-oriented and employee-centered leaders. "The production-oriented leader 

emphasizes the mission or task to be done and the technical aspects of the job. The 

employee-centered leaders believes in delegating decision making and assists followers 

in satisfying their needs by creating a supportive work environmenf' (Hoy & Miskel, 

1982, p. 233). The University of Michigan studies complemented the Ohio State studies 

and, while both were impressive, neither provided conclusive links between school 

leadership and organizational success as defined by important characteristics such as job 

satisfaction or overall student achievement. 

The two-dimensional view of leadership spawned by these two major studies 

remains active today in many managerial, as well as educational, training programs. The 

foundation for several of the major leadership models of the past 50 years has been this 

two-dimensional view. During the 1950s, Getzel and Guba created the systems model 

that explained the continuous fluctuation between the demands of the organization 

(stmctural) and the demands of the people within the organization (human). In the 1960s 

Blake and Mouton created the Managerial Grid that represents the range of possible 

combinations of leadership orientation toward people and toward production. The 9 x 9 
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grid makes it theoretically possible to map eighty-one leadership styles. The development 

of this grid paralleled the Ohio State studies (Hoy & Miskel, 1982), which addressed 

many of the same issues. Fiedler's contingency model, promoted in the 1970s, 

and House's path-goal theories of the 1970s, although created for different reasons, also 

utilize the framework of organizational leadership as being two-dimensional. How and 

when a leader focuses on each dimension ultimately determines the overall effectiveness 

of the leader. 

External Pressures That Have Affected School Leadership 

In the 1960s and 1970s, special interest groups such as teacher unions, taxpayer 

associations, state departments of education, legislators, and even university professors 

have tried to remake schools in a multitude of molds (Deal, 1985) to serve their own 

purposes and beliefs. Local schools were hit by an endless stream of state and federal 

regulations (Deal, 1985) along with recommendations from consultants armed with 

research expertise. Michael Fullan (1998) described this phenomenon as dependency. He 

said, "the role of principals in implementing innovations more often than not consists of 

being on the receiving end of externally initiated changes" (p. 6) and the "overload in the 

form of a barrage of disjointed demands fosters dependency" (p .6). This dependency 

presented a tremendous threat to the leadership role of principals. To add to the 

difficulties, many parents withdrew their support and faith in the school to provide an 

adequate education to their children. 
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Since the 1960s, professional teacher organizations and unions have recmited 

teachers to fight for individual benefits, thus turning them away from the overall good of 

the school. Often, this meant taking a militant approach toward school administration. 

Principals have found it difficuft to overcome the feelings of hostility and short-term 

financial rewards these organizations provided teachers. Teachers began viewing school 

administrators not as leaders who worked with them to satisfy individual and 

organizational needs, but as adversaries who attempted to deprive them of the financial 

benefits they deserved. 

State education agencies, in response to a perceived educational crisis, ignored 

local insight and expertise, and began mandating educational change. Evaluation and 

accountability policies were perceived to be the force needed to link instmctional 

activities and educational outcomes. Schools became organizations that were evaluated 

qualitatively, mainly through high-stakes achievement tests, with no regard to the human 

dimension of the school organization. These extemally mandated changes further 

deteriorated the relations between administrators and teachers. Teachers began viewing 

principals not as leaders, but as bureaucratic puppets. 

Further stripping principals of their leadership status during the 1960s and 1970s 

were university professors who espoused the belief that answers to the problems of 

American education could be solved by the production, development, and dissemination 

of scientific research findings (Deal, 1985). Although educational research always has 

and always will play an important role in the continued progression of public education. 
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the intuition of local educators must be respected. This perceived lack of respect resufted 

in further difficulties for principals to lead their schools. 

Government policy and parent and community demands have created relentless 

pressures that have contributed to overioad on principals (Fullan, 1998). The overall 

combination of these external pressures resufted in principals who valued form, details, 

and job security (Deal, 1985). They became experts at managing the day-to-day details 

and procedures, and keeping the school mnning smoothly. Principals who could do this 

were accepted as "effective leaders," even though many schools had become places of 

despair and mediocrity (Deal, 1985). This all culminated in the 1983 report, "A Nation at 

Risk," that forced America to re-evaluate all aspects of the education system. Rather than 

generating consensus the report actually fueled an ongoing stmggle between outsiders 

seeking to control schools extemally and those within the schools seeking control 

internally. Carter (2000) reminds us that the political pressures have yet to subside when 

saying that politicians continue to demand more accountability from teachers, but seldom 

address ways to improve. This is largely because politicians want short-term policies that 

are good politics rather than going for long-term solutions that are bad politics. Perhaps 

Fullan (1999) summarized it best when saying: 

Policies are introduced without attention paid to the timelines 
and strategies of implementation that would be needed for success. 
The impatient search to address urgent problems makes the system 
susceptible to magical (superficial) solutions. At the same time, 
there are many urgent problems and frequent changes in government 
so solutions get piled upon solutions, creating overload and clutter. 
Even within the same government, new policies are introduced on top 
of yet-to-be-implemented previous policies, (pp. 54-55) 
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School Culture and Symbolic Leadership 

The "A Nation at Risk" (1983) report ignited a nationwide "restmcturing 

movement." Schools across the country claimed to be restmcturing their schools to 

overcome the perceived educational crisis. Unfortunately, most schools fell victim to 

"doing things right" rather than "doing the right things." Schools continued to view 

leadership as only two-dimensional, and tried to appease and follow the enormous 

amount of external pressures and mandates. This approach led to a perceived 

restmcturing but, in reality, very little actual change. In 1985, Deal wrote that the main 

educational question is whether educators can harness the zeal for reform and create new 

practices or transform old ones. In 1993, Reavis answered this question when finding that 

school restmcturing had not taken place in schools that claimed to be restmctured. 

Charles Reavis and Joseph Blase (1994) concluded from their research that restmcturing 

of schools is extremely difficult because of established practices, laws, and expectations, 

and the challenges of providing appropriate leadership. They wrote that successful 

restmcturing requires a shift in leadership toward a more hybrid variety of leadership 

rather than the traditional controlling style of management. Deal and Peterson (1999) 

added that "far too much emphasis has been given to reforming schools from the outside, 

through policies and mandates. Too little attention has been paid to how schools can be 

shaped from within..." (p. xi). An extensive five-year study by Newmann and 

Associates (1996) showed conclusively that changing the stmcture of the school is not 

enough. To have success, both new stmctures and a professional culture are needed. 
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School culture and symbolic leadership have been recognized for decades as 

critical to effective schools, but never gained substantial attention in the training and 

development of school leaders. In 1985, when the perceived school crisis was near its 

peak, Deal warned that understanding the symbols and culture of a school is a 

prerequisite to making the school more effective, ft is symbolic leadership to which 

Reavis and Blase (1994) alluded when calling for a more hybrid variety of leadership. 

Because school culture and symbolic leadership are difficult to study with the traditional 

quantitative research methods, and hard to explain during pre-service and on-going 

professional development programs, it has always been the most neglected aspect of 

school leadership. "This ephemeral, taken-for-granted aspect of schools is often 

overlooked and consequently is usually absent from discussions about school 

improvement" (Deal & Peterson, 1999, p. 2). Despite the history of neglect, the recent 

efforts of researchers such as Blase (1990), Deal (1985), Reavis (1999), and Sergiovanni 

(1990) contributed to the leadership movement that recognized symbolic leadership as 

the most critical and most promising way to tmly restmcture schools. "While pohcy 

makers and reformers are pressing for new stmctures and more rational assessments, it is 

important to remember that these changes cannot be successful without cultural support. 

School cultures, in short, are key to school achievement and student leaming" (Deal & 

Peterson, 1999, p. xii). Edgar Schein (1985), an organizational psychologist, stated the 

case for cultural leadership when saying, ".. .the only thing of real importance that leaders 

do is to create and manage culture and that the unique talents of leaders is their ability to 

work with culture" (p. 2). Duttweiler and Hord (1987) echoed this position when saying 
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"the research shows that in addition to being accomplished administrators who develop 

and implement sound policies, procedures and practices, effective administrators are also 

leaders who shape the school's culture...'" (p. 65). A major component of the school 

culture is the symbolic leadership that takes place. 

Parents, teachers, principals, and students have always sensed something special, 

yet undefined about successful schools, something extremely powerful but difficult to 

describe (Deal & Peterson, 1999) which is the school culture. The concept of schools 

having a distinct and unique culture is not new. Willard Waller (1932) wrote about 

schools having a definite culture of their own that included complex rituals, folkways, 

mores, internally enforced sanctions, and a strong moral code. During the past seventy 

years, numerous scholars have provided their definition of school culture, but no one 

definition has ever been accepted as the best. Bower (1966) broadly defined school 

culture as "the way things are done around here," while Geertz (1973) provided a 

definition as the web of significance in which we are all suspended. Deal and Kennedy 

(1982) defined it as the shared beliefs and values that closely knit a community together. 

A commonly recognized definition was given by Schein in 1985, calling it "a pattern of 

basic assumptions—invented, discovered, or developed by a given group as it learns to 

cope with problems.. .that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, 

to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to 

those problems" (p. 9). 

A growing body of literature concerning the role of organizational culture in 

educational organizations suggests that organizational culture is as powerful in creating 
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effective educational organizations as it is in creating profit-making corporations (Owens, 

1998). Although the definitions and concepts of organizational culture are multiple and 

varied, it is necessary for school leaders to recognize the importance of culture, 

specifically, the symbolic aspects of culture, in their organizations. School leaders must 

understand that, ".. .culture can aid or hinder organizational effectiveness, and that 

leadership is the fundamental process by which organizational cultures are formed and 

changed" (Schein, 1985, p. ix). "Understanding the culture issues is necessary...to 

identify what may be the priority issues for leaders and leadership" (Schein, 1985, p. 2). 

The Street Comer Society study of organizational cultures by Whyte in 1943 is 

perhaps the most well-known and recognized early study on the topic. Street Comer 

Society had a major impact on influencing the research designs of more than one 

generation of sociologists and, more recently, organizational culture researchers (Frost, 

Moore, Louis, Lundberg, & Martin, 1991). One of the major concepts that guided 

Whyte's work was the role of symbohsm in organizational culture. Symbols "are words, 

objects, conditions, acts or characteristics of persons which refer to the relations among 

men, and between men and their environment" (Wfiyte, 1961, p. 24). Symbols can be 

phrases in conversation, objects (Whyte, 1949), and emblems of rank or status (Whyte, 

1969). Symbols may express sentiments, trigger certain activities and interactions 

(Whyte, 1961), serve as vehicles for introducing organizational change (Whyte, 1961), or 

provide personal identity (Whyte, 1969). "A symbohc act may also serve to bring people 

closer together, to open up increasing opportunities for interaction, and to pave the way 

for the development of positive sentiments" (Whyte, 1961, p. 26). 
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Other than Whyte's work, little was published about symbols or symboUc 

leadership in organizations until the mid-to-late 1980s. A survey of major texts in the 

field of organizational behavior, reported in 1980, establishes cleariy that there are 

virtually no references to organizational symbolism (Dandridge, Mitroff, & Joyce, 1980). 

It has been recognized that symbolism and symbolic leadership are important 

components of the formation and continuation of organizational culture (Bolman & Deal, 

1992, 1997; Deal & Peterson, 1999; Reavis, 1991, 1994, 1999; Schein, 1985). The next 

logical queries are determining the important aspects of symbolic leadership and how 

they form culture. First, let us look at how symbols and symbolic leadership form a 

culture. Homans (1950) captured this idea well when writing about the external system. 

This consists of the cultural environment that generates activities and interactions, which 

in tum, generate sentiments and norms. External realities define the basic mission, 

primary task, or core functions of the organizational group (Schein, 1985). The group 

must then ascertain how to accomplish the core mission, how to measure its 

accomplishments, and how to maintain its success in the face of a changing environment 

(Schein, 1985). Once the behaviors that successftiUy meet the demands and expectations 

of the external realities are recognized, they are repeated. This repetition creates norms 

and values that can be thought of as the internal system. The internal system then begins 

to influence the external system by also determining activities and interactions (Schein, 

1985). "In other words, once the culture is formed, ft affects how the environment is 

perceived and dealt with" (Schien, 1985, p. 51). ft is the challenge of the school leader to 

utilize symbolic leadership to generate key extemal realities and expectations that 
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eventually become internalized by the organization and becomes its culture. Symbols 

embody and express an organization's culture- the interwoven pattern of beliefs, values, 

and practices that define for members who they are and how they are to function (Bolman 

& Deal, 1997). Symbols aid in the process of cultural renewal as newcomers learn 

accepted behavior and eventually become cultural teachers themselves. 

Issues related to symbolic leadership, for principals, include discussion of 

institutional identity, discussion of the image that will be projected to different audiences, 

discussion of the importance of existing practices, inspiring others to do their best, and 

development of an organizational mission and shared values (Bolman & Deal, 1992). 

These issues are addressed effectively through the use of stories (Bolman & Deal, 1997; 

Deal, 1985; Mitroff & Kilmann, 1975; Reavis, 1999; Schein, 1985), rituals and 

ceremonies (Bolman & Deal, 1997; Deal, 1985), heroes and heroines (Brown, 1991; 

Deal, 1985; Reavis, 1999), and artifacts (Deal and Peterson, 1999). 

Stories are often thought of as a last, desperate act by someone with no substance. 

Yet stories also convey information, morals, and values (Mitroff & Kilmann, 1975). 

"They perpetuate values and keep the historical exploits of heroes and heroines alive" 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 221). Stories also provide explanations, reconcile 

contradictions, and resolve dilemmas (Cohen, 1969). Schein (1985) also tells us that, 

through stories, an organization can communicate its ideology and basic assumptions to 

newcomers who need to know what is important, not only in abstract terms, but by means 

of concrete examples that can be emulated. Stories that are told are often prescriptive in 
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nature and thus become direct vehicles for indoctrination into the organization (Schein, 

1985). 

The rituals in a school are the ceremonies that celebrate what the school values 

(Brown, 1991) and show teachers the kind of behavior that is expected of them. Rituals 

and ceremonies provide direction in uncharted and seemingly uncharftable terrain 

(Ortner, 1973) and give structure and meaning to daily life (Bolman & Deal, 1997). 

"Rituals anchor us to a center while freeing us to move on and confront the everiasting 

unpredictability of life. The paradox of ritual pattems and sacred habits is that they 

simultaneously serve as a solid footing and springboard, providing a stable dynamic in 

our lives" (Fulghum, 1995, p. 261). "Historically, cultures have rehed on ritual and 

ceremony to create order, clarity, and predictability—^particularly around issues or 

dilemmas too complex, mysterious, or random to be controlled otherwise" (Bolman & 

Deal, 1997, p. 223). Deal and Kennedy (1982) stated that, "Strong cultural companies go 

to the trouble of spelling out, often in copious detail, the routine behavioral rituals they 

expect their employees to follow" (p. 22). Graduation ceremonies, honor banquets, 

teacher recognition ceremonies, pep rallies, and student recognition ceremonies are a few 

examples of the rituals and ceremonies that occur within schools to define and renew 

school culture. 

Effective organizations anoint and celebrate heroes and heroines, human beings 

whose thoughts, deeds, and personal qualities represent core company values (Deal, 

1985) and "these heroic figures are extolled in everyday lore and rewarded and celebrated 

formally and informally" (p. 606). These individuals serve as role models and tangible 
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expressions of the status quo elements, innovation, and organizational values to which 

other employees can relate. Principals, teachers, students, and parents are several 

examples of those who can be chosen as heroes and heroines. Symbolic leadership 

requires careful selection of people to play the heroic roles. The heroes and heroines in a 

school personify values of the culture, demonstrate what others must do to be a success, 

and exemplify behaviors that others will try to emulate (Brown, 1991). 

Artifacts most often are the visual symbols that communicate to those in the 

organization what is important. Student work that is displayed, trophies, pubhc service 

awards, photographs, school mascots, banners, computers and other forms of decoration 

all serve as symbolic artifacts that signal to others what is important (Deal & Peterson, 

1999). The use of artifacts as an important aspect of symbolic leadership relates to the 

old saying, "out of sight, out of mind." The use of artifacts guarantees that what is 

important to the organization is never out of sight. 

Although the importance of cufture and symbolic leadership has been 

investigated, very few studies have been conducted within the school setting. Most 

literature is prescriptive in nature but does not necessarily address the reality of 

contemporary school culture. Furthermore, most of the literature that addresses 

organizational culture is based on the corporate worid and not the school setting. 

Dr. Charies Reavis (1997) conducted a study on a high school principal and his 

use of symbolic leadership. His study concluded that symbolic leadership is not only 

effective for building a strong culture of success in schools, but it can also build that 

culture in a short amount of time. Reavis (1999) stated that there was success at bringing 
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about rapid, deep cultural change. He also concluded that such cultural change is 

independent of the ethnicity of the students, their socio-economic status, or the location 

of the school. Reavis tested these conclusions by studying the importing of a culture 

based on rituals, ceremonies, heroes and heroines, artifacts, and stories to other schools 

and achieved similar results. 

Culture building in schools appears to be an extremely promising avenue for 

principals to tmly restmcture their schools to become more effective. The literature is 

fairly extensive in case studies of corporations, and some schools, that have been 

successful because of the attention paid to the culture. Studies such as Reavis' show that 

culture building and symbolic leadership can result in success we want for our schools 

because it centers on the complexity and ambiguity in organizations that is often 

neglected. Unfortunately, pre-service and in-service programs for school administrators 

rarely give much attention to symbolic skills, but they are cmcial components for 

effective leadership (Deal, 1985). The proposed study on the School Administrators 

Skills Assessment program will identify what role symbolic leadership is currently 

playing in school administration and ways to include the development of symbolic 

leadership into the principal assessment and professional growth process. 

Principal Assessment 

In 1980, Parker reported that the issue of pubhc accountability and professional 

competence had received prominent attention in the field of public education and that it 

was important that assessment systems for school principals be developed that serve the 
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developmental leadership and managerial needs of principals. Over 20 years later, the 

profession still faces this challenge. In order to create such an assessment, it is necessary 

to challenge the belief that principals are already sufficiently skilled (Caffarella & Berg, 

1997) and recognize that educational administration programs at the university level 

cannot prepare administrators for a lifetime of service through a pre-service program 

(Walker, Mitchel, & Turner, 1999). The complex roles and expectations of school 

administrators change too often to believe that everything needed for successful 

professional practice can be learned while attending pre-service classes. Each generation 

of schooling offers its own challenges to school leaders and the need for continuous 

professional development is paramount (Walker et al., 1999). Maxcy (1991) supported 

this view in saying that it is clear that changes in school leadership have to occur in 

response to the demands that are being imposed by the dynamics of a changing society. 

Merseth (1997) added that administrators intending to practice in the twenty-first century 

need professional skills that help them work effectively in a world characterized by 

accelerating change, exploding knowledge, growing diversity, galloping technology, and 

increasing uncertainty. In response to these new challenges, many (Daresh & Plako, 

1992; Milstein, 1990; Murphy, 1992) have recognized the need for new ideas regarding 

the desired characteristics of educational leaders. 

Although there is some agreement on the desired attributes of the new leadership 

stmcture, there is a deficit in the knowledge on how to develop these attributes in existing 

incumbents (Walker et al., 1999). Persistent shortcomings are evident in the research on 

this issue, while description of effective leadership practices abounds, few studies have 
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attempted to describe how the ability to implement such practices can be developed 

(Begley, 1995; Neufield, 1997). There is general acceptance of the concepts that 

professional development of principals should be a seamless one extending from pre-

service preparation to induction and the full length of their careers (Walker et al., 1999). 

Accurate principal assessment is a cmcial component to effective professional growth of 

principals throughout their careers. Proper assessment cleariy identifies the areas in need 

of professional growth for individual principals and the profession as a whole. 

Intensifying principal assessment is one of the main driving forces behind 

political efforts to improve our school system. Policy makers want accountability and 

realize that ".. .usefiil systems of principal assessment become a critical need in 

promoting educational accountability..." (Heck & Marcoulides, 1992, p. 131). This 

intensification has led to new demands for improved principal assessment methods and 

instmments (Glasman & Heck, 1992). However, for a long time, the study of principal 

assessment had not been guided by firmly established theoretical considerations 

(Glasman & Heck, 1992; Ginsberg & Berry, 1990). In 1977, Natriello described the 

knowledge base on principal assessment as being in the Stone Age of development. 

Despite the lack of knowledge, principal assessment programs proliferated between 1974 

and 1984 when the number of states mandating formal principal evaluation increased 

from 9 to 27, and the number of school systems reporting that formal evaluation 

procedures existed within their districts increased from 39.5% in 1968 to 85.9% in 1984 

(ERS, 1985). 
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Although the number of principal assessment methods increased, the quality of 

the assessment processes did not improve (Marcoulides, 1990; Marcoulides & Heck, 

1992). Furthermore, even with this rapid growth of principal assessment methods, the 

studies on principal assessment have been slow to develop (Glasman & Heck, 1992). 

Hart (1992) noted "...practices of principal evaluation have not kept pace in focus, 

sophistication, or reliability with changes in schools and schooling..." (p. 37). Therefore, 

several concerns emerge when considering the assessment of principals, including the 

exact nature of the work, problems with defining specific tasks and the varying 

expectations for principals (Ginsberg & Thompson, 1992). 

The first challenge of principal assessment is identifying the purposes of the 

assessment. Possible purposes of assessment could include improvement, tenure, 

accountability, and merit salary increases (Glasman & Heck, 1992). Concurrently, it 

must be determined what aspects of the principal's role should be assessed, what process 

will be used to collect data, and how to judge the worth of the data collected with respect 

to the identified assessment purposes (Glasman & Heck, 1992). It is the quality of the 

assessment process that will determine how the results are utilized and if principal 

professional growth is actually possible. 

With the slow development of the study of principal assessment, and with 

significant questions needing to be answered, it becomes apparent that "more theoretical 

and empirical work is also required to develop and improve instmments that can be used 

to measure principal leadership effectiveness (Glasman & Heck, 1992). "In short, given 

the problems confronting the field of principal evaluation, selecting an appropriate 
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method is difficuft" (Ginsberg & Thompson, 1992, p. 67). The Texas State Board for 

Educator Certification approved several assessment processes that it believes are valid 

and reliable in accurately assessing principals and generating the data needed to engage 

principals in meaningful professional growth activities. One of those processes is called 

the School Administrators Skills Assessment (SASA). 

School Administrators Skills Assessment 

Due to the critical role the principal plays in campus effectiveness and student 

achievement, the Texas state legislature and State Board for Educator Certification have 

pledged to ensure that each candidate for the principal certification, both new and 

renewing, is of the highest caliber and possesses the knowledge and skills necessary for 

success (Texas Education Code, Chapter 24, 1999). The School Administrators Skills 

Assessment, commonly referred to as SASA, represents one of the assessment options 

that Texas administrators may elect to complete in order to satisfy the mandatory renewal 

requirements. Administrators seeking certification renewal must successfully complete an 

assessment program once every five-year period. Administrators seeking to renew their 

administration certifications are solely responsible for selecting the assessment process 

they will follow, one of which may be the SASA program. It is believed that this 

assessment program will fulfill the pledge that certified administrators are of the highest 

caliber. 

The SASA program is a one-day developmental assessment process that utihzes 

an inbasket consisting of 15 items that represent job-like activities. The participants are 
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required to utilize priority skills and written communication skills to deal with each item. 

A paper/pencil problem analysis and resolution activity focuses on instmctional direction, 

ethical responsibility, problem analysis, judgment, and organizational ability (Region 17 

SASA Training Manual, 1999). The third activity is a group discussion focusing on 

district developmental problems and opportunities. The group activity is designed to 

demonstrate skills in facilitation, human resource development, human relations, oral 

communication, problem analysis, and organizational ability (Region 17 SASA Training 

Manual, 1999). The validity of such a process is grounded by research supporting the 

muftiple observations of participants engaged in muftiple activities by trained assessors 

(Region 17 SASA Training Manual, 1999). 

The SASA program has met the following required criteria to be used as 

appropriate assessment: (1) performance is analyzed solely on the presence of defined 

skills embedded in the assessment activities; (2) standards of performance on defined 

skills are measured in a consistent manner; (3) a minimum of two assessors integrate their 

analyses of data for the individual being assessed; (4) assessors are chosen by the 

assessment provider and must successfully demonstrate both a strong familiarity with the 

principalship and leadership skills, and are in no way involved in evaluation activities or 

employment decisions affecting the principal being assessed; (5) assessors are trained by 

the assessment provider and must successfully demonstrate acceptable performance; (6) 

stmctured feedback provides detailed results for each of the standards assessed, compares 

the results with the self-assessment, and includes a series of recommendations identifying 

specific professional development acfivities that should be considered in the development 
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of the professional growth plan; and (7) documentation verifies that the assessment 

process has been field tested for appropriate content and design. (State Board of 

Education Certification, Chapter 241, 1999). 

Individuals who volunteer and are selected to be SASA assessors participate in a 

three-day School Administrators Skills Assessment Assessor/Feedback Specialist 

Training. The training familiarizes participants with the development and stmcture of the 

program. Participants are given the opportunity to gain mastery of the program. An 

integral part of the training is practice and development of the skills required for accurate 

behavior observations of those being assessed. In addition to observation skills, assessors 

receive training on the importance of effective feedback and delivery strategies for 

assessment participants. In order to become an actual assessor, participants must 

successfully demonstrate acceptable performance in all segments of the three-day training 

(Region 17 SASA Training Manual, 1999). 

The behaviors that the assessors are charged to identify and evaluate are divided 

into three main skill dimensions with several categories within each dimension. The 

leadership dimension includes the following main categories: (1) Instmctional Direction: 

providing purpose, direction, and high expectations for achieving student success; (2) 

Facilitation: working effectively with others to accomplish goals; (3) Ethical 

Responsibility: acting with integrity and faimess; and (4) Human Resource Development: 

improving professional effectiveness for self and others. The interpersonal dimension 

includes: (1) Human Relations: perceiving and responding to the needs and concerns of 

others; (2) Oral Communication: clearly presenting facts and ideas to a variety of 
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audiences; and (3) Written Communication: cleariy presenting facts and ideas to a variety 

of audiences. The final dimension, administrative, includes: (I) Problem Analysis: 

seeking and analyzing information with a purpose; (2) Judgment: reaching logical 

conclusions and making quality decisions based on relevant information; and (3) 

Organizational Ability: planning, scheduling, and managing work. The relevant 

performance dimensions and the behaviors related to the dimension may come from 

several sources such as theoretical models, job analysis, a study of successful managers, 

and interviews with top management about the behaviors they want their employees and 

managers to use. "They may reflect current, ideal, or future-oriented elements of 

performance" (Region 17 SASA Training Guide, 1999). 

After the observation of participants conducting their job-hke activities is 

completed, all data are synthesized into a report that will be shared with the participant 

during a fiiture feedback meeting. Most of the research indicates that significant 

behavioral changes occur only when live meetings are held to work with the data. The 

feedback report alone is beneficial but not sufficient to significantly change future 

behavior (Nadler, 1977). The feedback meeting is designed to provide the participant 

with specific feedback about the presence or absence of the pre-selected behaviors during 

observation. The quality of information during this meeting is vital for the overall success 

of the feedback process. Nadler (1977) told us that the presentation of the feedback, 

whether it is in written form or in a feedback meeting, can influence the magnitude of the 

effects of the feedback. During the feedback meeting, the assessors describe the SASA 

process including an explanation of the Skills and Behavior List used during the 
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assessment process. The feedback recipient is also oriented to the various forms and 

scoring protocols, and specific information about the participant's performance is 

discussed. 

The final step to the SASA process is that professional goals, including the tactics 

to accomplish the goals, are determined. A common misconception is that feedback will 

automatically lead to an improvement in performance (London & Smither, 1995). Using 

the performance assessment information to establish a professional development plan is a 

critical part of the assessment and development process (SASA Training Manual, 1999). 

Kluger and DeNisi (1996) explained that feedback with goal-setting results in larger 

gains in professional development than providing feedback alone. 

School Change 

To date, major change efforts have helped some schools make significant 

adaptations to shifting societal conditions and demands by improving effective practices 

and eliminating ineffective ones. In too many situations, the improvements have been 

disappointing, with children ill-prepared for the world and employees who feel burned 

out and fmstrated. "People who have been through difficult, painful, and not very 

successful change efforts often end up drawing both pessimistic and angry conclusions. 

They become suspicious of the motives of those pushing for transformation; they worry 

that major change is not possible without carnage; they fear that the boss is a monster or 

that much of the management is incompetent" (Kofter, 1996, p. 17). However, research 

provides evidence that this does not have to be the case and that schools can be 
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significantly changed, reborn, if you will, when leaders understand the change process. 

Leaders of change recognize shifts in the environment and guide their organization to be 

responsive to the changes by focusing the organization away from maintaining the status 

quo to exploring various options of the organizational vision. As Michael Fullan said, 

"There is no shortage of recommendations about how the ills of education should hs 

rectified. But the remedies remain pie in the sky as long as competing 'shoulds' fight it 

out without an understanding of how to get started and how to keep going" (1991, p. 47). 

Stages of the Change Process 

Most researchers now see three broad phases to the change process. Phase I -

variously labeled initiation, mobilization, or adoption - consists of the process that leads 

up to and includes a decision to adopt or proceed with a change. Phase II -

implementation or initial use (usually the first two or three years of use) - involves the 

first experience of attempting to put an idea or reform into practice. Phase III - called 

continuation, incorporation, routinization, or institutionalization - refers to whether the 

change gets built in as an ongoing part of the system or disappears by way of a decision 

to discard or through attrition (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978; Huberman & Miles 1984; 

cited in Fullan, 1991). Fullan (1991) told us that the entire process is lengthy, usually 

taking between three and five years and, in some cases, taking up to 10 years. He 

emphasized that change is a process and not an event, and what happens at one stage of 

the change process strongly affects subsequent stages. 
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Initiation 

"Initiation is the process leading up to and including the decision to proceed with 

implementation" (Fullan, 1991, p. 50). There are many key components required during 

this stage if successful change is to occur. The first challenge is to establish a high sense 

of urgency. "By far the biggest mistake people make when trying to change organizations 

is to plunge ahead without establishing a high enough sense of urgency..." (Kofter, 1996, 

p. 4). If complacency is too high, then change usually goes nowhere because not enough 

people are interested in devoting the time and effort needed to overcome the strong forces 

of the status quo. Leaders often neglect this step because initially bold moves to reduce 

complacency tend to increase conflict and create stress and anxiety (Kofter, 1996). A 

leader raises the sense of urgency by directly challenging the status quo, portraying it as 

no longer acceptable and that communicating something better is possible. 

The second component to initiation is creating an influential guiding coalition. It 

is a dangerous belief that one person can successfully manage all the complexities of 

sustained change efforts. Because major change is so difficult to accomplish, a powerflil 

force is required to sustain it. "A strong guiding coalition is always needed—one with the 

right composition, level of tmst, and shared objective. Building such a team is always an 

essential part of the early stages of any effort to restmcture..." (Kotter, 1996, p. 52). 

Miles (1987), in reviewing a number of major research studies, also found that initial 

strong advocacy for the change characterized the more successful startups. The mission 

of the guiding coalition is to infuse enough initial energy into the change process that 

commitment becomes infectious and cannot be ignored. Wheatley (1994) explained: 
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ft is natural for any system, whether it be human or chemical, to 
attempt to quell a disturbance when it first appears. But if the 
disturbance survives those first attempts at suppression and remains 
lodged with the system, an iterative process begins. The disturbance 
increases as different parts of the system get hold of it. Finally, it 
becomes so amplified that it cannot be ignored. This dynamic supports 
some current ideas that organizational change, even in large systems, can 
be created by a small group of committed individuals or champions ' 
(p. 96) 

The third component in the initiation stage is developing a clear vision and 

strategies for the desired change. It is the vision that begins to challenge the belief 

systems and provides followers a purpose for their efforts. Bennis and Nanus (1985), in a 

study of successful leaders, found vision to be critical to success. They found successfiil 

leaders had the capacity to create and communicate a compelling vision of a desired state 

of affairs, a vision that clarifies the current situation and induces commitment to the 

future. In their words: 

All of the leaders to whom we spoke seemed to have been masters 
at selecting, synthesizing, and articulating an appropriate vision of the 
future.. .If there is a spark of genius in the leadership function at all, it 
must lie in this transcending ability, a kind of magic, to assemble—out of 
all the variety of images, signals, forecasts and alternatives—a clearly 
articulated vision of the future that is at once single, easily understood, 
clearly desirable, and energizing, (p. 101) 

These three components coincide with what Michael Fullan explains are the 

important aspects of a successful initiation. "Ideally, the best beginnings combine the 

three R's of relevance, readiness, and resources. Relevance includes the interaction of 

need, clarity of the innovation (and practitioner's understanding of it), and utility, or what 

it really has to offer teachers and students" (Fullan, 1991, p. 63). "Readiness involves the 
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school's practical and conceptual capacity to initiate, develop, or adopt a given 

innovation" (FuUan, 1991, p. 63). Capacity is determined by answering the following 

questions: Does it address a perceived need? Is it a reasonable change? Do participants 

possess the requisite knowledge and skills? Do they have the time? Are the facilities, 

equipment, materials, and supplies available? Is the change compatible with the culture of 

the school? The third R, resources, "... concern the accumulation of and provision of 

support as a part of the change process" (Fullan, 1991, p. 64). 

Implementation 

"Implementation consists of the process of putting into practice an idea, program, 

or set of activities and stmctures new to the people attempting or expected to change" 

(Fullan, 1991, p. 65). The creation of a policy or a written idea does not represent 

change, although some people believe it does. Many attempts at change focus on paper 

changes but ignore the fact that what people do and don't do is a cmcial variable (Fullan, 

1991). For example, legislators often mandate school change in written legislation but the 

on-paper change may never translate into the school actually changing existing practices. 

Implementation must begin with the vision being communicated in a way that 

clearly shows the change addresses a significant need. ".. .Many innovations are 

attempted without a careful examination of whether or not they address what are 

perceived to be priority needs" (Fullan, 1991, p. 69). In order to tum a vision into actual 

school change requires a leader, or leaders, to clearly communicate the vision to those 

who will participate in the change. Too often the vision is drastically under-
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communicated because leaders don't realize "the real power of a vision is unleashed only 

when most of those involved in an enterprise or activity have a common understanding of 

Its goals and direction" (Kotter, 1996, p. 85). Kotter (1996) proposed seven strategies to 

use in order to effectively communicate a vision. The strategies are: 

1. Keep it simple - all jargon and technobabble must be eliminated; 

2. Use metaphors, analogies and examples - a verbal picture is worth a 

thousand words; 

3. Use many different fomms - big meetings, and small, memos, newsletters, 

formal and informal; 

4. Repetition - ideas sink in deeply only after they have been heard many times; 

5. Lead by example - behavior from important people overwhehns other forms 

of communication; 

6. Explicitly address seeming inconsistencies - unaddressed inconsistencies 

undermine the credibility of all communication; 

7. Listen and be listened to - two-way communication is always more powerfiil 

than one-way communication. 

After a guiding coalition has been estabhshed and the vision has been effectively 

communicated to the rest of the organization, the next step is to empower a broad base of 

people to take action. Berman and McLaughlin (1977) identified that for long-term 

implementation and continuation to occur, leaders must pay early aftention to mobilizing 
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broad-based support for the change. Empowerment is a promising practice to achieve this 

broad-based support. 

Empowerment, explained by Sergiovanni (1989), is leaders distributing power 

among others in an effort to get more power in return. In terms of school change, 

principals must empower a broad base of teachers because, if we are ever going to make 

a dent in the problems we face in public education, we are going to have to find ways of 

permitting talented teachers to play a much larger role. We need to find ways of giving 

talented people support and opportunities. Louis and Marks (1997) also concluded that 

empowerment appears to be an important condition of obtaining real change in teachers' 

way of working. The study by Louis and Miles (1990) also found empowerment to be 

cmcial in the change process. In their study, leaders in successfiil schools supported and 

stimulated initiative-taking by others, set up committees of teachers, administrators, 

parents, and students, and delegated authority and resources to these committees. They 

also concluded that leadership-dominated early planning must shift to share control with 

teachers and others. The control base expands as evolutionary planning unfolds. 

Gennaoui and Kretschmer (1996) also pointed out that, "The catalyst for change comes 

from within, not extemal influences such as mandates announced by state education 

departments or handed down through administration agendas" (p. 39). 

In addition to delegating authority and resources, principals need to remove 

numerous others barriers that hinder tme empowerment. The fact that we have much 

more policy than we do substantive reform is indicative of the lack of capacity of 

frontline educators to implement reform effectively (Mizell, 1999). Teachers often 
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understand the vision and want to make it a reality, but are boxed in by formal stmctures 

that make it difficult to act, such as a lack of needed skills, inadequate information and 

personnel systems, and district-level administrators who discourage actions aimed at 

implementing the new vision (Kotter, 1996). 

Principals must accurately analyze their entire organization, which includes all 

stakeholders in the school, to identify what barriers exist. These barriers should be 

removed (as much as possible) as implementation begins. The implementation process 

must then be monitored to identify new or unrecognized barriers. Sustained educational 

change over time requires ways to anticipate and overcome obstacles (Stoll & Fink, 

1996) and "Monitoring the results of the process of change is especially important" 

(Fullan, 1991, p. 87). "The success of implementation is highly dependent on the 

establishment of effective ways of getting information on how well or poorly a change is 

going.. .The crax of the matter is getting the right people talking together on a regular 

basis with the right information at their disposal" (Fullan, 1991, p. 87). Fullan (1991) 

stressed that implementation is a process of clarification. With the right stmcture, 

training, and supervisors to build on a well-communicated vision, principals can mobilize 

teachers and tap into an enormous source of power to improve schools. 

Continuation 

Berman and McLaughlin (1977) found that initiatives that are implemented 

pooriy almost always fail, but even a majority of initiatives that are implemented 

effectively also fail to continue for any lengthy period of time. The main reasons for lack 
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of continuation were lack of interest or inability to fund the initiative from district fiinds, 

lack of money for staff development and staff support, and lack of support from the 

central office. 

Continuation of innovations depends on whether or not the change gets embedded 

or built in the structure (through policy, budget, timetable), has generated a critical mass 

of administrators and teachers who are skilled in and committed to the change, and has 

estabhshed procedures for continuing assistance (Huberman & Miles, 1984). In order for 

initiati\'es to continue beyond the beginning stages and become a permanent cornerstone 

of a school culture, Sergiovanni (1990) claimed that a binding and solemn agreement, a 

covenant, needs to emerge that represents a value system for living together and that 

provides the basis for decisions and actions. This covenant is achievable through what 

has become recognized as transformational leadership. 

The term transformational leadership has appeared with increasing frequency in 

writings about education since the late 1980s. James McGregor Bums's (1978), Pulitzer 

Prize winning book. Leadership, drew widespread attention to the ideas of 

transformational leadership. Bums claimed that the essence of leadership 

(transformational) is found in the relationships between motives, resources, leaders, and 

followers. He says, "the most powerful influences consists of deeply human relationships 

in which two or more persons engage with one another" (Bums, 1978, p. 11) and 

"transforming leadership uftimately becomes moral in that it raises the level of human 

conduct and ethical aspiration of both leaders and led, and thus has a transforming effect 

on both" (Bums, 1978, p. 20). This form of leadership, according to Bums, enhances the 
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capacities of both the leader and led by raising their level of commitment to mutual 

purposes. 

Leadership and Performance Beyond Expectations (Bass, 1985) provided a broad 

base of survey research evidence about the effects of transformational leadership. Bass 

and his colleagues define transformational leadership as including charisma or idealized 

influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized 

consideration. Bass offered the conclusion that the consequences of transformational 

leadership practices were enhanced commitment and the extra effort usually required for 

change. 

Nine studies, conducted in the late 1980s and early 1990s, provided evidence 

about the relationship between transformational leadership and organizational 

improvement and effectiveness. Leithwood (1992), Leithwood and Steinbach (1991), 

Leithwood and Hallinger (1993) and Silins (1992, 1994) provided both qualitative and 

quantitative evidence that transformational leadership (i.e., vision building, developing 

consensus about group goals, providing intellectual stimulation and individual support, 

culture building, and contingent reward) provided significant stimulation to change. 

Kendrick's (1988) case study of her own leadership practices made a compelling case for 

the contribution of transformation leadership. Helm (1989), Leithwood and Jantzi (1990), 

and Vandenburghe and Staessens (1991) also reported positive contributions of 

transformational leadership to the continuation of change efforts in schools. 

Kotter (1996) also provided three specific leadership practices, in addition to 

those associated with transformational leadership, that will help guarantee the 
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continuation of change efforts: generating short-term wins, consolidating gains and 

producing more change, and anchoring new approaches in the culture. 

Kotter believes that major change takes time, sometimes much time. Zealous 

believers in the change efforts will remain patient and supportive no matter what, but 

most people expect to see convincing evidence that all the effort is paying off (Kotter, 

1996). These people want to see clear data indicating that the changes are working and 

the change process is not using up so many resources that it endangers the organization 

for the long term (Kotter, 1996). Creating short-term wins provides the guiding coalition 

with concrete feedback about the validity of their vision, undermines cynics and resisters, 

and builds momentum for future change. Furthermore, for those working so hard to 

produce meaningful change, planning for short-term results provides milestones to which 

they can look forward to and provides opportunities to pat themselves on the back 

(Kotter, 1996). Kotter claimed that a good short-term win has the following three 

characteristics: "(1) It's visible; large numbers of people can see for themselves whether 

the resuft is real or just hype. (2) It's unambiguous; there can be little argument over the 

caU. (3) ft's clearly related to the change effort." (p. 121). 

Anchoring change in the culture is thought to occur at the end of the change 

process. Kotter (1996) stated that cultural change comes last, not first, and that cultural 

change depends on results. Kotter (1996) warned that culture is not something that is 

manipulated easily. Culture changes only after you have successftiUy altered people's 

actions, after new behaviors produce some group benefit for a sustained period of time. 



and after people see the connection between the new actions and the performance 

improvement. 

Even though it is widely believed that organizational change is a process, not an 

event (Fullan, 1991; Kotter, 1996) and that major restmcturing efforts may take up to ten 

years (Fullan, 1991), there is recent literature that provides a contradictory belief Dr. 

Charles Reavis conducted a study at a mral high school that suggests that a school culture 

can be imported rapidly into a school and produce immediate changes that resuft in 

dramatic increases in academic achievement. Reavis (1999) stated, "The message is clear. 

Schools and school leaders do not have to work for years to bring about deep change in 

schools. Cultures that hold the values of success, trying hard, believing in oneself, 

persevering, and never giving up until the job is done and done well, can be imported into 

a school that has a very different culture" (p. 80). This study complemented the findings 

of Joyce and Calhoun (1996) that found that change can occur quickly. 

Principal Development Activities 

Professional development is more than training in new knowledge or managerial 

procedures. Effective professional development enables principals to progress to a higher 

level of ability and expertise. Developmental activities should stimulate principals' 

willingness to make changes that will improve student leaming. Such activities should be 

self-motivated, collegial, and a voluntary process of leaming relevant knowledge, skills 

and attitudes (French, 1997). The process of principal behavior change involves 

articulating beliefs and assumptions about targeted areas of development, identifying 
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problematic situations, and developing a rationale that links beliefs to new, more 

effective behaviors (Rando & Menges, 1991). In other words, during developmental 

activities, the incomplete, ineffective schemata of principals must be identified, targeted, 

and altered to include more effective leadership practices. 

Effective professional development activities for principals are necessary because 

of the ever-changing role of the principal. "Successful principals will need increased 

knowledge to correspond to the growth of the school's responsibilities and, even more 

important, they will need new skills for acquiring that knowledge and applying it to the 

process of education" (Zellner & Eriandson, 1997, p. 45). However, the training that is 

available for principals sometimes addresses topics and skills irrelevant to their needs 

(NASSP, 1992). Principals often find that little help is given in matching growth 

opportunities with their individual needs (Eriandson, 1994). 

Perhaps the biggest failure of professional development activities is that districts, 

professional organizations, and state initiatives approach the activities with a one size fits 

all paradigm. Delivering the same instmction to everyone ignores the different needs of 

principals with differing levels of experience and abilities. A better model of continuous 

professional growth would allow individual principals to be assessed to identify areas of 

need and then provide activities focused on those specific areas. Sparks (1983) and Butler 

(1989) have stressed this behef for years, writing that effective developmental activities 

are based on and paced according to participant needs. Principals should also be able to 

critically examine their own abilities and decide on ways to improve, because behavior 
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change is the result of cognitive changes, which only occur when adults confront their 

beliefs and assumptions (Licklider, 1997). 

The developmental activities should include multiple sessions over an extended 

period of time (Licklider, 1997) because single-session activities have little effect on 

educator behavior (Butler, 1989; Joyce & Showers, 1988; Sparks, 1983). Multiple 

sessions allow participants to confront new knowledge and skills in small chunks 

(Licklider, 1997) allow them to try out new leaming and adapt it to their individual 

school, and allow them to address evolving concerns of participants that arise at various 

stages of development (Bufter, 1989; Sparks, 1983). Furthermore, it gives principals 

ample opportunity to complete the processes of cognitive and behavior changes 

(Licklider, 1997). Assignments that must be completed between regular sessions have 

also shown to expand leaming (Bulter, 1989), allowing participants to practice, reflect, 

discuss, and receive feedback about new strategies or the application of new knowledge 

(Lickhder, 1997). 

Principals, to risk change, must have opportunities to practice, experiment, 

discuss, and analyze leaming in non-threatening environments (Licklider, 1997). 

Therefore, scheduling activities at convenient times and locations, and providing 

constractive, non-threatening feedback creates an environment that encourages risk-

taking and experimentation (Bufter, 1989). This belief has led the field of principal 

professional development to shift efforts toward the creation of leadership laboratories or 

leadership centers that bring together large groups of principals to participate in various 

professional development activities. This approach is a combination of two professional 
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development models, the Institute Model and the Academy Model, that Dunn (1986) 

outlined. According to Dunn (1986), the Institute Model includes institutes, workshops, 

seminars, or any topical leaming experience for a brief duration. Professional 

associations, state education associations, colleges/universities, private foundations, and 

consuftants deUver the instmction. The Academy Model is usually sponsored by a state 

agency or large school district and often involves a college or university. This model is 

normally focused on perceived needs of the principals rather than merely certification 

requirements. 

One example of such a center is the Principal's Executive Program (PEP) at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The PEP program is modeled after 

Harvard's leadership training program for business executives (Phay, 1997). The 

participants are principals from all grade levels from schools all across the state. The 

principals receive 165 hours of instmction scheduled over a four-month period. "The 

program is a rigorous residential academic program that is very different from standard 

courses in school administration" (Phay, 1997, p. 52). 

Although most instmction is directed at all participants, several components of the 

program are tailored to the needs of individual principals, such as providing principals 

with feedback on their style of leadership through anonymous responses from 

questionnaires distributed to representatives of their school's faculty (Phay, 1997). The 

program also requires the development of an improvement plan based on individual 

school characteristics, and provides specific follow-up support to principals after 

graduating from the program. 
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The state of Texas uses regional Education Service Centers as leadership 

laboratories. There are 20 regional centers that provide the training. Workshops, 

covering a wide assortment of managerial and leadership issues, are offered regularly to 

principals practicing in the surrounding region. The Education Service Centers allow for 

more efficient use of resources and allow principals to select training specifically aimed 

at perceived individual needs. 

Summary 

Across the country, schools, and the educational systems of which they are a part, 

are confronting profound challenges. The schools designed for the industrial revolution 

are insufficient to meet these challenges and will continue to cmmble quickly as we take 

quantum leaps into a worid of high technology, ethnic and cultural diversity, and 

declining resources. What the future holds for our education system is unclear, but 

undoubtedly requires a new generation of leaders in order to succeed. 

The leadership behaviors of fiiture principals cannot take on the managerial form 

that was once thought sufficient to mn a school. Current principals, as well as fiiture 

principals, must operate under new paradigms that are constmcted from the schematic 

principles of transformational leadership, symbolic leadership, and culture building. 

Principals must have cognitive abilities that are global and holistic, and that allow them 

to recognize all key elements of school issues. Principals need to connect routine 

activities and decisions made within the school to the larger cultural dimensions of the 

school. 
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In order for these paradigms to develop, the old schemata that represent only 

managerial leadership must be challenged and changed. Current practitioners need to be 

assessed to isolate existing ineffective schemata that can be replaced with paradigms of 

effective leadership practices. Because the assessment can only be as good as the 

assessor, the assessor must possess critical framing abilities that can be used throughout 

the assessment process. Utilizing assessors who concentrate on managerial effectiveness 

without regard to comprehensive problem framing abilities may only serve to extend 

traditional management orientations in school leadership. 

Determining the cognitive disposition of selected assessors can serve as an 

accurate predictor of how effective their assessments of others will be. This cognitive 

profile may lead to a better assessor selection process and/or identification of areas in 

which assessors need additional training. This study will identify the prevailing cognitive 

profiles of SASA assessors from three regions in Texas. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 

One of the most consistent findings in educational research is that high-achieving 

schools have strong, competent leaders (Useem, Christman, Gold, & Simon, 1997; 

Valentine, Trimble, & Whitaker, 1997). What is changing is our understanding of how a 

successful principal acts. "An effective principal is not a school 'manager' in the 

traditional sense of a lone figure controlling virtually all aspects of administrative 

procedure and instmctional practice" (Jackson & Davis, 2000, p. 156). In addition to 

managerial practices, school leaders need effective human relations skills, as described 

by Judith Azzara in the December 2000/January 2001 issue of the joumal. Educational 

Leadership, political skills as described by Bums (1978), and symboUc leadership skills 

as described by Bigham (1999),Blase (1990), Bolman and Deal (1997), Deal (1985), 

Sergiovanni (1990), and West (2000). 

Two frames of thinking (stmctural and human resource) were found by Bolman 

and Deal (1992) to be dominant in United States' principals. Bolman and Deal (1997) 

explained that relying on one or two frames, as most of the principals in their studies did, 

may suffice for simple jobs but not for the more complex undertakings of the school 

principalship. Instead, principals must take on the role of change agent, setting the tone of 

the school and shaping the organizational conditions under which the school works 

(Hipp, 1997). As leaders learn to apply all four frames (stmctural, human resource, 

political, and symbolic) they should develop a greater appreciation and deeper 



understanding of their organization (Bolman & Deal, 1997) and become more effective 

leaders. 

The research of Bolman and Deal has provided usefiil information about the 

leadership preferences (stmctural and human resources) of current principal practitioners. 

More recent efforts of researchers such as Bigham (1999), Blase (1990), Bolman and 

Deal (1997), Deal (1985), Reavis (1999), Sergiovanni (1990), and Shipley (2000) have 

ignited a new leadership movement that recognizes symbolic leadership as the most 

critical and most promising way for principals to develop effective schools. The purpose 

of this study was to examine the preferred leadership frames of School Administrators 

Skills Assessment (SASA) assessors in the principal assessment process to determine if 

the assessors possess the mufti-frame cognitive disposition that will aide current 

principals in the transition from using only one or two frames to being able to utilize 

multiple frames to guide their school. 

Principal assessment systems are a critical component in the professional 

development of principals, and ultimately, to producing higher student achievement in 

our schools. The assessors responsible for the feedback that principals receive are cmcial 

to the overall assessment success. In Texas, the School Administrators Skills Assessment 

(SASA) was adopted statewide during the 1999-2000 school year as one of the methods 

to assess currently practicing administrators. The purpose of this study was to discover 

the cognitive frames of Texas SASA assessors. The questions addressed by the study are: 

Do those selected as SASA assessors have a mufti-frame leadership cognitive 

disposition? 
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What are the dominate frames used by the assessors? Do the assessors show an ability to 

reframe their thinking? 

Pilot Studv 

In a pilot study conducted with the same problem and purpose as proposed for this 

study, four educational practitioners from different schools were chosen through 

purposeful sampling to respond to a researcher written case study and to be interviewed 

to determine if their multi-frame cognitive disposition could be determined. The goal was 

not to collect data per se, but to leam about the effectiveness of the proposed case study 

and interviewing to produce the desired data. The pilot study was also used to test the 

language of the case study and interview as well as the overall length of each. 

Data Collection 

The four participants in the study were pre-contacted either by telephone or in 

person. During this contact time, the researcher was identified, the purpose of the pilot 

study was discussed, any clarification requested was given, and participation in the study 

was requested. As expected, because purposeful sampling was used, non-response was 

not a problem. All four participants returned their case study response within three days. 

After receiving each case study response, an interview time was scheduled. Although, 

one of the interviews had to be rescheduled twice, all four interviews were completed. 
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Findings 

Three of the four participants felt the wriften case study was sufficient length and 

included many real-life situations that they had actually deaft with at some point in their 

career. One participant, however, felt the case study was to brief and did not provide 

enough background information in order to make good decisions. This participant did not 

provide any specific suggestions on what to add to the case and also acknowledged that 

lengthening the case study would deter from wanting to participate. 

All four participants felt the interview session, which lasted between 15 and 20 

minutes was sufficient and suggested not going any longer. One participant suggested 

doing the interview immediately after completing the case study response and not waiting 

several days. Another participant felt it would have been beneficial to have the interview 

questions ahead of time. 

The leadership disposition of each participant was unveiled during qualitative 

analysis of the data collected. The leadership disposition of two participants can be 

described almost entirely in the human resource dimension, with some aspects of the 

stmctural frame. They believed that participation and involvement of teachers is key to 

long-term success. There is an emphasis on collaboration, win-win, and a sense of 

community. They did not like to have conflict within the building. They believe that 

teachers must have high morale and feel good about coming to work. 

Neither participant indicated an understanding of the symbolic dimension of 

school leadership but instead fell back on the stmctural dimension to establish short and 

long-term goals and how to achieve them. They believe that if teachers feel involved and 
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there are structures in place that call for work towards achievement that it will some how 

occur. It seemed logical to establish processes and routines, guide-lines and action 

limitations to produce compliance and steady progress rather than developing a strong 

school culture of success or communicating the school vision repeatedly. 

One participant's leadership disposition represented a balance between the 

stmctural, human resource and symbolic frames. However, stmctural issues took a 

priority over the issues in the other frames. The participant feft the stmctural and human 

resource issues should be dealt before the systemic, symbolic issues could be addressed. 

Even though test scores are low at this school, this participant chose not to attack the 

issue through stmctural means, but rather focus on a more holistic approach of providing 

staff development focusing on good teaching practices and establishing a positive climate 

of success. 

The fourth participant addressed the school issues almost entirely through the 

stmctural frame. There were some political issues mentioned but were dealt with through 

stmctural means. Nearly every decision and action discussed in the case response and 

interview deaft with policies and procedures. It was obvious the leadership disposition of 

this participant focused on the management of the school. 

The composite analysis of all the data revealed that the stmctural and human 

resource frames were preferred by the participants in this study, with some indicators of a 

symbolic disposition, and virtually no political disposition. 
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Discussion 

Similar to what Bolman and Deal (1992) found, the participants in the pilot study 

have a leadership disposition characterized heavily on the stmctural and human resource 

frames when faced with common school issues. The data also indicated that the most 

preferred frame was the human resource frame. Also in line with the findings of Bolman 

and Deal, was that most participants use only one or two of the frames. 

Based on the conclusion of Bolman and Deal (1992) that claims "the capacity to 

reframe is a critical issue in success as both manager and leader.. .the ability to use more 

than one frame increases an individual's ability to make clear judgments and to act 

effectively" (p. 315), training that emphasizes symbolic and political skills may be 

necessary. The resufts of this study suggest that school leadership does in fact focus 

primarily on stmctural and human resource issues with little attention given to the 

political and symbolic aspects of leadership. Without intervention, this approach to 

school leadership will serve as the role model that builds the schemata of developing 

administrators. 

Overview of Research Design 

A qualitative design was chosen for this study in order to describe the theoretical 

leadership disposition that SASA assessors bring to their role. Qualitative methods 

allowed the uncovering of the subtleties of how the assessors think. The process of 

conducting qualitative research can be characterized as a dialogue or interplay between 

researchers and participants. Researchers who use this approach are interested in how 
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others construct sense or meaning in their context. Stainback and Stainback (1988) 

supported this method when writing that "incorporating qualitative research theory and 

methodology to a greater extent into education could potentially enhance the capabilities 

of researchers in education and the future progress of education" (p. 10) and "qualitative 

research can be employed to investigate the reasoning and thought processes of people" 

(p. 14), which is a core goal of this study. 

The specific qualitative approach to this study is descriptive phenomenology. 

"Description draws on ordinary vocabulary to convey ideas about things, people and 

places" (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 16). Strauss and Corbin (1998) also explained that 

".. .description is the basis for more abstract interpretation of data and theory 

developmenf (p. 18). 

Phenomenology refers to the description of one or more individuals' 

consciousness and experience of a phenomenon. The purpose of phenomenological 

research is to obtain a view into research participants' reality and to understand their 

personal meanings constmcted from their experiences (Johnson & Christensen, 2000). 

Taylor and Bogdan (1984) said "the phenomenologist views human behavior, what 

people say and do, as a product of how people define their world" (pp. 8-9). For 

phenomenologists, the primary data collection method is in-depth interview (Johnson 

&Christensen, 2000) and the data analysis approach is the process of isolating significant 

statements, determining the meaning of the statements, and identifying the essence of the 

phenomenon (Johnson & Christensen, 2000). 
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Qualitative researchers utilizing a phenomenological approach make use of 

participant perspectives (Bodgan & Biklin, 1998). Participant perspective is not an 

expression that informants use themselves; it may not represent the way they think of 

themselves. The researcher makes interpretations. Researchers believe approaching 

people with a goal of trying to understand their point of view, while not perfect, distorts 

the informants' experience the least (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). 

This descriptive phenomenology study focused on how the cognitive frame 

disposition of the assessors could be described in terms of Bolman and Deal's multi-

frame thinking model. In order for principals to be highly effective over time, their 

thinking and problem solving should access all four of the cognitive domains in the 

Bolman and Deal model. 

The data was collected in two phases. The first phase of data collection and 

analysis occurred when participants read and responded to the researcher written case 

study. This case study was judged by participants in the pilot study to be similar to the 

case used in training SASA assessors. The second phase of collection and analysis 

occured when the researcher interviewed each participant. The purpose of this interview 

was to gain further understanding of the frame disposition of the participants. 

The remainder of this chapter describes site and participant selection, data 

collection methods, data analysis, and establishing tmstworthiness of the study. 
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Participant Selection 

The name and address of each individual trained to be a SASA assessor was 

secured for three Educational Service Centers in Texas. The regional assessors being 

targeted were from Huntsville and the surrounding area, Forth Worth and the surrounding 

area, and Lubbock and the surrounding area. These widely dispersed Centers provide 

some measure of representativeness for this study. A letter explaining the research 

purpose, the requirements of participation, and a request to participate in the study were 

mailed to each individual. A copy of the case and a brief questionnaire were also 

included. 

SASA assessors represent a broad base of educational experience, including 

current and retired principals, assistant superintendents and superintendents, university 

professors, and service center staff development specialists. 

Data Collection 

This study used two methods of data collection: (I) the collection of written 

responses to a case study and (2) open-ended, audio taped interviews of each assessor. 

Case Study 

Interview questions will be based on written responses to a case that respondents 

will read prior to the interview. A case is a description of an administrative/leadership 

situation, commonly involving a decision or problem (Erskine, Leenders, & Mauffett-

Leenders, 1981). It is a general description of a situation that can be used as a method of 
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evaluation (Kowalski, 1995) or for the purpose of studying problem-solving techniques 

(Kowalski, 1995). 

There is no universal definition of or style for a case. Some cases are only a few 

paragraphs while others are hundreds of pages (Immegart, 1971). As Lincoln and Guba 

(1985) wrote, ".. .while the literature is replete with references to case studies and with 

examples of case study reports, there seems to be little agreement about what a case is" 

(p. 360). Cases commonly fall into one of three categories: tme cases, disguised cases, or 

fictitious cases (Matejka & Cosse, 1981). The case for this study was fictitious, 

approximately three pages, and used hypothetical problems and issues to illustrate 

leadership challenges and dilemmas. All research participants read the same the case, 

thus being exposed to the same situational knowledge. Each participant filtered the 

situational knowledge through his or her own cognitive schemas and respond to the case. 

The responses were analyzed to gain an understanding of the participant's cognitive 

frame disposition. This analysis will also allow the researcher to identify gaps in the 

written responses that can be amplified with additional data collected during the 

interviews (Miles and Huberman (1984). 

Assessor Interviews 

In-depth interviewing, which is probably the most common qualitative data 

collection method (Stainback & Stainback, 1988), is a main component for this 

qualitative research project. In-depth means exploring a topic in detail to deepen the 

interviewer's knowledge of the topic (Schensul, Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999). 
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Assessors will be interviewed to further explore their cognitive frame predispositions. 

"Interview respondents answer questions in the contexts of dispositions that must be 

unraveled in order to make sense out of the words the interview questions generate" 

(Glesne, 1999, p. 59). 

Interview questions asked of respondents in order to gain information and an 

understanding of the overall research question (Maxwell, 1996). The research used open-

ended interview questions to allow respondents to reflect and respond freely. Open-ended 

refers to the fact that the interviewer is open to any and all relevant responses (Schensul, 

Schensul, & LeCompte, 1999). This allowed the researcher greater insight into the 

underlying philosophies of the respondents and the rationales for their cognitive framing. 

According to Cohen (1981), interviews need to be dialogues, so that each person's unique 

blend of bio-psycho-social life aspects is shared. The elaborated responses to open-ended 

questions allow gathering of affective and cognitive underpinnings of each person's 

perceptions. Although specific interview questions were created prior to the interview, 

questions that emerged in the course of interviewing were added to or replaced the pre-

established ones. 

Data Analysis 

Organizational artangements of data are generally focused around the most 

significant categories relevant to the overall purpose of the study. Some researchers 

predefine their categories according the their theory or findings from previous 

investigations (Stainback & Stainback, 1988). "This most likely occurs when extensive 
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theoretical and empirical work has been conducted on the phenomenon under study in the 

same or similar contexts" (Schensul, LeCompte, Nastasi, & Borgotti, 1999, p. 26). In this 

study, categories were predefined based on previous studies conducted by Bolman and 

Deal (1985, 1992). 

Frame Category Criteria 

In 1992, Bolman and Deal published an article that examined the relationship 

between management and leadership for school administrators in the United States and 

Singapore. The qualitative aspect of this study focused on which frames the 

administrators used and how many frames they used. Bolman and Deal outlined specific 

criteria for coding the participant responses into their four frames that allow the reliable 

judgment about the presence or absence of the frames in responses (Bolman & Deal, 

1992). The criteria were used to code the written accounts of leadership incidents. 

These criteria, which follow, along with the underlying assumptions of each frame 

provided by Bolman and Deal (1997) can also be effectively used to code the data in this 

study, 

a. Stmctural Frame Dimensions 

Analytical—thinks clearly and logically; approaches problems with facts and 

attends to details 

Organized—develops clear goals and policies; holds people accountable for 

results 
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b. Stmctural Frame-Related Issues 

Coordination, and control; clarity or lack of clarity about goals, roles, or 

expectations; references to planning, budgeting, and evaluation; discussion of 

analysis or its absence; issues around policies and procedures 

c. Structural Frame -Related Actions 

Reorganizing, implementing, or clarifying pohcies and procedures; developing 

new information, budgeting, or control systems, adding new stmctural units, 

planning processes 

d. Underlying Assumptions of Stmctural Frame 

1. Organizations exist to achieve established goals and objectives. 

2. Organizations work best when rationality prevails over personal preferences 

and extemal pressures. 

3. Stmctures must be designed to fit an organization's circumstances (including 

its goals, technology, and environment). 

4. Organizations increase efficiency and enhance performance through 

specialization and division of labor. 

5. Appropriate forms of coordination and control are essential to ensuring that 

individuals and unfts work together in the service of organizational goals. 

6. Problems and performance gaps arise from stmctural deficiencies and are 

remedied through restmcturing. 
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a. Human Resource Frame Dimensions 

Supportive—concerned about the feelings of others; supportive and responsive 

Participative—fosters participation and involvement; listens and is open to new 

ideas 

b. Human Resource Frame-Related Issues 

Discussions of individual feelings, needs, preferences, or abilities (e.g., problems 

of individual performance or staff quality); references to the importance of 

participation, listening, open communications, involvement in decision making, 

morale; discussion of interpersonal relationships; emphasis on collaboration, win-

win, and a sense of family or community. 

c. Human Resource Frame-Related Actions 

Processes of participation and involvement (task forces, open meetings, etc.), 

training, recmiting new staff, workshops and retreats, empowerment, organization 

development, and quality-of-work-life programs 

d. Underlying Assumptions of Human Resource Frame 

1. Organizations exist to serve human needs rather than the reverse. 

2. People and organizations need each other: organizations need ideas, energy, 

and talent; people need careers, salaries, and opportunities. 

3. When the fit between individual and system is poor, one or both suffer: 

individuals will be explofted or will exploft the organization - or both will 

become victims. 
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4. A good fit benefits both: individuals find meaningful and satisfying work, and 

organizations get the talent and energy they need to succeed 

a. Political Frame Dimensions 

Powerful—persuasive, high level of ability to mobilize people and resources; 

effective at building alliances and support 

Adroit—politically sensitive and skillful; a skillful negotiator in face of conflict 

and opposition 

b. Political Frame-Related Issues 

Focus on conflict or tension among different constituencies, interest groups, or 

organizations; competing interests and agendas; disputes over allocation of scarce 

resources; games of power and self-interest 

c. Polftical Frame-Related Actions 

Bargaining, negotiation, advocacy, building alliances, and networking with other 

key players 

d. Underlying Assumptions of Political Frame 

1. Organizations are coalitions of various individuals and interest groups. 

2. There are enduring differences among coalition members in values, beliefs, 

information, interests, and perceptions of reahty. 

3. Most important decisions involve the allocation of scare resources - who gets 

what. 
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4. Scarce resources and enduring differences give conflict a central role in 

organizational dynamics and make power the most important resource. 

5. Goals and decisions emerge from bargaining, negotiation, and jockeying for 

position among different stakeholders. 

a. Symbolic Frame Dimensions 

Inspirational—inspires others to loyalty and enthusiasm; communicates a strong 

sense of vision 

Charismatic—imaginative, creative, emphasizes culture and values; models 

organizational aspirations 

b. Symbolic Frame-Related Issues 

Discussions of institutional identity, culture, or symbols; discussions of the image 

that will be projected to different audiences; discussion of the symbolic 

importance of existing practices, rituals, or artifacts (e.g. symbolic attachment to 

an old building on campus); emphasis on influencing how different audiences will 

interpret or frame an activity or decision 

c. Symbolic Frame-Related Actions 

Creating or revitalizing ceremonies and rituals; working to develop or restate the 

institution's vision; working on influencing organizational culture, using self as a 

symbol 
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d. Underlying Assumptions of Symbolic Frame 

1. What is most important about any event is not what happened but what it 

means. 

2. Activity and meaning are loosely coupled: events have multiple meanings 

because people interpret experience differently. 

3. Most of life is ambiguous or uncertain - what happened, why ft happened, or 

what will happen next are all puzzles. 

4. High levels of ambiguity and uncertainty undercut rational analysis, problem 

solving, and decision making. 

5. In the face of uncertainty and ambiguity, people create symbols to resolve 

confusion, increase predictability, provide direction, and anchor hope and 

faith. 

6. Many events and processes are more important for what is expressed than 

what is produced. They form a cultural tapestry of secular myths, rituals, 

stories, and stories that help people find meaning, purpose and passion. 

The data collected during the study was sorted into the frame categories using the 

above criteria and underlying assumptions. Hammersley and Atkinson (1983) outlined a 

commonly used method for organizing data into determined categories, referred to as 

coding the record. "Data is coded, then is assigned to a category, on the mnning record 

itself, or a copy of it. Comments relating to the data of descriptive or analytical categories 

are written in the margin or on the back of each page" (p. 169). Stainback and Stainback 
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(1988) referred to this procedure as coding the data. They described the process as: 

"Segments of data within the running record are assigned to the categories with markings 

and comments regarding the categorical assignment being made in the margins directly 

on the mnning record" (p. 63). 

"Segmenting involves dividing the data into meaningful analytical units" 

(Johnson & Christensen, 2000, p. 426). When you segment the text data, you read the text 

line by line and continually ask questions that will help determine its degree of 

importance (Johnson & Christensen, 2000). Units of data that are meaningful can be a 

word, a phrase, a single sentence, several sentences, or even a paragraph. The units that 

are categorized in this manner are the significant data units that have particular relevance 

to the frame criteria outlined earlier. 

Tmstworthiness 

An ongoing criticism of research produced through qualitative methods is that it 

seldom has any tmth-value. The nature of qualitative study makes validity and reliability 

difficult, if not impossible, to achieve (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It is not uncommon for 

researchers to conduct qualitative studies to prove a point, or support their philosophy. To 

overcome such skepticism, a great deal of the tmstworthiness of the research is based on 

the integrity of the researcher. Furthermore, researchers can increase the tmstworthiness 

of their findings through several tmst building strategies. 

"The basic issue in relation to tmstworthiness is simple: How can an inquirer 

persuade his or her audiences (including self) that the findings of an inquiry are worth 
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paying attention to, worth taking account o f (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 290). The term 

corroboration also applies to this study and the topic of tmstworthiness. Corroboration 

means not to confirm whether people's perceptions are accurate or tme reflections of a 

situation, but rather to help ensure that the research findings accurately reflect people's 

perceptions, whatever they may be (Stainback & Stainback, 1988). Taylor and Bogdan 

(1984) noted that "what the qualitative researcher is interested in is not tmth per se, but 

rather perspectives" (p. 98). So, rather than trying to determine the tmth of people's 

perceptions, the purpose is to help increase understanding and the probability that 

findings will be seen as credible or worthy of consideration by others (Stainback & 

Stainback, 1988). 

Johnson and Christensen (2000) described numerous strategies often used to 

promote tmstworthiness in qualitative research which include: 

1. Extended fieldwork—when possible, qualitative researchers should collect 

data in the field over an extended period of time. 

2. Low-inference descriptors—the use of description phrased very close to the 

participants' accounts and researchers' field notes. Verbatims (i.e., direct 

quotations) are a commonly used type of low-inference descriptors. 

3. Triangulation—cross-checking information and conclusions through the use 

of multiple procedures or sources. 

4. Data triangulation—the use of multiple data sources to help understand a 

phenomenon. 

5. Participant feedback—the feedback and discussion of the researcher's 
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interpretations and conclusions with the actual participants and other members 

of the participant community for verification and insight. 

6. Peer review—discussion of the researcher's interpretations and conclusions 

with other people. This includes discussion with a disinterested peer (e.g., 

with another researcher not directly involved). 

7. Reflexivity—self-awareness and critical self-reflection by the researcher on 

his or her potential biases and predispositions as these may affect the research 

process and conclusions. 

Attending to all of these strategies to increase tmstworthiness is not necessary, but the 

overall goal is to promote credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this study, credibility and transferability will be addressed to 

establish tmstworthiness. 

Credibility 

Credibility is enhanced through triangulation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Triangulation in this study was accomplished through the use of case studies and in-depth 

interviews. The interviews follow the collection and analysis of the written responses to 

the case study. This allowed for data checking as well as an opportunity to fill any gaps 

that may have been created. 

Peer review, or peer de-briefing, as it is called by Lincoln and Guba (1985), is 

also useful in establishing credibility. "The process helps keep the inquirer honest, 

exposing him or her to searching questions by an experienced protagonist doing his or her 
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best to play a devil's advocate" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 308) The task of the debriefer 

is to be sure that the investigator is as fully aware of his or her posture and process as 

possible (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). A peer debriefer was utilized throughout this study. 

To further strengthen the credibility of this study, participant feedback, also called 

member checking, will be utilized by sharing with the participants the final analysis of 

their written response and interview session with the request that they help verify 

accuracy of intentionality and facts. Lincoln and Guba (1985) considered this to be the 

most cmcial technique for establishing credibility. 

Transferability 

This study, qualitative in nature, cannot be described in terms of extemal validity 

as can quantitative studies. The study established transferability by providing the "thick 

description necessary to enable someone interested in making a transfer to reach a 

conclusion about whether transfer can be contemplated as a possibility" (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985, p. 316). 

Summary 

In this chapter, the research design, participant selection, data collection, data 

analysis, a pilot study and the tmstworthiness of the proposed study were discussed. The 

purpose was to describe techniques that can be used to conduct a tmstworthy study that 

produces data that contribute to the overall effectiveness of the SASA assessment 

process. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this study was to leam if those selected as SASA assessors have a 

multi-frame cognitive disposition. This will reveal if chosen assessors enter the 

assessment process with the cognitive predisposition to identify the presence or absence 

of multi-frame thinking in principals and if they use this information to support multi-

frame thinking within the administrators they assess. This study used case study 

responses and in-depth interviewing to achieve its purpose. 

Study participants initially responded in written form to a brief case study about a 

principal preparing to begin at a new school. The written responses provided a basic 

insight into the cognitive disposition of the participants through line by line coding into 

Bolman and Deal's four leadership frames (1992). These data were used to develop 

questions for the subsequent in-depth interviews. 

The primary purpose of the written case study responses was not to glean a 

complete description of the cognitive disposition of the study participants but to provide 

an initial description of the types of issues the participants find important and the frames 

upon which they tend to rely when dealing with problem issues. The in-depth interviews, 

which revealed a thick description of the leadership disposition of each assessor, were 

also coded line by line, with major ideas and behavior descriptions being associated with 

the most appropriate of the four Bolman and Deal frames (1992). 
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Multi-framing 

Any event or issue can be framed in many ways and serve multiple purposes 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997) and the ability to use multiple frames is critical to a principal's 

effectiveness as both manager and leader (Bolman & Deal, 1992). For example, if a 

central issue is teachers reporting late to work, the principal can schedule a meeting. If 

the meeting is used to make formal decisions or re-establish policies then the principal is 

operating in the stmctural frame. But if the principal uses the meeting to allow teachers to 

share their feelings to explain tardiness, or use the meeting as an opportunity to discuss 

the school purpose and vision and inspire teachers to be more committed then the 

principal has shown an ability to reframe the issue and operate in multi-frames. 

This is why it is important not to take the important issues identified by the study 

participants completely at face value, but to collect and analyze data on how they would 

proceed to address the issues. These additional data helps to reveal whether the 

participants have the ability to reframe the issues and work through the issue with 

multiple frames. 

The reporting of participant responses into the separate frames can also be 

somewhat misleading and deserves clarification. Certain responses were separated into 

different frames for coding purposes because of the functional division between the two 

frames. There were some responses that actually represented a complementary use of two 

frames. This can be illusfrated by a respondent's quote articulating an approach he felt 

necessary to create success. The respondent said, "I look at climate and areas like that 

when we look at a staff survey. How can we improve that? What can we do to make the 
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means of communication more open, more honest, opportunities for people to develop." 

The respondent went on to say, "That's a process that we want the staff to see that there 

are clear cut goals that there is a vision for going here so that everything they do needs to 

be contributing to that." This particular response may represent a human resource frame 

by showing concern for open communication and personal development, but may also 

represent the stmctural frame by speaking to a use of a survey and with the purpose to 

establish clear cut goals. The symbolic frame is also slightly represented through the idea 

of creating a vision. Each frame by definition contributes a different dimension and 

completes the full viewpoint. Responses were coded into individual frames based on 

intent, with different sections of one particular thought or response being coded into 

different frames. 

A brief review of each frame criteria will be presented, followed by an individual 

description of each assessor. This description includes the major leadership themes 

revealed from the data and the overall leadership disposition of the assessor. 

Stmctural Frame 

According to Bolman and Deal (1997), six assumptions undergird the stmctural 

frame: 

1. Organizations exist to achieve estabhshed goals and objectives. 

2. Organizations work best when rationality prevails over personal preferences 

and extemal pressures. 

3. Stmcttires must be designed to fit an organization's circumstances (including 
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its goals, technology, and environment). 

4. Organizations increase efficiency and enhance performance through 

specialization and division of labor. 

5. Appropriate forms of coordination and control are essential to ensuring that 

individuals and units work together in the service of organizational goals. 

6. Problems and performance gaps arise from stmctural deficiencies and are 

remedied through restmcturing. (p. 40) 

Human Resource Frame 

According to Bolman and Deal (1997), the human resource frame is buift on the 

following four core assumptions: 

1. Organizations exist to serve human needs rather than the reverse. 

2. People and organizations need each other: organizations need ideas, energy, 

and talent; people need careers, salaries, and opportunities. 

3. When the fit between individual and system is poor, one or both suffer: 

individuals will be exploited or will exploit the organization - or both will 

become victims. 

4. A good fit benefits both: individuals find meaningful and satisfying work, and 

organizations get the talent and energy they need to succeed, (p. 102-103) 
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Political Frame 

According to Bolman and Deal (1997), the political frame 1 built on the following 

four core assumptions: 

1. Organizations are coalitions of various individuals and interest groups. 

2. There are enduring differences among coalition members in values, beliefs, 

information, interests, and perceptions of reality. 

3. Most important decisions involve the allocation of scare resources - who gets 

what. 

4. Scarce resources and enduring differences give conflict a central role in 

organizational dynamics and make power the most important resource. 

5. Goals and decisions emerge from bargaining, negotiation, and jockeying for 

position among different stakeholders, (p. 163) 

Symbolic Frame 

According to Bolman and Deal (1997), the symbolic frame is buift on the 

following four core assumptions: 

1. What is most important about any event is not what happened but what it 

means. 

2. Activity and meaning are loosely coupled: events have multiple meanings 

because people interpret experience differently. 

3. Most of life is ambiguous or uncertain - what happened, why it happened, or 

what will happen next are all puzzles. 
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4. High levels of ambiguity and uncertainty undercut rational analysis, problem 

solving, and decision making. 

5. In the face of uncertainty and ambiguity, people create symbols to resolve 

confusion, increase predictability, provide direction, and anchor hope and 

faith. 

6. Many events and processes are more important for what is expressed than 

what is produced. They form a cultural tapestry of secular myths, rituals, and 

stories that help people find meaning, purpose and passion. 

Using these assumptions to serve as guiding criteria for coding both the written 

responses and in-depth interviews aided discovery of the major leadership themes of each 

assessor. 

Assessor #1 

Written Response 

The three major issues identified in the written response were lack of vision for 

the campus, teacher morale and low expectations, and lack of curriculum and plan for 

improving student performance. Teacher morale is typically associated with the human 

resource frame and curriculum issues are stmctural. Without an expanded response it is 

not possible to completely label these issues into one of the four frames. The issue he 

selected to expand on was lack of vision for the campus. 

The participant began his elaboration with, "You first must have a vision for the 

campus. There must be a direction for the campus to proceed toward excellence." The 

next four paragraphs were dedicated to how the principal should define the vision and 
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begin implementing it at the school. He said, ".. .the principal should gather data in 

regards to student perfonnance on TAAS the past three years, the number of discipline 

referrals, student attendance, teacher attendance, etc." Then based on this data " the 

principal should write a campus improvement plan" and then "present the mission 

statement and campus improvement plan with goals and strategies" to the site-base 

committee before school starts. Then, at the first faculty meeting, "The principal would 

then have the SBDM committee present the campus improvement plan.. .to review the 

goals and strategies for implementation." 

In discussing the plan development this assessor included specifics about 

performance control, which Mintzberg (1979) defined as outcome objectives without 

specifying how the results will be achieved. For example, TAAS scores will increase by 

twenty percent this year. Also mentioned were specifics about action planning, which 

"specifies decisions and actions to be carried out in a particular way within a specified 

time frame" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 43). For example, improve TAAS scores this year 

by mandating attendance at after school tutorials. Action planning seemed to be viewed 

as important because it is easy to assess whether the job is actually getting done or not. It 

is difficult to determine precisely if the overall goal will be met at any given time during 

the year. It is possible though to monitor and determine if the sfrategies outlined in the 

action plan are actually being done. This approach is heavily embedded in the stmctural 

frame. 

Although a strong sense of vision is rooted in the symbohc frame with intent 

being to have the organization, "bonded by shared beliefs, traditions, myths, rituals, and 
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ceremonies" (Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 313), this participant chose to try and develop the 

vision through the structural approaches of clarifying goals and expectations, and dealing 

with problems through analysis and facts. As stated by the assessor in his summary, "By 

having a plan with processes in place to address the campus issues, student performance 

should improve dramatically, student behavior should improve, teacher morale should 

improve, and the campus should move towards being exemplary." 

The assessor also chose to operate in the political frame by organizing meetings to 

allow the principal to use abilities to mobilize people and build an aUiance and support 

for the plan. 

The written response indicated that this assessor operates extensively in the 

stmctural frame and neglects the other leadership frames. It didn't appear as though he 

understood organizational vision building from a symbolic point of view, but from a 

stmctural point of view. The only mention of a human resource issue was the behef that 

an effective plan would improve teacher morale. Although, this might occur, he is 

showing an inability to reframe out of the stmctural frame and access the other frames. 

Follow-up Interview 

Stmctural Frame Themes 

Based on the follow-up interview the major stmctural themes that define the 

leadership disposition of assessor #1 are use of data, expectations, monitoring, campus 

improvement plan, and processes combined with policies, procedures and mles. Each of 

these themes is discussed below, with supporting quotations from transcripts. 
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Use of Data 

During the interview assessor #1 made fifteen references to use of data as 

effective leadership. What follows are representative samples from the transcripts. In the 

follow-up interview, assessor #1 continued to pursue data-driven strategies with such 

comments as, "You start to compare student performance, discipline referrals, student 

attendance, teacher attendance, so you have some data as a measuring stick on how the 

campus is performing" and, "The data shows there were improvements. There's hard data 

to show that, then the teachers begin to feel good about what they're doing and begin to 

buy more into your plan." This supports Bolman and Deal's stmctural criteria that 

organizations exist to achieve established goals and objectives and organizations work 

best when rationality prevails over personal preferences. During the interview, prompts 

were offered to access another frame. "You have mentioned several forms of statistical 

data that you need to use. Do you think this is a good guideline for principals to make 

changes and decisions campus wide and to solve problem areas or are there other 

methods you think they should use?" He continued to stress data by responding, "I think 

as a new principal coming into campus I think you gather as much information as you 

can," and, "I'm a real proponent of gathering data and seeing where you currently are." 

Later in the interview he was asked what is the best way to ensure that the plan generated 

by the data is actually being implemented. Again, this prompt was designed to provide an 

opportunity to access other frames. He responded that the principal needs to set some 

benchmarks and processes to make improvement in each of the identified areas. He went 
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on to say that, "About every six weeks you put out a report, uh, you mn 

reports.. .compare every six weeks how many discipline referrals.. .you can compare 

student attendance." He described that these data reports would be used during regular 

meetings as a method of ongoing monitoring to see if the plan is being implemented and 

is effective. This indicates a leader that believes problems and performance gaps arise 

from stmctural deficiencies and are remedied through restmcturing. 

Galbraith (1973) defined uncertainty as the difference between the information an 

organization has and the information it needs at a given time and place. As uncertainty 

increases, more information is needed to make decisions. Organizations then must 

increase the capacity to process information. With so much information available and 

being demanded, organizations must stmcture themselves to take full advantage of the 

information. Having hard facts and information available can also be used to create 

clearly articulated goals and behavior expectations to meet the goals. This describes a 

major aspect of this assessor's leadership disposition. 

Expectations 

Providing a basis for questions during the interview Assessor #1 wrote that the 

principal should present a plan that ".. .would set high expectations for student 

achievement and behavior," and, "The principal would prepare for the first faculty 

meeting at which he would present his/her expectations for the campus." 

During the interview he referred to clear expectations twenty-one times. When 

asked about improving teacher morale, which is directly associated with frames other 
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than stmctural, the assessor referred back to expectations by saying, "To improve morale 

to me the first thing is you set high expectations for student performance and that in tum 

sets an expectation for your staff" He later said, ".. .knowing that this is the direction that 

this campus is going is the expectation from the leader whether they agree with it or not. 

They don't always have to agree with everything, but at least they know where you stand 

and what the expectation is and that to me is, is critical as a leader to, to communicate 

those expectations..." When asked how a principal can get teachers to embrace these 

expectations, he responded, "It's all about student success and the high expectations that 

every kid will leam and be successful and you just preach that and talk about it every day 

and you don't make excuses." As Bolman and Deal (1997) suggested, relying on 

expectation clarification in this manner supports the stmctural leadership belief that 

organizations exist to achieve established goals and objectives 

The underlying belief behind establishing and clarifying expectations is that when 

people know what is expected of them they will strive to live up to those expectations. 

They will know how to focus their time and energy. They will understand what is 

important to those evaluating them and of those they work with on a daily basis. With 

clear expectations established, the principal, as leader can monitor and control the actions 

and decisions of the organization to make sure expectations are met. 

Campus Improvement Plan to Establish Goals, 
Objectives and Strategies 

The interview questions in this area grew out of what Assessor #1 wrote about in 

the written response. He extensively mentioned creating a campus improvement plan to 
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be used as the backbone for the leadership behaviors and strategies of the principal in the 

case study. He wrote, "By having a plan in place to address campus issues, student 

performance should improve significantly, student behavior should improve, teacher 

morale should improve, and the campus should move toward being exemplary." 

He was given the opportunity to reframe the creation of this plan in the interview, 

when asked, "Many people might feel the staff should be involved in that creation and the 

principal should wait until the school year starts....". He further supported his stmctural 

approach and belief that organizations exist to achieve established goals by responding, 

".. .there didn't seem to be any improvement plan in place, and I feel like ft would 

benefit, it would be beneficial for that principal to initiate, to show the staff what he felt 

like would be important for the direction that campus to go..." Rather than utilizing 

strategic planning to promote participation or negotiate meanings, he continued to view it 

as a method for the principal to take control and get the organization headed in the right 

direction with top-down authority. According to Bolman and Deal (1997), this form of 

stmctural leadership approach relies on appropriate forms of coordination and control. He 

later supported this belief by saying, "It starts with the principal's plan, because he is 

ultimately responsible.. .he is the one that is going to be held accountable so he has to be 

first comfortable with the plan..." However, later in the interview, he contradicted these 

thoughts and attempted to reframe into the human resource frame and political frame. 

Both will be presented later. 

He demonstrated attempts at reframing into the political dimension when saying, 

".. .present the plan and then fine tune that plan with his staff to get them to buy into 
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ft.. ..so they don't just say, 'weU ft's the principal's plan.'" This is implying the use of 

bargaining, negotiation, and alliance building to gain the needed support, or perceived 

support, to move forward with the plan. There was also slight indication that assessor #1 

wanted to reframe into the human resource frame by meeting with the staff to modify the 

plan to increase participation and produce commitment to the plan. However, based on 

the extensive structural approach throughout the interview he would most likely limit the 

amount of participation in order to maintain control. 

Monitoring 

Assessor #1 identified the campus improvement plan as being critical to campus 

improvement, so the interviewer asked ".. .what is the best way to go about ensuring that 

this plan is actually being implemented." This prompt provided an opportunity for him to 

discuss plan implementation from any of the four frames. He responded, "First of all 

you, you need to be out in the building doing walk-throughs, checking to make sure the 

teachers are teaching the curriculum and keeping students engaged on a daily basis." A 

short time later he followed up with the comment, ".. .you meet with those teachers on a 

regular basis and review with them, uh, so they can tell you what they are doing to 

prepare their kids, how they're following the curriculum..." He was asked what should 

be done if, mid-way through the year, the expected positive resufts are not happening. 

Rather than speaking in terms of symbolic, human resource or political leadership, he 

once again referred back to monitoring. Specifically, he said, "That's where its just gotta 

be a constant monitoring and constant, uh, adjustment based on where you think you are 
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and where you need to be..." This reveals a leadership belief of the stmctural assumption 

that problems and performance gaps arise from structural deficiencies and are remedied 

through restructuring. 

Processes, Rules, Policies, and Procedures 

He specifically mentioned that the initial plan the principal needs to write before 

school starts should contain processes to address the problem issues. He spoke about 

effective processes twenty-one times during the interview. When asked what methods 

the principal should use in making decisions he responded, "What the principal is looking 

for, the new principal, is what processes were in place to prepare the students to perform 

on TAAS, what processes were in place to handle discipline problems, what processes 

were in place to handle attendance problems, what processes were in place to recognize 

good performance on TAAS, and good behavior, and good aftendance.. .there's gotta be a 

process in place to constantly monitor what you are doing." He continued to stress the 

importance of processes and designing stmctures designed to fit the school's 

circumstances by explaining, "you have to create processes, put processes in place that 

you can show where your teachers are being successful." and ".. .if you put processes in 

place to have good discipline and processes for student attendance.. .the kids will be 

successfiil." ft became clear that from assessor #1 's perspective, "mles, pohcies, and 

standard operating procedures limit discretion and help ensure predictabilfty and 

uniformity" (Bolman and Deal, 1997, p.42). Rules govem the conditions of work and 

clarify processes for carrying out tasks and handling issues. A main purpose being to 
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minimize "particularism" (Perrow, 1986) which is the intmsion of human resource or 

political forces unrelated to the organizational goals and to ensure that similar situations 

will be handled uniformly. 

By his comments, it became clear that processes were intended to clarify mles, 

policies, and procedures that teachers and students should follow. The interviewer asked, 

"Do you feel like mandates and policies and requirements from supervisors distract from 

job performance or do you feel these are something that's helpful?" He said, ".. .if it 

doesn't fit with the campus plan then it can be a distraction" but if "it fits with the 

direction he has set for that campus I don't have a problem with it." The underlying belief 

appears to be that as long as the current policies, procedures, and mles are keeping the 

organization mnning smoothly they are good but, if problems surface the stmctures need 

to be adjusted. 

Overall, assessor #1 appeared to believe that to get from point A to point B, there 

is a path, certain steps that can and should be followed. These steps can be assessed, 

analyzed and monitored. This directly relates to Bolman and Deal's stmctural criteria that 

problems that arise from stmctural deficiencies can be solved through restmcturing. 

Human Resource Themes 

The major human resource themes that define the leadership disposition of 

assessor #1 are open communication, which contains the sub-themes site-based decision 

making committee (SBDM), and staff input, as well as the theme of teachers feeling good 

about themselves. 
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Open Communication 

Originally assessor #1 spoke strongly about the new principal writing a campus 

improvement plan and presenting the plan to the staff However, later in the interview, 

when asked if the staff should be more involved in the creation of the plan, he wanted to 

reframe into the human resource frame and spoke about having open communication 

about the plan. He said, "He should listen and work with them to collectively come up 

with a plan that they are all in agreement will be best for the campus. Let's talk about ft, 

let's set our goals and review these goals and objectives and see what you feel like we 

need to change to what you feel like would make our students the most successfial." This 

response suggests the human resource assumption that people and organizations need 

each other. Later in the interview when talking about changing a failing plan, he said, "I 

think that is where you really go to sit down and be open with your staff and you got to 

analyze where you were and analyze where you are..." He ftirther supported open 

communication by saying, "It all involves communication and tmst, working together as 

a team to get it done." His intentions were to keep people feeling involved and create an 

open process to produce staff commitment. 

In addition to general comments about communication, he spoke about specific 

ways in which open communication could be enhanced. In his written response, he 

mentioned that the principal could work with the campus site-based decision-making 

team to get input from them on the campus plan. When asked about decision-making 

during the interview, he again referred to getting input by saying, "The decision-making 

process should, has to involve good communication.. .making sure that he has gotten the 
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input from all different areas. You try to get information from any sources you can." 

These sources of input included the site-based decision making committee, departments, 

individual teachers, and students. He also reframed into the human resource dimension 

when asked about the usefulness of policies and mandates. He originally spoke about the 

principal having to mandate and set policies and procedures, but then reframed when 

saying, ".. .hopefully before he does that he has thought it through with the input from his 

staff" This seems to imply some acceptance and understanding that organizations can 

exist to serve human needs rather than the reverse, but his core leadership approach is 

still embedded in a top-down approach. 

After mentioning working with the site-based decision making committee in his 

wriften response, he referenced the group throughout the interview. Although he 

described many political leadership approaches, he also referenced working with this 

commiftee from a human resource perspective. He specifically said, ".. .his goals and 

strategies that he presents to the site-base and then they begin to fine tune that and come 

to a consensus. Maybe he even concedes to make some changes on the goals and 

strategies." Again, this is an open process to produce commitment and participation. He 

also felt that site-based meetings served as a fomm to exchange information, needs, and 

feelings to produce decisions to which teachers could feel committed. According to 

assessor #1, the sfte-based committee members should also greatly increase the flow of 

communication within the building. Commiftee members should "go back to teachers and 

departments with information" and get "input from teachers and groups." These efforts 
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would seem to satisfy the human resource assumption that a good fit between the 

organization and its members benefit both. 

Teachers feeling good about themselves 

Maslow (1954) developed a theory about the hierarchy of human needs. One of 

the five human needs categories he defined is esteem, which is to feel valued and to value 

oneself It is this particular human need that assessor #1 feels is important to address as a 

leader. This leadership approach embraces the human resource assumption that 

organizations exist to serve human needs. Teacher morale was identified as being 

important to overall school success in the written case response. During the interview he 

articulated that increased morale is directly related to the esteem teachers possess. During 

the interview, five different references were made to increasing esteem and trying to 

make teachers feel good about themselves and what they're doing. 

Assessor #1 stressed this theme by saying, "The data shows that there were 

improvements, there's hard data to show that, then the teachers begin to feel good about 

what they're doing knowing that they have made some improvements and they begin to 

buy more into your plan." This thought demonstrates the acknowledgement of the human 

resource frame issue of making teachers feel good and valued, but tries to achieve this 

purpose through stmctural approaches. He continued to reinforce the belief that 

successful students will translate into high teacher esteem with comments such as, 

'They're always going to feel good about themselves if they feel like they have done 

what's best for kids and helped the kids to be successful.. .I've seen morale skyrocket 
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when they [teachers] see the kids being successful and feel good about what they have 

accomplished." 

Throughout the interview, he referenced the importance of teacher esteem to raise 

morale and increase commitment and belief in the mission of the school. He believes that 

showing teachers documented success generated from following processes and 

procedures to accomplish goals outlined in a plan raises their esteem and morale. His 

emphasis on "documented successes," "following processes and procedures," 

"accomplishing goals," and "a campus plan" all reflect Bolman and Deal's stmctural 

frame, specifically aspects 1, 3, and 6 as reported on pages 110 and 111. This approach 

is using stmctural leadership to lead into human resource issues and neglects the genuine 

leadership issues of the symbolic and human resource frames. 

Political Themes 

The major political theme that defines the leadership disposition of assessor #1 is 

the use of the site-base decision-making committee. 

Site-Base Decision-Making Committee 

Assessor #1 initially revealed his belief in using the sfte-based decision making 

committee politically in his written response by writing that, after the principal presents 

his goals and expectations for the staff, "The principal would then have the SBDM 

committee present the campus improvement plan at the first faculty meeting." Gamson 

(1968) describes this as an authority approach, or top-down initiative, relying on the 
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authority. In this case the principal is relying on his capacity to influence subordinates. 

There is an implicit assumption that the ideas of the principal and the legitimate authority 

of the principal are enough to ensure success. By having the site-based decision making 

commiftee present his plan, he seizes an opportunity to gain and exercise power, and to 

bargain, force, and/or manipulate others into supporting the plan. As Bolman and Deal 

explain, political leaders believe that conflict plays a central role in organizations and 

power is the most important resource. The use of the commiftee gives the appearance of 

an alliance and coalition in support of the plan, which supports another political 

assumption that organizations are coalitions of various individuals. 

It is difficult to provide specific quotes from the interview that clearly 

demonstrate political motivations. Rather, there are embedded, underlying implications 

of the leadership behaviors described. An example of this is when he spoke about 

decision making and the principal having ultimate authority because of ultimate 

accountability. Immediately after establishing this belief he spoke about needing to use 

the site-based committee to meet to discuss his goals and strategies, and then discussing 

these meetings with other stakeholders. He also emphasized the importance of selecting 

the most powerful, influential teachers to be on the committee. Although there are 

elements of the human resource frame in the interview, there are many political 

approaches disguised as participation and communication. 

Another example of the use of political approaches is the respondent's stressing 

the importance of coming to a consensus on decisions. He mentioned on several 

occasions the importance of gefting a committee or group of teachers to agree on a plan 
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or decision during a meeting because then it can be claimed that "everybody has bought 

into that plan then you go implement it, monitor the processes to make sure changes are 

being effective." Again, taken at face value, these comments would appear to be 

embedded in the human resource dimension but when taken in the context of his overall 

responses, the political motives are evident. 

Symbolic Themes 

Vision building was the only symbolic theme this assessor attempted to describe. 

Vision Building 

Lack of vision was identified as an important issue for the new principal to 

address in the written response to the case study. "It must start with the principal as 

instmctional leader on what his/her vision is for the campus and the direction he/she 

wants the campus to head." When asked to elaborate on what he means by vision, he 

stated that, "To me a vision is what an instmctional leader must have as to what he sees 

where he wants to see his campus in the future." His interpretation of the school vision 

transformed into creating a campus plan to serve as a mission statement rather than the 

more abstract, inspirational vision associated with symbolic leadership. 

Later in the interview when asked how to effectively communicate high 

expectations and ensure that teachers tmly understand them, he responded, "You know it 

starts with your vision, your mission statement, you know your mission statement should 

drive your goals and objectives." In his final comments in the interview he again 
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referenced vision building by saying, "., .it all goes back to having a vision that is 

communicated." 

These comments demonstrate an understanding that a principal must develop a 

guiding vision for a campus. However, this assessor showed that his leadership 

disposition approaches vision building primarily from a stmctural approach. He 

seemingly can't reframe vision building into the symbolic frame, but this is recognftion 

that many events and processes are more important for what is expressed than what is 

produced. 

Overall Leadership Disposition 

Assessor #1 seems to be driven by single-frame leadership. He preferred the 

stmctural leadership frame well beyond any of the other frames. The references made to 

the other frames were not a significant part of his overall leadership disposition. In 

reality, the leadership behaviors associated with the other frames appeared to support his 

overall stmctural leadership approach. 

What consistently emerged was a behef that for a principal to effectively change a 

school and deal with the day-to-day issues of a school system, he/she must create an 

action plan with clear goals and objectives. This plan must be articulated to the staff and 

high expectations for achievement voiced to everyone. The behavior of the teachers must 

be monitored to ensure compliance. Teachers who comply will be rewarded while 

teachers who don't comply will be re-directed. Monitoring is done continuously and 

decisions are based on the data collected from monitoring. This assessor's leadership 
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disposition could be summarized as valuing data and data-driven decisions, setting clear 

directions, holding people accountable for their behaviors and results, and solving 

organizational problems through restructuring and enforcing new policies and 

procedures. This assessor did not seem to support a rigidly authoritarian approach that 

would try to solve every problem by issuing orders, but instead supported the 

implementation of a process or stmcture appropriate to the current circumstances. 

Open communication is a human resource issue mentioned several times by the 

assessor to potentially give teachers more opportunity to influence decisions about the 

school. As earlier reported when discussing the interview, he specifically spoke about 

working with the teachers to collectively create a plan everyone could agree on and that 

the principal should work with committees to get input. Although assessor #1 does 

reference this human resource leadership, it had already been established that far from 

valuing the divergence that such genuine participation would produce as a source of 

organizational strength, assessor #1 believed that the campus improvement plan and the 

strategies, policies, and procedures that go along with it should be developed by the 

principal and presented to the teachers. Asking for teachers to provide input on a plan the 

principal already created indicates he wants the principal to create the illusion of 

participation and empowerment while maintaining and exercising ultimate decision 

making authority. Similar references were made to human resource leadership on 

occasion, but each at the service of stmctural pursuits. 

Vision building was another theme mentioned in both the wriften response and 

during the interview that might indicate a mufti-frame leadership disposition. Vision 
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building ability seems to be a universally understood characteristic of good leadership 

and is almost always spoken about in conjunction with effective leadership. Assessor #1 

was no exception. However, beyond simply having a vision, a leader must be able to 

communicate the vision with passion, with the capacity to inspire and lift the spirits and 

commitments of followers. This form of symbolic leadership seemed to be lacking in the 

thoughts of assessor #1. He spoke about vision, but could only reference stmctural 

leadership as a way to build the vision. 

This assessor showed limited desire and/or ability to reframe issues. Occasionally, 

he would reframe an issue from the stmctural frame to the human resource frame or the 

political frame. However, these reframings was not significant enough to alter the overall 

single frame leadership approach. Again, these reframing occurrences seemed to 

represent occasions to serve the overall stmctural leadership approach rather than 

represent a multi-frame leadership approach. 

Assessor #2 

Written Response 

The three major issues identified in the written response were teacher attitude and 

behavior, student attitude and behavior and the school has focused on reactive versus 

proactive behavior. Rather than selecting just one issue he described how he would begin 

the year to address all three issues simultaneously. 

His goal was to re-establish control, authority, expectations and accountability 

across the board. His leadership supported the stmctural assumption that appropriate 
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forms of coordination and control are essential in the service of organizational goals. It 

was outlined that at the first faculty meeting the principal should tell the teachers his 

perceptions of the school and what his intentions and plans are for the upcoming year. 

The principal would make it clear that extensive walk-throughs would be done to see 

what was happening, and meetings would be called to discuss problems that are seen. In 

the words of the assessor, "I would focus on the objectives that were my priority through 

out the year and armounce the progress that I observed in each area periodically." He 

further strengthened his control oriented approach by saying, "If there were any problems 

I would schedule a meeting to discuss any concerns I might have, as well as suggestions 

for improving teaching performance." 

He attempted to shift into the human resource frame by saying, "1 would explain 

that I believe in staff development and would approve almost any workshop requested as 

well as a visit to a teacher's classroom" and "That I would be available to discuss any 

problems or provide help in planning a lesson or in brainstorming possibilities for 

improving." At this point of analysis, it is assumed that by staff development Assessor #2 

intended to satisfy the needs and preferences of the teachers, and will help the school 

become a genuine leaming community that increases the knowledge and skill resources 

of the teachers. As Bolman and Deal (1992) state as an important part of the human 

resource frame, organizations must understand that "Knowledge and skill deficits hurt 

organizations in many ways.. .Yet organizations often fail to invest in their human 

capital" (p. 125). However, if the staff development is used as a method to mandate 

directives and reinforce the current stmctural aspects of the school such as principal 
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control, pre-defined processes and procedures, expectations, monitoring and role clarity, 

then staff development would be a structural approach and not a human resource 

approach. It doesn't contribute to the leaming growth of the teachers or satisfy any basic 

human need. 

The written response of assessor #2 indicated a disposition primarily in the 

stmctural frame with some possibilities, to be explored in the interview, of using staff 

development to improve the human resource value of the teachers. There were no 

indications of leadership from the political or symbolic frames. 

Follow-up Interview 

Stmctural Themes 

Based on the follow-up interview the major stmctural themes that define the 

leadership disposition of assessor #2 are use of data, expectations, monitoring, and 

student discipline. Each of these themes is discussed below, with supporting quotations 

from transcripts. 

Use of Data 

He wrote in his written response about telling the faculty at the first meeting of 

the year his "understanding of how things were during the previous principal's tenure, 

and this is how I envision things this year. At this I would outline the issues that I would 

focus on during the school year." Using this as a basis, he referenced use of data twelve 

times during the interview He specifically mentioned looking at last years lesson plans. 
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disciplinary referrals, attendance rate and drop out rate. He used the knowledge gained by 

data collection as a foundation and reason to select many of the leadership behaviors 

discussed in the interview. This assessor felt data should be used as much as possible in 

decision making and determining how the school is performing. This was supported by 

the comment, "1 think as long as you're looking at outcomes and you're using the data 

that schools generate to check on how they are doing, you will leam all of the important 

leadership information that you need." This clearly outlines a leadership disposition 

focused on analytical thinking using facts and information, which aligns with Bolman 

and Deal's stmctural assumption that organizations work best when rationality prevails 

over personal preferences. 

He suggested using data in the form of test scores to explain the leadership 

philosophy to the staff When asked what you should share with the faculty to express 

your leadership philosophy he said, "What I shared with the faculty was, uh, I was 

interested in gefting test scores up." He views TAAS scores as a key measure of success 

for the school and principal leadership. Also, when in the midst of talking about the 

human resource issue of tmst between the principal and teachers, he referred to the use of 

data. As a way to build tmsting relationships, he suggested letting teachers know they had 

a part in improving the school in areas such as test scores, even when it was the 

principal's plan they had to use. Focusing on data and test scores directly relate to the 

belief that organizations exist to achieve established goals and objectives. 
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Expectations 

Establishing and clarifying high expectations, usually based on the hard facts, was 

consistently implied as a leadership approach needed to ensure school improvement. 

Clear and high expectations should be communicated for student academic performance, 

student behavior, and student attendance, as well as expectations for teacher attendance, 

and teachers covering the required curriculum. 

Although assessor #2 did not use the specific term expectations, he implied the 

concept with a top-down managerial approach. He indicated that one of the first things he 

would do as new principal is to let the staff know his intentions and that he would 

conduct walk-throughs to see if things were being done as expected. Recognizing this 

control style leadership I asked him, "What are some strategies that a leader should use to 

build tmst?" Even though this opportunity to reframe was presented, the assessor referred 

back to the concept of expectations by saying, "One of them is to let the faculty know 

what his or her agenda is." When talking about building confidence in a leader he again 

emphasized communicating the agenda and adhering to the agenda. He even emphasized 

this approach when working with students. He said, "It's the same thing with students, 

when you're working with students you've got to let them know what you expect and you 

can't change from minute to minute..." He made other references to letting staff know 

you expect them to behave professionally and if they aren't it was important to "snap that 

and tum it around." I also asked a question about teacher involvement in decision 

making. He responded that, "I didn't believe that anyone should be the site based leader 

except me." and, "I tried to let them know that many times I would be forced to make the 
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decision and that it would be my decision and that they wouldn't be able to have any 

input." These comments reinforced his approach of teachers accepting and meeting his 

expectations. This leadership approach neglects the other leadership frames, particulariy 

the human resource belief that organizations exist to serve human needs rather than the 

reverse. 

Assessor #2 strongly believed that, by establishing high expectations and 

consistently reinforcing them, teachers would soon leam to predict principal behavior, 

which would build tmst and confidence in the principal. He feft predictability was a key 

leadership characteristic. 

Monitoring 

Monitoring teachers was by far the most dominant leadership approach of 

assessor #2, with twenty-one different references. He particularly preferred monitoring 

teachers by conducting frequent classroom observations, which he mentioned in his 

written response and elaborated on during the interview. I asked during the interview 

what an instmctional leader could do to improve instmction when it is the teachers who 

are actually working in the classroom with kids. He focused intensely on monitoring 

behaviors and neglected the potentially effective leadership behaviors from the other 

frames. 

Specifically mentioned numerous times was the use of the PDAS (Professional 

Development and Assessment System) to not only monitor teacher behavior, but to 

articulate that behavior back to the teachers. As stated in the interview, "I think one of 
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the best things to have happened to principals is the PDAS system. I think PDAS gives 

you another entree into, uh, getting into classrooms. I think it's better for teachers. I 

think its better for kids for principals to be in classrooms.. .they can go in and see what's 

going on." The most common approach to using PDAS observations was to meet with 

teachers. "What I think you need to do as a PDAS evaluator is, uh, if you go in for four or 

five minutes you just get a general sense of how the lesson is going.. ..if you see 

something that needs to be talked to the teacher, then I think you need to schedule a liftle 

meeting with the teacher where you say, you know, 'I, I'm a little concerned about the 

way the lesson went today.'" He further supported his conviction to monitoring when 

saying, "I would let the faculty know how 1 felt they were doing in the walk-through. If 

there were any problems I would schedule a meeting to discuss any concems I might 

have, as well as suggestions for improving teaching performance." It seemed obvious he 

believes restmcturing can address problems that arise from stmctural deficiencies. 

Although extensive monitoring as described reinforces a top-down control 

oriented leadership approach through distribution of rewards and penalties, performance 

control and the exercise of power, it can also be framed as a process for helping 

individuals grow and improve. Assessor #2 neglected to access this potential. At another 

point he said, "Teachers will ask you what can I do to improve and most evaluators won't 

give them any information. That I believe is a mistake. I think if you are an instmctional 

leader you ought to have suggestions and ought to provide teachers with suggestions." 

The assessor emphasized that frequent monitoring allows an instmctional leader to know 

what teachers are doing and this information makes him capable of providing 
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suggestions. Despite the reframing possibility into the human resource frame, this top-

down approach implies that teachers will feel pressure to use those "suggestions", and 

therefore supporting structural leadership. 

Student Discipline 

Although controlling student discipline was not mentioned in the written 

response, it emerged quite often during the follow-up interview. Assessor #2 referenced 

student discipline or controlling student behavior seven separate times, with two of the 

references being lengthy. During a response addressing how to share the leadership 

philosophy of the principal with the staff, he shared a personal story as an example. He 

said, "I told them that there was going to be, that we were going to do things differently. 

Uh, they had used corporal punishment at the high school, and I told them uh, that the 

only way that I would consider lefting them use corporal punishment is if I had a signed 

letter from them stating why they wanted to use corporal punishment on this particular 

kid in my office." He went on to share this process for quite a while, even stating that he 

preferred to use in-school suspension because the students hated it more than corporal 

punishment. He finished the story by saying, "That was an effective technique as far as 

I'm concemed," referring to an effective method to show teachers that things can, and 

will change for the benefit of students. The method by which student misbehavior was 

addressed simply adjusted through change in policy and procedure. The choice of this as 

an example of how to portray his leadership philosophy to a staff reveals a great deal 

about the leadership disposition of this assessor. There was neither access into the other 
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frames nor effort to correct student behavior through relations, inspiration, motivation, or 

morale. He simply sought a suitable stmctural process to make students conform. 

He also referenced discipline referrals as important assessment data to track. He 

included student management as a key responsibility to delegate to the assistant principal. 

When asked about other important leadership issues not addressed during the interview, 

he spoke about sharing leadership by delegating to others. He specifically talked about 

sharing the responsibility of student management with the assistant principal. In talking 

about student discipline as an example of shared leadership, he ended by saying, "I think 

that's important. It's, I think, what you need to do again as a principal. You need to figure 

out what your outcomes are, what's the best way to reach those outcomes..." This was 

interpreted as using shared leadership and managing student behavior as effective ways to 

reach intended outcomes. This was a failed attempt at utilizing the human resource frame. 

Delegating procedural tasks such as managing student behavior is stmctural leadership. 

Human Resource Themes 

The major human resource themes that define the leadership disposition of 

assessor #2 are input, staff development and tmst. 

Input 

During the interview, there were eleven references to the importance of the 

principal getting input from the teachers, which would indicate a belief in the assumption 

that people and organizations need each other. When asked about building tmst between 
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the principal and the teachers he said, ".. .you let them know you are interested in their 

concems and that you are open to their suggestions that you want their input." He also 

articulated support of teacher input when talking about meetings used for decision 

making by saying, "Uh, in some cases meeting once a month is a good strategy. In other 

cases where you need more input it may be important to meet more frequently than that. I 

explained to them that, yes, I wanted their input." This assessor is attempting to show a 

belief in that "Increasing participation by giving teachers and staff more opportunity to 

influence decisions about their work and working conditions can have remarkable results 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997). 

At one point in the interview, assessor #2 was talking from a stmctural 

perspective about how the principal should be the only one in charge of the site-based 

committee and that there were many decisions he would make without seeking input. He 

then shifted into the human resource frame. He said, "They were interested in helping me 

formulate a campus plan, but they expected that I would say this is the campus plan and 

they wouldn't have any involvement in it and I thought that was big mistake. I wanted 

them to realize this was their plan." 

As part of his administration philosophy he stressed, "I was interested in working 

with teachers and really improving instmction. I was open to their comments, they could 

drop by and see me whenever they needed to share something with me." He further 

stressed input by saying, "It's important to find out what is causing them to be 

dissatisfied and then if you can improve those situations it's better, but the fact that 

you're working on those with teachers to improve their condftions is probably just as 
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important as actually solving them." This is related to the belief that when the fit 

between teachers and the organization is poor, one or both suffer. This leadership 

disposition shows a concern with the feelings, emotions, and needs of his staff 

Tmst 

Tmst reduces the fear by individuals that they are being exploited and are actually 

working together as a team toward mutually appreciated goals. Tmst building supports a 

concern about the interpersonal relationships and feelings of organizational members. 

Assessor #2 introduced this issue by saying, "...teachers who have been around for 

awhile have had administrators break their word with them over and over again, they 

don't have any tmst. They think that principals operate for reasons which are not similar 

to teachers.. .if you show them that you're a man of your word, uh, that counts a lot in 

building up their confidence. They, they begin to tmst you." Later in the interview he 

stressed this point again when talking about staff morale. His comment was, "Uh, staff 

morale tends to go up when they realize that when you promise something you're going 

to do your dead level best to make sure that it occurs." 

He felt that it was important for the teachers to tmst the principals by being able 

to predict his behaviors. His comment was, ".. .they begin to tmst you because they can 

predict how you're going to behave and a lot of tmst comes from being able to predict 

how a particular person is going to behave." He explained that tmst among teachers, 

students, the principal is critical for long-term commitments and "you gotta have long-

term commitments to kids and long term commitments to teachers." Although, he 
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stressed importance in trust his description seems to indicate that tmst is not a two-way 

relationship, and that trust is simply built by the principal consistenUy carrying out the 

structural approaches he has established. 

He also specifically mentioned recognizing teacher accomplishments as important 

to tmst building. When talking about tmst building he said, "I think the other thing, Paul, 

that's really important is recognizing teacher accomplishments. Let them know you see 

things that you are proud of" Again, this form of tmst building does not include 

relationship building but implies a reward and punishments system associated with the 

stmctural frame. 

Professional Development 

Assessor #2 strongly supported improving the skills and knowledge of teachers. 

In his written response he stated, "I would explain that I believe in staff development and 

that I would approve almost any workshop requested as well a visit to a teacher's 

classroom in our building." He further stressed professional development with the 

Comment, "I would also let them know.. .that I beheved in staff development, and would 

support any teacher willing to try a new idea." Another comment was, "So I think it 

shows a commitment to staff development. Shows a commitment to teachers and to 

improving instmction and I think all those things need to be shown to teachers." With this 

open approach to staff development the teachers are making their needs known and the 

leadership is allowing those needs to be met to benefit both the teacher and the 

organization. 
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He also believed that the principal as instmctional leader played a major role in 

the professional development of the teachers. A specific comment affirming this belief 

was, ".. .often teachers will ask you [the evaluator] what can I do to improve and most 

evaluators will not give them any information. That I believe to be a mistake. I think if 

you are the instmctional leader you ought to have suggestions and you ought to provide 

teachers with suggestions to make them better." He also explained that principals should 

go to other buildings and, "if you go to a school and you see some things that's really 

terrific, then you take a group of teachers there, that is something that builds rapport, 

builds confidence, and tends to motivate teachers..." 

Political Themes 

Assessor #2 had only two significant references to the polftical leadership frame. 

He accessed this frame first when describing how important it is for the new principal to 

talk with the former principal and find out "the people I need to be aware of who might 

make any trouble" and ".. .pick up who he had surrounded himself with." This indicates 

some leadership disposition oriented toward being politically skillful and sensitive, and 

trying to effectively build support and alliances. A political assumption as presented by 

Bolman and Deal (1997) is that organizations are coalitions of various individuals and 

interest groups. 

The second scenario was making sure the site-based committee backed his plan. 

He forced this issue politically by making each committee member take responsibility for 

presenting part of the plan to the staff, and ensure that the person was committed to that 
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portion before presenting it. As he said, "they would get a chance to see the site-based 

people presenting the plan." This tactic served several political purposes, including 

redistribution of power and the forming of coalitions, developing power by manipulating 

others, and creating an opportunity for him to make his interests known to possible 

competing groups. 

Symbolic Themes 

Assessor #2 made some insignificant references to the symbolic frame of 

leadership. The references made were: 

"I think it is really important to get a pretty good feel for what the mission of the 

school was and what the purpose of the school is." This comment briefly suggested 

developing shared values and creating institutional identity. He touched on institutional 

identity another time by saying, "You can get some idea from talking to them or Ustening 

to them, how they feel education should be." To a limited degree this supports the notion 

that the leader believes activity and meaning can be loosely coupled and events can have 

multiple meanings. The only other reference to the symbolic frame was the comment, 

"So what I had to do was, uh, to inspire confidence in teachers." 

There were not enough references or powerful references to symbolic leadership 

to be considered a major theme in the leadership disposition of the assessor. 
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Overall Leadership Disposition of Assessor #2 

Single-frame leadership seems to characterize the overall leadership disposition of 

assessor #2. Almost every leadership behavior referenced was directly related to the 

stmctural frame or had a stmctural undertone. As reported in the interview discussion, 

initially he established a strong preference for stmctural leadership but then seemed to try 

and temper this approach by referencing various human resource approaches as well as 

political and symbolic approaches. Despite these reframing efforts he was never tmly 

able to express the spirit of leadership found in the other leadership frames. 

The interview quotations presented earlier shows this assessor established strong 

beliefs in establishing expectations and closely monitoring teachers in order to hold them 

accountable. This assessor appears to embrace a top-down authoritative approach. His 

leadership approach can be described as a manager who views his fundamental roles as 

clarifying expectations, attending to the relationship between the school's stmctures and 

environment, and using data and monitoring strategies to gain information needed to 

adjust and create more effective stmctural procedures. Data analysis, tightly controlled 

student discipline, and teacher evaluations are major examples of the stmctures that are 

the core of his leadership approach. He seemed to believe that when you have the right 

stmctures organizations can achieve their goals and the teachers can see their role in the 

big picture. 

He made several references to getting feedback and input from the teachers, 

including having the principal letting them know he is interested in their concems and 

open to their suggestions. It is hard to accept these comments as accurately representing 
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a human resource leadership disposition when throughout the interview he made 

references to establishing appropriate forms of coordination and control. For example, he 

stressed the importance of beginning the year by telling the teachers exactly what he feft 

about the school, what he expected to see happen and what his specific plan was to 

accomplish his goals. He reinforced this by stating the principal's behaviors would focus 

on the objectives that were his priority. After the principal setting a leadership approach 

such as this, one would think that teachers would be highly skeptical of later expressions 

of a wish for feedback. This assessor does seem to think principals should accept upward 

flow of ideas and suggestions, but not because he values the teachers but to allow him 

effectively to exercise control and authority when making decisions. For example, he 

mentions getting input and suggestions, but at another point in the interview says the 

principal should be the only one in charge of the site-based shared decision making 

committee and there were many decisions he would make without seeking their input. 

Even when talking about tmst he was unable to capture the human resource essence of a 

relationship. As reported, he felt tmst was the principal doing what he says he will do and 

establishing a predictable pattem of behavior. 

Accepting the belief that this assessor possesses a single-frame leadership 

disposition, it logically follows the he has limited, if any, desire and/or ability to reframe 

issues. As described, some ineffective efforts were made to reframe into the human 

resource frame, but there were no major aftempts to access the symbolic or political 

frames. 
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Assessor #3 

Written Response 

The three major issues identified in the written response were improve test scores, 

get with the PTA president, and get with the board member. The issue she selected to 

expand on was improve test scores. 

Assessor #3 outlined steps for proceeding with this issue, which included 

studying past test scores and AEIS reports to disaggregate the data, and then generate 

reports that can be shared with the SBDM team to identify gaps and areas of concern. 

After this initial data analysis then a meeting should be set up with the SBDM team and 

"Share my vision, goals, and expectations. Share disaggregated data." Also noted, was 

determining what staff development is needed to improve teacher abilities that will 

improve test scores. As Bolman and Deal (1997) stated, a stmctural leader believes 

performance gaps can be remedied through restmcturing. She mentioned creating several 

commiftees (i.e., curriculum, student absences, staff development, technology) to analyze 

current issues and formulate strategies to address the issues. Further strategies included, 

".. .set guidelines that will be used for referring students for special ed testing.. .and 

devise a plan for communicating to staff at the faculty meeting what those procedures 

are" and "Educate the staff on the walk-throughs I will be doing." 

This is actually a brief summary of the three pages of buUeted strategies on how 

to address nearly every issue presented in the case study. The assessor felt that addressing 

all these issues contributed to raising test scores. 
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This assessor approached the case study school as a collection of unrelated issues 

that deserved a different strategy for each issue which is opposite of the symbolic 

leadership frame, which embraces symbols providing meaning and direction. This 

assessor chose to deal with the issues through facts and attending to details; very 

analytical. There is a strong desire to clarify roles, goals and expectations and hold people 

accountable. The creation of several committees adds new stmctural units to aid in the 

control and monitoring. The concern about teacher abilities and providing staff 

development opportunities does indicate possible framing from a human resource 

perspective depending on the form of the staff development activities. 

Overall, the written response would indicate a reliance on the stmctural frame and 

the human resource frame with the former being dominate. A lack of reframing abihty is 

indicated because each issue was addressed with a single, separate strategy, reflecting a 

single frame. 

Foliow-Up Interview 

Stmctural Themes 

Based on the follow-up interview the major stmctural themes that define the 

leadership disposition of assessor #3 are expectations, monftoring, staff development and 

use of data. 
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Expectations 

In her written response, assessor #3 mentioned expectations several times. She 

suggested writing a lefter to the staff outlining goals and expectations, and scheduling 

site-based decision making meeting to share her goals and expectations. She also 

referenced clarification of expectations for professional behavior and for PDAS. Her 

overall written response outlined numerous initiatives and strategies that the new 

principal should employ, so my first interview question was, "How can a new principal 

get his staff to buy into such an aggressive approach when it requires major change?" 

She responded, ".. .you've got to be direct with change, in terms of articulating 

expectations. 1 think a first would be lots of talk and lots of interaction about what the 

expectations are at the end of the road." She continued that the principal should be 

"saying over and over what those expectations are." Knowing that, if imposing 

expectations on teachers is not supported with other leadership strategies teachers can 

become resentful and unappreciated I asked her about teacher morale and how to improve 

it. She once again referenced the necessity for clear expectations with such comments as, 

"I just keep going back to continually mulling over what those expectations are and 

helping them understand the big picture." I followed up with a question about whether or 

not principals need to control teachers and, if so, what kind of control should they 

exercise. She felt that the more you try to control adults the worse the situation gets. This 

may indicate reframing into the human resource frame by trying to create a fit between 

the school and the teachers, but she reverted back to the stmctural frame by presenting 

the alternative, "I think you've got to give parameters and you gofta give expectations." 
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As Bolman and Deal (1997) told us, effective structural leaders often don't have to give 

orders and be over controlling. Instead they create stmctures that guide behaviors 

eliminating the need for authoritarian type behavior from the leader. 

Later in the interview, when talking about principal goals, she tried to reframe her 

thoughts on expectations into the symbolic frame by saying, "I think the leader should set 

the vision and when I said results and expectations, I was really thinking vision, where 

are we going to go and not how we're going to get there." Although she consistently 

referenced expectations as related to the stmctural frame, she demonstrated a desire to 

reframe, but seemed to lack a clear understanding of vision building to reframe 

completely. 

Monitoring 

Although establishing and clarifying expectations was a high priority, it is the 

monitoring of teachers that emerged as the way to make progress towards success. The 

general concern was that high expectations were not enough and there would still be a 

probable chance that expectations would not be met unless teachers are held accountable, 

and teacher cannot be held accountable unless the principal is monitoring them. Assessor 

#3 concluded from the case study that teaching and leaming were not a priority at the 

school. I asked during the interview, "How do you think a principal most effectively gets 

a staff to make that a priority?" She responded that the principal has to be an 

instmctional leader, getting "out of the office and in classrooms and constantly 
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monitoring and adjusting.. .and doing walk-throughs and being aware. I think the leader's 

probably got to see that teaching and leaming are happening." 

The biggest challenge with relying on close monitoring of teachers is that a 

principal can not be all places at all times, so 1 asked her how a principal can be 

comfortable that newly introduced initiatives and strategies are actually being 

implemented and used in classrooms for change. At this point she did reframe and 

approached the issue from a human resource point of view. She stressed the importance 

of "giving teachers time to leam what is expected, prepare for it, talk about it, and then 

be in there as a coach with them." She then reverted back to the stmctural frame by 

saying that the principal must continue "walking through and letting them know when 

you see it and to what extent you saw it." This represents a missed opportunity to delve 

into the symbolic leadership frame and talk about leadership that inspires teachers and 

builds purpose into what they are asked to do so that monitoring as a way to hold teachers 

accountable is not as necessary. 

Staff Development 

On the surface staff development is thought of as a human resource issue that 

contributes to a collaborative leaming community. However, this is an incorrect 

assumption when the staff development is premised on the stmctural belief that problems 

and performance gaps arise from stmctural deficiencies and are remedied through 

restmcturing. If the staff development is forced upon teachers in an effort to restmcture, 

to address principal identified gaps, then it is stmctural. This assessor made extensive 
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comments about staff development during her wriften response to the case study that 

support a stmctural approach rather than a human resource approach. These comments 

included: 

"Ask for her/his leadership [SBDM Chair] in determining staff development for 

the next year that will improve test scores and help move the school toward the vision 

and accomplishments of goals. Suggest that she/he contact someone from ESC to collect 

information/resources on effective staff development practices." 

"Help them [teachers] understand that PDAS is about identifying opportunities for 

professional growth..." 

".. .design training [on technology] on campus that would be meaningful to each 

of the teachers" and "conduct after school trainings in the computer lab for teachers to 

leam new ways to use technology." 

In addition to these comments, she wrote about allowing teachers to visit other 

schools to leam about their methods and returning to school to train the rest of the staff, 

and bringing consultants to talk about different instmctional practices such as Book and 

Brain. 

During the interview, she also referenced professional development and a strong 

concern for the abilities of teachers. When asked about teachers implementing sfrategies 

she said, "The staff just isn't well educated.. .they're not bad they just didn't have 

consistent PDAS stuff going on, and they didn't have consistent knowledge and 

understanding of TEKS, .. .this hurts student achievement." Another comment was, "As 

long as I.. .just expect them to implement it without any knowledge or skiUs ft is 
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worthless and it is fragmented.. .they need training on this stuff" The training and 

professional development about which she spoke were aimed at ensuring teachers could 

function effectively within the current stmctures dimensions of the school, the concern 

with increasing the abilities and knowledge of teachers to fill the gaps created by 

stmctural problems is embedded in the structural frame. 

She also stressed during the interview that, in combination with monitoring and 

being in classrooms an instmctional leader should be "providing feedback both formally 

and informally." This feedback seems less about helping improve the teaching abilities of 

teachers through a collaborative relationship and more about exercising power to help 

ensure the school successfully accomplishes its goals. 

Not only was the professional development of teachers identified as important, 

but also the professional development of the principal. It was stated that, ".. .1 think lots 

of times maybe the principal does not have the skills he or she needs and if they don't 

have the skills they need, the teachers sure don't." The underlying belief is that the 

principal needs to know as much or more than the teachers which indicates a top-down 

stmctural frame of mind. 

Use of data 

It was a belief that data disaggregation, along with comparison and analysis 

should be done frequently to determine how the school is performing, what 

improvements have been made, and what future improvements should be the focus of 

efforts. She even suggested that as much information as possible should be collected and 
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reports should be handed out each six weeks. Her belief is that teachers need to be well 

informed to become more successful. Without information and data teachers aren't 

capable of detemiining how they are performing and where they can improve. 

Assessor #3 indicated in her wriften response that raising test scores is the biggest 

issue for the principal to address. She stated that the initial steps for proceeding with this 

issue was to "Study test scores and AEIS reports. Utilize the AEIS-it software to 

disaggregate scores by objective, teacher, number of days a student was absent, etc. 

Generate reports that can be shared with the SBDM team. Look for gaps and areas of 

concem and prepare a report on this." This approach seems to indicate a preference for 

organizations accepting rationality prevailing over personal preferences. 

This written response led me to ask during the follow-up interview about putting 

meaning into what teachers were being asked to do. She did not specifically talk about 

use of data, but spoke about information and teachers being well informed, suggesting 

that information will make teachers more successful. Specifically she said, "meaning 

comes from giving those teachers the same information that I have 'cause they're the 

ones teaching the kids. As long as I keep that information and just expect them to 

implement it without any knowledge themselves it is worthless." The information to 

which she was referring was standardized testing information. 

Later in the interview when asked what it takes to make change permanent, she 

stressed monitoring teachers when saying, "I think it's being out and amongst your 

people seeing how that plan's gotta be adjusted. Seeing that firsthand and not waiting to 

get some data back that tells you it's not, it's not working." This reveals the ability to 
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rethink leadership approaches and perhaps not rely too much on data, but her overall 

monitoring and data strategies are still structural. She still neglected to access the 

leadership possibilities found in the other frames. 

Human Resource Themes 

The major human resource themes that define the leadership disposition of 

assessor #3 are collaboration and involvement. 

Collaboration and Involvement 

Utilizing committees to increase participation and collaboration was a common 

approach suggested by assessor #3. Committees themselves are a pure stmctural unit 

used to divide work responsibilities and accountability based on the assumption that 

organizations increase efficiency and enhance performance through division of labor, but 

the work they do can meet the human needs of their members and increase participation 

in the organization's decision making. The way assessor #3 described the use of 

committees suggested decision-making that was an open process to produce commitment, 

with the committee meetings representing informal occasions to share feelings and feel 

involved, while at the same time serving the stmctural needs of finding effective and 

efficient methods of achieving organizational goals. 

She wrote in her case study response about the importance of serving on 

committees. "Suggest that every professional staff member be allowed the opportunity to 

serve on one of the following committees: (1) curriculum, (2) instmctional sfrategies, (3) 
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student absences, (4) staff development, (5) technology, and (6) revamping of tutorials." 

Also mentioned was having an active site-based decision making commiftee. 

She wrote about the curriculum commiftee "visiting with the ESC curriculum 

coordinator to preview TEKSTAR as a resource for strengthening instmction" and the 

technology committee should "visit with the district technology person as to ways to 

incorporate technology into daily instmction." Again, these committees are stmctural 

units, with many stmctural tasks, but are also serving as a fomm for sharing feelings, 

increasing participation, and collaborating with peers and administration to accomplish 

goals. These committees are supposed to increase efficiency and effectiveness through 

division of labor. This is a good example of a leader combining the stmctural frame and 

human resource frame to attempt to create long-term success. 

During the interview, when talking about reaching goals, she responded, "I think 

it's important for the leader to voice where they're going to go and continually articulate 

that, but I think they have to have lots of help from their people." Later she said, "I think 

there's lots of ways to get there and I think the more people you have involved, the better 

the ideas." This is a human resource approach that embraces the idea that people and 

organizations need each other. She offered more support for collaboration and 

involvement by saying, "I think leadership should give vision, but they should get lots of 

involvement on how to get there." All of these comments support a leadership disposition 

embedded in the human resource frame. Rather than relying on strict mandates and 

directives, assessor #3 beheves in fostering participation, involvement, collaboration, and 

teamwork. 
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Providing assessor #3 an opportunity to access different frames, I asked what 

principals should do if positive results aren't being achieved through all this collaboration 

and involvement. She honestly answered, "I don't know," but also said, " I think the 

worst situation is when they start blaming at that point. I think it's we're all in it together 

and we gotta leam it together..." This strongly indicates an inability to access the other 

frames. If collaboration and involvement as she describes don't work, she doesn't know 

what other leadership actions to try. 

At another point in the interview when asked how to address teacher morale, she 

once again stressed collaboration and teamwork. "When morale is low.. .1 don't think 

your team works as a team. And, um, I think, uh, I think the teamwork consists of 

bashing and badmouthing.. .You've got to do something to connect the team again." 

Later, I again provided an opportunity to move out of the human resource frame 

when talking about so much collaboration by asking what kind of control principals need 

and what kind they don't need. She reframed into the stmctural frame by saying, "I think 

you gotta give expectations, you've gotta give parameters" but immediately followed up 

with ".. .you've got to let people be people within that." At one point she had also made 

the comment "I think teachers sharing ideas with one another is one of the best ways to 

empower a staff" These thoughts strongly reinforce a human resource point of view. 

PoUtical Themes 

Assessor #3 made no significant references to leadership issues or actions in the 

political frame. 
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Symbolic Themes 

The major symbolic themes that define the leadership disposition of assessor #3 

are vision building and inspiration. 

Vision Building 

Within the wriften response of assessor #3 are several references to 

communicating a vision for the school. This vision articulation helps to re-estabhsh or 

redefine the institutional identity of the school. She mentioned, "being prepared to share 

my vision," and "Set up a meeting with the SBDM chair and share my vision," and 

"Prepare for a SBDM meeting. Be prepared to share with the group my vision..." 

During her first interview response she reinforced vision building by saying, "I think 

anytime you're going to ask people to change and expect them to change they have to 

know why." Later, when asked how a principal should pull a staff together and not feel 

fragmented, she again implied vision building and purposing when saying, "I think the 

new leader's job is going to be to put some meaning into all of that and try to tie it all 

together into one purpose so it's not a thousand different things happening, but it's all the 

things it takes for one thing to happen, which is improving student achievement." She 

further reinforced vision building when talking about goal setting. She articulated "I 

think as the leader they should set the vision.. .where are we going." 
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Inspiration 

Assessor #3's references to inspiration are closely associated with those of vision 

building. Although the culture of the building was not referenced specifically, ft was 

apparent that this person believed an organization should be stmcturally loose and 

culturally tight. Individuals should not be forced to comply with policies and procedures, 

and to follow a plan. Instead, she supported leadership that inspired people and 

motivated them to do their job because of their belief in the overall purpose. 

When asked about motivating teachers she responded, "I don't think as a 

principal I should constantly have to give them extrinsic things to motivate them like 

money and prizes and all that stuff" Instead, "I think teachers should be inspired and I 

think they should be in an environment of professionalism..." Later in the interview she 

again reinforced culture and environment as key to inspiration when saying, "I think the 

climate and environment in which somebody works has a lot to do with how they're self-

motivated. .." In further support she talked about teachers taking care of themselves. 

Stmctural actions should not be responsible for teacher performance; teachers should be 

inspired to do well, and want to be part of the organizational vision. She even explained 

that ".. .control and management comes in when something is going wrong," which 

indicates the need for stmctural actions. However, most of the time, ".. .the more you try 

to control adufts the worse you're going to make the situation." 
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Overall Leadership Disposition 

The leadership disposition of this assessor shows a tendency for the stmctural 

frame with some support from human resource frame. The stmctural frame was defmftely 

more dominant, but this assessor did combine this with genuine human resource 

leadership in her overall leadership approach. The political frame was omitted and the 

symbolic frame was given only minor attention. Because all four frames were not a 

significant part of the assessor's overall leadership disposition she can not be described as 

being a multi-frame leader. 

There seems to be a strong belief in establishing expectations and closely 

monitoring teachers in order to hold them accountable while at the same time meeting 

some of the personal needs of teachers through collaboration, involvement, participation. 

Concurrently, there is great interest in the professional development of teachers to both 

create a leaming organization through collegial relationships and to infuse specific 

teaching skills that will help achieve organizational goals. This assessor's leadership 

approach seemed to emphasize individuals clearly understanding their responsibilities 

and their contribution to the mission. At the same time the assessor suggests aftempts to 

be supportive of individual needs and goals. This leader seemed to suggest working on 

behalf of both the organization and its stmctures and the teachers. 

A constant underlying theme mnning through both the wriften response and the 

follow-up interview was the importance of having a vision that bonds teachers together, 

inspires them to do a good job, and gives meaning to everything they do but the assessor 

lacked the ability to effectively access the symbolic frame to support this belief 
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This assessor did demonstrate some ability to reframe effectively but also 

frequently chose to address each issue with one type of leadership approach. Although 

this is probably appropriate in some instances, leaders should also be able to reframe the 

same issue into different frames when needed. For example, according to Bolman and 

Deal (1997) if the issue involves individual commitment and motivation the leader should 

access both the human resource frame and the symbolic frame. An example of a missed 

opportunity of this is when the assessor spoke about reaching goals she said, "I think 

there's a lot of ways to get there and I think the more people you have involved the better 

the ideas." This accesses the human resource frame through participation and 

relationship building, but the assessor provided no clear indicators of accessing the 

symbolic frame to promote motivation. With this assessor, sometimes the approach was 

stmctural while other times human resource, but almost always with just one frame. 

An example of effective reframing was the use of committees. As presented in the 

interview, this assessor combined the usefulness of committees to satisfy stmctural needs 

while at the same time increasing genuine participation and feelings of empowerment. 

Another example is staff development. As reported in the interview, the overall function 

of staff development was stmctural, but there did exist some reframing into the human 

resource frame by building relationships and meeting personal needs and goals. 
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Assessor #4 

Written Response 

Three major issues identified by Assessor #4 in the written response were 

instructional expectations and curriculum, no prior leadership affecting teacher behavior 

and leaming, and facilities. The issue upon which he selected to expand was the 

appearance of the building. 

The wriften response to this issue was: "Two things must be done simuftaneously. 

First and possibly quickest to fix is the appearance of the school. Central office can 

assist. See an improved physical appearance to give the visual message that change is 

occurring." 

He continued "People issues are next with the staff" He suggested the principals 

should, "Begin to develop a plan for excellence and achievement, addressing problems 

head on, set goals and get involvement. Talk, listen, get buy-in for standards of 

excellence." 

This written response didn't provide much insight into the overall leadership 

disposition of the assessor. The first part of the response simply mentions change 

occurring, which could represent any of the four frames. The second part of the response 

mentions plan development and setting goals, which are stmctural issues, and 

involvement, talking, and listening, which indicate human resource issues. Addressing 

the physical appearance of the building, in terms of fixing and cleaning, is primarily a 

stmcturally embedded approach, but can be reframed to address symbolic issues if the 

principal influences how different audiences will interpret the activity. It can also be 
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embedded in the human resource frame, if the actions are used to try and increase teacher 

morale. Based on the written response of the participant, it could not be detennined if 

reframing was taking place, only that it was important that the building was clean and 

fixed. Initial impressions are that this assessor is functioning within the stmctural frame 

with the intent to establish a new era of control and accountability. 

FoUow-Up Interview 

Stmctural Themes 

The major stmctural themes that define the leadership disposition of assessor #4 

are monitoring, use of data, and processes. 

Monitoring 

Assessor #4 did not specifically mention monitoring in his written response, but 

this leadership behavior surfaced several times during the interview. He began his 

comments on monitoring by saying, "Leadership does a lot of monitoring as well." He 

felt the principal needed to monitor teachers to ensure that they do their job. "They've got 

to cover the content. They've got to make sure there's a good atmosphere for them to 

leam. Lessons have to be planned. Curriculum has to be covered. Uh, all those things 

have just got to be done. Establish these processes and uh, then monitor and assess." This 

implies leadership focused on teachers accomplishing pre-defined stmctural expectations 

with no concem for human relations, emotions, or inspiration - they just have to get it 

done. 
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Monitoring is intended to reinforce the belief that organizations exist to achieve 

estabhshed goals and objectives and, that control and coordination are essential. 

Schools are often criticized because their stmcture does not always align with the goal of 

scholastic achievement (Bolman & Deal, 1997). Based on the emphasis of monitoring it 

seems a belief of this assessor is that a correct stmcture can be created through 

monitoring and then making appropriate adjustments to meet goals. 

I asked how the principal can be assured these things are happening when it is 

impossible to monitor everything all the time. He inftially began accessing a different 

frame by sfressing the importance of teacher buy-in of the plan and purpose of the school. 

This could have led into symbolic issues such as inspiration, vision, and purposing, and 

human resource issues such as participation and collaboration. These issues were 

somewhat implied, but missed the opportunity to reframe and shifted back to the 

stmctural frame. He said, "What we do is spread out the monitoring of the campus, or 

district, improvement plan to the staff" He described having numerous mini-meetings 

before school during which different people will be responsible for reporting progress. In 

his words, ".. .go to those and assign individuals various topics throughout the year on the 

timelines to monitor and be responsible for, and give that to the faculty." Stressing 

monitoring as an important leadership behavior is stmctural, but he combined monitoring 

with political leadership behaviors, such as meetings, intended to influence and exercise 

power and persuasion. 

Another major reference to monitoring surfaced when talking about student 

behavior. He stressed that organizational success is dependent on the monitoring of 
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student behavior and ensuring expectations and procedures are in place in order to 

maintain student behavior. He referred to the principal as a disciplinarian rather than as a 

motivator or inspiration. His comments were, "Uh, then, monitor and assess, make sure 

your student behavior climate is out there. You can have a lot of other things in place but 

that one.. ..student behavior has been the number one problem for many, many years. 

That is something we have focused on.. .having the principal be a strong 

disciplinarian..." This is actually a combination of several stmctural issues such as 

processes, expectations, accountability, and control, but the key was to continuously 

monitor student behavior to drive fiiture decisions and actions. 

Use of Data 

Within the written response to the case study. Assessor #4 said that people issues 

are important and that "your {the leader's} success is dependent upon their success. 

Make your staff successful." Because he did not elaborate on this, during the interview I 

asked what he meant by the term 'successful'. He accessed the stmctural frame and said, 

"I would go back and equate that to being successful on AEIS indicators which 

incorporate TAAS, and attendance, and students going to college taking SATs, and 

getting commendations or wherever you can on your AEIS report." He then accessed the 

human resource frame by describing success as "a student who, when he or she leaves the 

public school system has, is highly competent in employability skills or has a high degree 

of academic competence..." 
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Later in the interview he mentioned having processes to handle things. I 

specifically asked him for examples of what he meant by processes that are needed to 

create success. He responded, "I think, number one, we have to look at data 

disaggregation, you know, look at what the data says. That's the cold hard facts. We look 

at it and say, okay how can we do this better?" He further revealed his data driven 

leadership style when discussing decision-making. When asked how decisions should be 

made at the campus level, he immediately responded, "They need to be data-driven," 

suggesting organizations work best when rationality prevails over personal preferences 

and extemal pressures. He discussed the importance of sending out a survey to staff, 

students, and parents to gather data to use in decision-making. Specifically, he said, 

".. .we do an opinion survey with all of our staff, students, send them out to parents and 

gather the data. Uh, collectively, you can take the responses on a one-to-five scale and 

put them together and find out what areas you're good at and what areas you need to 

work on." There was a strong belief that data will reveal both the problem areas and the 

solutions to organizational improvement. The tmth hes within the data. 

Processes 

Assessor #4's written response mentioned getting teachers involved and securing 

buy-in. In the follow-up interview I asked what a leader should do about those who aren't 

motivated or don't seem to buy into the vision. He bluntly stated, "We have to identify 

them, follow the processes of personnel, and do our job and replace them with good, 

eager people." This leadership approach sends a strong message that you play the game 
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and succeed here or we will get rid of you. This form of coercive leadership reinforces 

authority, control, and accountability while neglecting human resource and symbolic 

leadership potentials. 

I followed up by questioning what other processes he felt were necessary. He 

listed several processes including a process for data disaggregation, for collecting survey 

information, monitoring, handling student behavior, staff development to meet test 

objectives, and for keeping the facilities looking inviting and safe. He also spoke about 

processes when discussing the creation of a plan with checkpoints and timelines requiring 

processes to monitor progress. 

He compared schools to a machine, an assembly line with processes that can be 

shut down and restarted. His leadership disposition supported the approach that, when 

outcomes aren't being met, the system, the processes, can be shut down and fixed. This 

machine comparison strongly indicates a belief that problems are caused from stmctural 

deficiencies and can be solved through restmcturing. The pohcies, procedures, practices 

can be changed and then the system can start up again. His exact words were, "You 

know, if the machine, if the production line, if it's not working, stop, fix ft. But we don't 

do a good job of that in education and we tend to let it mn on. I beheve in stopping and 

fixing." This was the approach he thought should be used with the various school issues 

mentioned above. 
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Human Resource Themes 

Major human resource themes that would help define the leadership disposition of 

Assessor #4 did not exist. There were some references to human resource leadership, but 

nothing significant enough to consider a major theme. Ironically, this assessor believes 

he is heavily embedded in the human resource frame. Based on several references during 

the interview, he seems to genuinely care about people, and wants them to feel good 

about being in education. However, his leadership disposition indicates an emphasis on 

stmctural and political approaches. Bolman and Deal (1997) discuss the fact that 

participative management is often more rhetoric than reality. Their statement concurs 

with my conclusion from the interview of this assessor, ".. .managers espouse 

participation but fear that subordinates will abuse it. As a result, managers mandate 

participation in a controlling, top-down fashion, a contradiction that virtually guarantees 

failure" (p. 129). Stmctural elements and effective political skills were used to try and 

accomplish many outcomes associated with the human resource frame such as 

motivation, morale, communication, and participation. This conclusion will be supported 

by the findings and conclusions presented in the political frame section. 

Political Themes 

The major political themes that define the leadership disposition of Assessor #4 

are meetings, building alliances, and manipulation. These three themes are presented at 

one time because of the difficulty of separating the leadership issues and actions into 
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separate categories. Most often these political actions were occurting simultaneously, and 

often under the impression of other leadership frames. 

Meetings, Building Alliances, Manipulation 

In the written response. Assessor #4 wrote, "Set goals and get involvement, talk, 

listen and get buy-in for standards of excellence." When asked, "How do you get 

teachers you're working with to perhaps share that same idea of what success is and be 

willing to work toward that?", he addressed the issues of involvement and buy-in. He 

responded, "Uh, for me, the way I do it is through small group or individual 

conversations to get buy-in." On the surface, this would seem to be a human resource 

approach emphasizing individual involvement and feelings of importance. However, he 

started to reveal the political motives when saying, "It's one thing to meet with the entire 

staff and have that big meeting, but you're probably better off to identify the individuals 

you can accomplish change with, who will be open to a different way." Identifying and 

working with individuals that you have targeted for specific reasons does involve 

participation but, in this case, the emphasis seems to be placed on building alliances 

through influence and manipulation. He seemed to embrace the view that organizations 

are coalitions of various people. 

I followed up by asking, "If you're focusing on those individuals, how does that 

spill over, or what can you do for those you just aren't quite where you'd like them to 

be?" He responded, ".. .if you are the real thing, then they'll go along, they'U work..." 

This, again, implies that a principal with effective pohtical skills in the form of influence 
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and/or manipulation can meet with people and gain their support. He later explained that 

those who aren't motivated "we have to identify them, follow processes of personnel and 

do our job to replace them with good, eager people." This comment was presented 

earlier as having a structural approach, but also reinforces political leadership by 

eliminating those people who may have competing interests or agendas. There are no 

references made to inspiring these people or finding a way to motivate them, but simply a 

philosophy of join the alliance or get eliminated. 

As mentioned eariier, as part of his monitoring efforts, assessor #4 liked to spread 

out the monitoring responsibilities and conduct short morning meetings. These are 

stmctural issues that combine with political intentions to achieve buy-in and control. 

These meetings allow the leader to get support from people with his influence and power. 

They help create alliances to build a base of support for the leader's plan. This conclusion 

is supported by his comments on shared decision-making when saying, "I have some 

mixed feelings. I guess I'm a little old school on that. Uh, and, I want input and I want 

buy-in, but I've yet to see a school board fire a site-based decision-making committee." 

Later, he commented, "But I believe when you do a good job of getting input from them, 

and uh, establishing a vision and helping them to develop that vision with you, then it 

becomes a we thing as opposed to a me thing." Again, these comments could be taken at 

face value as supporting a human resource approach by increasing participation and 

input, and as symbolic leadership by developing a vision. However, when considered in 

the context of the entire interview, it was obvious that the leadership didn't tmly want 

input and participation to make changes, but to use as an opportunity to manipulate. He 
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was creating buy-in through influence, manipulation, and converting resources to support 

stmctural elements. 

Another interview example of political leadership surfaced when talking about 

specific examples of strategies used to motivate teachers. He explained, "I've seen how, 

in the process of identifying a given problem with a particular teacher, uh, going out and 

winning that person over. Getting that person on board, uh, getting that person to be of 

your team." He told a story about an administrator dealing with a teacher who had 

emailed some derogatory comments about the district, and that did not lend itself to the 

district mission. He wrote this person a memo and then followed up with a face-to-face 

meeting with the teacher to address his concems. He commented "And as he visited with 

that person, he built an entirely good, entirely strong, good working relationship" and 

"that person is making the desired changes." A memo from a supervisor, followed up by 

a face-to-face meeting usually produces change in a person because of intimidation and 

the exercise of power or effective persuasion, and not human resource and/or symbolic 

related actions. All of these leadership behaviors support Bolman and Deal's pohtical 

assumptions that organizations are made of coalitions, there are enduring differences 

among coalition members and, to deal with inherent conflict, power is the most valuable 

resource. 

Symbolic Themes 

The major symbolic theme that defines the leadership disposition of assessor #4 is 

restating the school's vision. 
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Restating Vision 

When asked about the processes he felt were necessary in order to create success, 

he spoke about "a process that we want our staff to see that there are clear cut goals, that 

there is a vision for going here so that they know that everything they do needs to be 

contributing to that." He described the previous leadership in his district as lacking and 

that their primary failure was in creating a vision. "There was no vision for what could be 

attained." He proceeded to share how, under his leadership, he had to establish this 

vision. One specific example was described as, "The principal changed, the principal 

knew the vision and what we were going to do, and he was basically pretty much happy 

with that." He also talked about defining the vision with teachers. He said, 

".. .establishing a vision and helping them to develop that vision with you, then it 

becomes a we thing as opposed to a me thing." 

Assessor #4 did reference the importance of vision building, although in addition 

to having the vision serve as an inspirational bond, it was also a symbol used as a route to 

influence and power. Symbolic leadership issues were present but also contained the 

strong political dimensions mentioned earlier. 

Overall Leadership Disposition 

Assessor #4's leadership disposition exhibited predominantly political behaviors 

supported by stmctural dimensions. The references made to the human resource and 

symbolic frame were not a significant part of his overall leadership disposition. The 
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references to the human resource frame and symbolic appeared to reinforce his leadership 

in the other two frames. 

As earlier reported in the discussion of the interview, he preferred to use political 

skills such as gaining support with influence and power, and alliance building to create a 

vision to which people could then be held accountable. The interview data revealed that 

organizational goals and vision were not necessarily set at the top and mandated down, 

but were actually created through a series of meetings, negotiations, and interactions 

among key players, all orchestrated from the leadership at the top. Bolman and Deal 

(1997) effectively describe this type of leadership when saying, "The job of the leader is 

to recognize the major constituencies, develop ties to their leadership, and manage 

conflict as productively as possible" (p. 288). 

The core concept that would define the overall leadership disposition of assessor 

#4 would be power. "Power in organizations is basically the capacity to get things done" 

(Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 165). Pfeffer (1992) defined power as "the potential ability to 

influence behavior, to change the course of events, to overcome resistance, and to get 

people to do things they would not otherwise do" (p. 30). This assessor was a master 

politician, with a strong sense of stmctural leadership but with extremely limited human 

resource or symbolic framing. 

While assessor #4 does mention leadership issues such participation, input, and 

collaboration, and believes he is functioning in the human resource frame he does not 

genuinely seem to be. The interview experience and data do not support a leadership 

approach that embraces mutually productive relationships and the fulfilling of teacher 
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needs. This leader does not seem to truly support the idea that organizations exist to serve 

its employees and that organizations need them. Rather, this assessor's idea is that 

teachers should be controlled, manipulated, and removed from the organization if they do 

not comply. This assertion is supported by his description of following the processes of 

personnel to get rid of people that do not seem to fit with the organization. As mentioned 

eariier, the data supports leadership that believes in establishing stmctures supported with 

political tactics. Numerous other references to seemingly human resource leadership were 

made, but the tme intent served stmctural and political purposes. 

Overall, assessor #4 would have to be described as lacking an effective ability to 

reframe. The use of human resource and symbolic leadership were not accessed and most 

issues were addressed through a single frame. However, this assessor did demonstrate 

some reframing ability on occasion, involving the stmctural frame and political frame. 

An example of this is the emphasis on monitoring. Monitoring the behavior of teachers to 

ensure compliance with behavior and performance expectations is stmctural. Rather than 

just having the principal do the monitoring he suggests meeting with small groups of 

teachers to spread the responsibility of monitoring. This reframes the stmctural 

monitoring issue into the political arena by creating an opportunity to manipulate and 

build power alliances. 
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Assessor #5 

Written Response 

The three major issues identified in assessor #5's written response were lack of 

focus on student achievement, lack of stmctures (procedures, policies, and strategies), 

and an existing culture, or school climate, which does not support the school's purpose of 

educating all children. The issue upon which she selected to expand was the school 

culture. 

This assessor suggested that the principal should address the current culture of the 

school by initially having the entire staff meet and "we would begin by engaging in an 

activity of understanding the present culture. We would identify barriers to our mission 

and work together to come up with solutions. Our work would continue through follow-

up sessions by looking at the twelve norms of a healthy school culture and how our 

school addresses each one." This represents an understanding that what is important 

about any event is not what happened but what it meant, and a symbolic leader must find 

out what the meaning has been. It was also stressed that, as the year unfolded, the 

principal should try to make sure that all interactions with staff, students, and parents 

reflect the newly established norms and values. 

Discussions of institutional culture and identity, and development of the 

institution's vision are symbolic frame related actions. The purpose is to inspire members 

of the organization to loyalty and enthusiasm to achieve organizational goals. Using 

oneself as a symbol or model of organizational norms and values is also deeply 

embedded in the symbolic frame. 
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This assessor's written response would indicate a leadership disposition anchored 

in the symbolic and human resource frames. She did mention lack of stmctures as a 

major issue, which indicates conscious awareness of stmctural frame issues. 

Follow-up Interview 

Structural Themes 

Based on the follow-up interview, the major stmctural themes that define the 

leadership disposition of assessor #5 are monitoring and procedures, policies, and 

strategies. 

Monitoring 

In the written response of assessor #5 she wrote, "I would develop reflective 

questions to pose that would assist members of our school community in thinking about 

their daily practice and how their actions and/or interactions contribute or take away from 

the school's mission." During the interview I asked for specific examples of what she 

meant by reflective questions to reinforce the culture. She spoke about conducting walk

throughs to monitor what teachers are doing in the classroom and then asking reflective 

questions about what was observed. The monitoring focused on "looking for issues with 

the curriculum, uh, looking for what is the objective being taught, and what instmctional 

strategies are being used to teach that objective or reinforce that objective. Then the third 

thing you would look for is, is that objective connected to the TEKS?" 
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She attempted to reframe into the human resource frame by using the observations 

to help teachers become better and to make sure they know that the observations are not 

threatening but are actually intended to help them. Focusing on the ability of teachers can 

be a human resource issue. In her words, "When you do something like this, you have to 

make sure your staff understands what you're doing, because what you're really trying to 

do is help them get befter. It's not drive bys, it's really helping them get better." She later 

said that the purpose of the monitoring and questioning is "helping teachers get befter 

through, intrinsically, rather than extrinsically because they've been told to." In the 

context of the entire interview, it seems the actual monitoring and belief that ft will help 

the teachers get better represents the symbolic belief that many events and processes are 

more important for what is expressed than what is produced. 

During the interview I asked how a principal could feel comfortable that change is 

permanent, even after the principal is gone. She responded in the stmctural frame by 

saying, "Not only are you going to be walking around questioning and doing your walk

throughs, whatever, but it's meeting with different teams." She seemed to indicate that 

monitoring was the key to permanent change. 

Procedures, Policies, and Strategies 

In the written response she mentioned procedures, policies, and strategies as one 

of the three main issues for the new principal to address. However, she seemed to imply 

at different times in the interview that these operational stmctures were perhaps not even 

necessary. 1 asked if she felt that an organization could be held together without them. 
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She responded, "I think they can be very distracting if you allow that to happen. I think 

that principals sometimes lose sight of what they're about because they try to respond to 

everything that comes across their desk and they just can't do it" but "you have to have 

policy, procedures in place, operational guidelines on which you're going to operate ..." 

This provided the basis for me asking during the interview, "You mentioned that 

there needs to be some operational stmctures.. .Can you kind of explain that a little bit 

more?" She acknowledged that, "You have to have policy, procedures in p l ace -

operational guidelines on which you're going to operate..." but then immediately 

reframed into the symbolic frame by saying, ".. .those will support the culture, and the 

culture will support those." She returned to the stmctural frame again by clarifying that 

".. .special ed referrals, discipline referrals, teachers leaving during conference or being 

tardy, the requirements for technology, facility repairs; those things should be dealt with 

through procedural issues." Shortly thereafter, she reframed into the human resource 

frame by commenting, ".. .you're developing polices and procedures, that are reflective 

of the leaming community." Her entire response indicated an understanding that multiple 

frames do need to be addressed and reliance on just one frame is not the best approach 

but she seemed uncomfortable with talking about the stmctural aspect of schools. 

The other reference to processes was describing command decisions that had to be 

made by the principal and not questioned by the teachers. She said, "There will be times 

you have command decisions.. .and the teachers had to realize that once I had made a 

decision, uh, that decision was made." She mentioned discipline issues and budget issues 

as being major areas requiring command decisions. Even with this stmctural issue, she 
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demonstrates reframing by saying, "And what happened in that process, it is kinda funny, 

because most of the time our decisions were consensus.. ."She again seemed 

uncomfortable talking about leadership from this stmctural approach. Although 

procedures, policies, and strategies was listed as one of the main issues to address from 

the case study, the follow-up interview revealed it to be a minimal part of the overall 

leadership disposition of the assessor. 

Human Resource Themes 

The major human resource themes that define the leadership disposition of 

assessor #5 are professional development and relationships. 

Professional Development 

The first mention of professional development occurred when she reframed from 

a stmctural action to discuss teacher development. She was talking about doing walk

throughs and monitoring but then accessed the human resource and symbolic frames 

when saying, "When you do something like this, you have to make sure your staff 

understands what you're doing, because what you're really trying to do is help them get 

better.. .it's really helping them get better.. ..this goes back to again supporting that 

culture of student achievement." Later, she explained that when helping teachers to 

develop professionally, it is important to "develop a more questioning style rather than a 

telling style because telling people what to do is not going to lead people to finding the 
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answers themselves. I think the key role the principal plays is in helping their teachers get 

better through intrinsically rather than extrinsically because they've been told to." 

She also emphasized the importance of study groups as an effective means to 

achieve professional growth and school change. She said, "I think study groups are a 

\ital link to any kind of school improvement that you do." She provided a specific 

example that, again, accessed the symbolic issue of school culture by commenting, "Once 

you have gone in and, you know, surveyed our culture and identified what you see are the 

key challenges that need to be faced, or the norms that need to be addressed, then you 

select a book that would work with that." She restated this relationship between these 

frames by saying, "I think when you engage in study groups with your staff that you're 

again sending is that cultural message that we are not only about student achievement but 

we are about leaming and we're going to leam together." She is combining the human 

resource issue of individual development with the symbolic issue of culture and vision 

building. 

Relationships 

When asked what the principal should do if, mid-way through the year the 

campus isn't seeing success, she referenced leaming together. Her words were, "One 

thing I would have worked with that first semester is really developing a relationship, a 

collegial and collaborative relationship." This shows an obvious behef in the human 

resource assumption that people and organizations need each other. Rather than turning 

toward stmctural approaches she instead said, "I would go back to them and say, you 
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know, here are the issues that I see, here are some things I am grasping with, help me 

understand what you're seeing, help me understand what we need to do." This form of 

collaboration and communication gets to the heart of the human resource frame. This 

leadership approach was also further supported when speaking about motivation, "I think 

it's the message that you send, it's the interactions and relationships that you have." This 

also represents symbolic leadership by using the principal as an actual symbol of the 

school culture. 

Political Themes 

There were no significant references to the political frame. Only one comment 

related to this frame which was, "If there were any [teachers] that I suspected were not on 

board then I would have individual conversations with them. I'm pretty persuasive, so 

persuade them to be on board or to let us find someone else who can support this." 

Symbolic Themes 

The major symbolic theme that defines the leadership disposition of assessor #5 is 

culture building. 

Culture Building 

Listed as a major issue in assessor #5's wriften response was "An existing culture, 

or school chmate, which does not support the school's purpose of educating all children." 

She selected this issue as the one to elaborate and started by writing, "I would begin with 
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the school's culture, which should reflect the organization's values and beliefs, norms of 

interactions, and expectations for the way things are done." She followed that comment 

with, "I would want to.. .begin to redefine the school culture/climate..." As her written 

response continued she wrote about leaming the history of the school, understanding the 

present culture, and looking at how the school could work on improving the twelve 

norms of a healthy school culture. The same emphasis placed on culture building in here 

written responses were also present within every response given during the interview, as 

was indicated by the numerous instances of reframing that occurred when operating in 

the stinctural and human resource frames. An example of this is when she said, "There 

should be a balance between dealing with these operational stmctures and focusing on 

other aspects of cultural development. 

The first question in the follow-up interview asked her to elaborate on what she 

means by culture. She commented, "I think when you have a healthy culture and you 

enter a school building, there's no doubt in your mind that the priority for that school is 

student achievement. The principal is, really has a prominent role in not only helping 

estabhsh the school culture, but continuing to keep that focus." Bolman and Deal (1997) 

support this when saying, "Managers who understand symbolic forms and activities and 

encourage their use help shape an effective organization." (p. 232). She further elaborated 

on culture building later in the interview by saying, "Principals in the large arena support 

the school culture, or reflect the school culture, with the messages they send, either 

globally, to the large audience, and in their newsletters that they send... but more 

importantly, in the hundreds of interactions they have done every day." 
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When asked how a principal should motivate teachers, she denounced what she 

perceived were superficial motivation tactics of some principals by saying, "I've seen 

some principals that, they cheered a lot and did a lot of fluffy things but it really never 

supported what was going on at the school..." She emphasized that a principal must "be 

very clear on what you honor and what you celebrate and what things you don't, you 

know, that don't fit the focus of the school." A key to commitment and motivation is 

"celebrating the little achievements they make as well as the huge achievements." She 

even stressed the importance of not only building the culture with teachers but with 

students and parents. She said, "The same cultural norms would be shared with students 

and parents so that the entire school community can begin to align with the school's 

belief and values about student success and achievement that are the core purpose of our 

existence." 

Overall Leadership Disposition 

Assessor #5 seems to be driven by the single frame of symbolic leadership. There 

were references made to the other frames but these were not significant to her overall 

leadership disposition. It seemed as though this assessor was purposely trying to avoid 

referencing the other frames in an attempt to emphasize her preference for the symbolic 

frame. When references were made to the other frames she almost always made some 

connection back to the symbolic frame. 

As reported earlier throughout the written response and follow-up interview she 

talked about the principal needing to define and then redefine the school culture. The first 
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meetings with the teachers would be designed to begin the reculturing process. As is 

central to the symbolic perspective, she emphasized meaning, belief, and faith as critical 

to the organization functioning effectively. An example of this is when she spoke about 

examining the school history to unveil meaning and beliefs of the current culture. She 

said, ".. .engaging in an activity of understanding the present culture and how it evolved 

by examining.. .school leaders, both formal and informal, crises and/or challenges, 

successes, prevailing ideologies...". Also as presented eariier, she addressed the 

importance of honoring and celebrating only important cultural aspects of the school. 

Again, as presented earlier, nearly every question asked during the interview was framed 

in terms of building and supporting the culture of the school and using various symbols 

as a critical part of her leadership. Scheine (1992) summarized the culture building behef 

of this assessor best when saying a culture is, "a pattem of shared basic assumptions that 

a group learned as it resolved problems of extemal adaptation and integration, that has 

worked well enough to be considered valid and therefore to be taught to new 

members..." (p. 12). 

Operational stmctures are a stmctural approach mentioned in the written response 

and during the interview to seemingly create clear expectations and an understanding of 

how individuals fit into the big picture. An example of a reference to this stmctural 

approach was her comment, "You have to have policy, procedures in place - operational 

guidelines on which you're going to operate...." Although assessor #5 does reference this 

stmctural approach, she clearly established that rather than utilizing the potential benefits 

of the stmctural frame, she believed that relying on culture building would effectively 
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organize and align the behavior of the teachers. She tried to imply there is some 

importance to structural approaches, but kept returning to culture building and symbols as 

an alternative to relying on structural leadership. Similar references were made to other 

frames, but each presented as a way to service symbolic leadership pursuits. 

This assessor showed limited desire to reframe issues. Even when given 

opportunities to reframe from the symbolic frame to access the potential benefits of other 

frames, she accessed the frames briefly and retumed to a symbolic approach as quickly as 

she could. She used the reframing opportunities provided to reinforce her overall 

symbolic leadership emphasis. 

Assessor #6 

Written Response 

The three major issues identified in the written response of assessor #6 were 

curriculum materials (lack of coordination betweens schools), dropping test scores, and 

staff development planning.. The issue upon which he chose to expand was staff 

development. 

In his elaboration of staff development he wrote, "Staff development is needed to 

make sure that curriculum guidelines are met and test scores will rise. All other issues are 

secondary when it concems instmctional issues." If the intent of staff development were 

to promote participation, increase involvement, and/or to meet personal needs for 

professional development, it falls into the human resource frame. However, in this 

instance, staff development is presented as a way to teach teachers how to follow the 
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curriculum guidelines. He also implied that staff development could be used to address 

the watered down and lacking cun-iculum materials, along with an inadequate curriculum 

plan and alignment. This staff development would increase understanding of the 

standards and establish clear expectations that teachers should follow guidelines and 

create materials needed to meet the guidelines. Instmctional improvement through the 

curriculum should also be achieved through "coordination with staff to develop 

strategies." This intent ignores the human aspect of teachers and focuses more on the 

stinctural procedures of how to achieve school goals. His responses indicate a belief that 

restmcturing is needed to overcome the problems caused by stmctural deficiencies. 

The written response of this assessor indicates a strong stmctural leadership 

disposition with all of the other frames being neglected. 

Follow-up Interview 

Stmctural Themes 

Based on the follow-up interview, the only major stmctural theme that defines the 

leadership disposition of assessor #6 is monitoring. This theme is discussed below, with 

supporting quotations from transcripts. 

Monitoring 

One of the stmctural criteria used in this study is the belief that appropriate forms 

of coordination and control are essential to ensuring that individuals work towards 

organizational goals. Assessor #6 supported this assumption by stressing the importance 
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of monitoring teachers. He felt that the biggest weakness area of principals today is the 

ability to monitor teachers. He said, "They need to know what's going on in those 

classrooms everyday and they need to be able to monitor." When describing the purpose 

for needing to do this monftoring he said, "They need to be able to make suggestions on 

how to make it better and how to be able to really have an instmctional focus." 

When asked what specific behaviors should you see a principal doing on a day to 

day basis that would make him an effective instmctional leader, he responded, "I think a 

principal who is not scheduling his day around being in those classrooms is doing a 

disservice to his building." He described routinely coming into classrooms for five, ten 

or twenty minutes to observe, so the principal can then have "a face to face meeting or 

you can talk to her in between classes or even during class, or whatever and give her 

some strategies that will make her a better teacher." 

Another form of monitoring that he emphasized was being present at as many 

meetings as possible. He said, ".. .if you have a group meeting, a grade level meeting, a 

departmental meetings make sure you're a part of those. Make sure you're rotating 

through those." The purpose for doing, according to this assessor, was so that teachers 

would view the principal as a resource. "They should be coming to the principal to get 

direction and guidance." 

Even though he stressed the importance of monftoring when asked about what 

should be done about teachers that are seen as not being "on board" rather than remaining 

in the stmctural frame and emphasizing stricter control and more monitoring he reframed 
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into the human resource frame and spoke about teacher motivation. This part of his 

leadership disposition is covered in the human resource section. 

Human Resource Themes 

The major human resource themes that define the leadership disposition of 

assessor #6 are staff development, shared-decision making, motivation, and support. 

Each of these themes is discussed below, with supporting quotations from transcripts. 

Staff Development 

In the written response. Assessor #6 seemed to view staff development as an 

approach to force teachers to leam skills and procedures needed to address problems and 

performance gaps, which allow the organization to achieve its established goals and 

objectives. During the interview there were still some indications of this, but he reframed 

staff development, revealing a human resource approach. 

When specifically asked about what is an instmctional leader's role regarding 

staff development, he began by saying, "Staff development is another key issue I think 

for teachers to become better teachers" and ".. .principals that do not release their 

teachers for staff development time or do not bring staff development into the building 

are doing a disservice to their teachers." Still trying to determine if he viewed staff 

development from a stmctural leadership perspective or leadership from another frame I 

asked, "How do you decide what to bring into your building?" This is when he revealed 

a human resource perspective and a belief that an organization exists to serve the needs of 
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the teachers rather than the reverse. He said, "I don't think that is up to the principal to 

decide. 1 think that is up to the teachers to decide." Shortly after this comment he 

followed up by saying, "Let the teachers decide what is important to them with 

suggestions and guidance from the principal. But the staff development should be 

generated basically through the site-based commiftee and let them bring those forward 

and you try to plug those in for them." This is leadership seeking to create a fit between 

the teachers and the system rather than mandating training and professional development 

perceived as unimportant to teachers, but valued by the principals as important to meet 

goals. 

I tried to push this issue by asking what the principal should be doing if the resufts 

aren't as good as he hoped or expected. Again, rather than reframing into any of the other 

frames, he remained in the human resource frame and said, "You go back to the teachers. 

It's their building." He went on to say, "You tell me and we'll change it. Do we need to 

bring someone else into the building.. .do we need an outside consultant to come into the 

building." This seem to be saying that, even if teachers are given the choice of the type of 

staff development and how to engage in staff development and we aren't getting good 

results, the principal should still allow them to make decisions after being encouraged to 

rethink the situation. 

Shared Decision Making 

Assessor #6's approach to staff development was actually his leadership 

disposition for dealing with almost all school issues. He supported the Bolman and Deal 
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human resource assumption that people and organizations need each other. Organizations 

need ideas and energy and people need opportunities. Although he acknowledged that the 

principal does have ultimate decision making authority, he tempered this power position 

by saying, "Just because he is the ultimate decision maker.. .they [teachers] should know 

that when he makes that decision that he's gotten all the input." He pushed farther into 

the human resource frame, "I think everyone ought to have a role in it. Everybody. 

That's even from the janitor on up, oughta have some kind of place to have input into the 

decision making." 

He seemed to prefer committees as one primary method to increase participation 

and make decisions. These meetings created an open process to make decisions and 

increase commitment. In his words, "Most anything you do, get a committee together and 

do whatever you need to do.. .Listen to that decision and that goal." He later said, 

"You've got to listen to them and implement some of their ideas." He even encouraged 

these committees, or groups of teachers, to chaUenge existing policies and procedures and 

share in the decision on how to change them. For example, when talking about policies 

he said, "That doesn't mean that teachers can't get together and say, 'why are we doing 

this', and question ft. You want that, the questioning. If it's a dress code policy that's 

stupid, let's look at ft, address ft." He extended this philosophy to include the central 

office when saying, ".. .they need to understand it's a cooperative effort and they can't 

just do dictatorial coming from the top-down." 

Assessor #6 seemed to believe that one of the key reasons for high level of 

involvement and shared decision making is to make teachers feel important. This, again. 
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fits into the human resource assumption that people and organizations need each other. 

His comment was, "There's lot of things you can do to make that teacher feel important 

and that she does have an influence not only on her campus but maybe even in the central 

office." 

I asked him about how a principal should address "sticky" issues such as low 

teacher attendance and lack of motivation to receive training. This provided an 

opportunity for him to once again access a different frame, but he referred back to shared 

decision-making in the human resource frame. He specifically said, "Uh, again, ft comes 

back to being open and honest with your teachers, uh, sitting down with them, asking 

their opinion, listening to their opinions and acting on them." 

He spoke about the importance of teacher participation in determining where to 

focus time and resources. "If they're concemed about TAAS scores, which most of them 

are, then let's put an emphasis on TAAS scores. If they're concemed about safety then 

let's put staff development together for safety. Let the teachers decide what is important 

to them..." He did however, make comments that indicate a relationship between the 

principals and the organizational goals and the teachers, and not just having teachers 

make all the decisions. He said, "Obviously you also want to walk in their with some 

strategies of your own and you should have in your own mind some strategies." This 

indicates possible political leadership, but overall he maintains shared-decision making as 

a relationship between the teachers and the principal. Bolman and Deal (1997) describe 

this as making a good fit between the employees and the organization. This helps 

individuals find their work meaningful and satisfying. 
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Motivation 

This assessor felt his approach to staff development and shared-decision making 

were excellent ways to motivate a staff In an aftempt to have the organization serve the 

needs of it's teachers he also mentioned several other leadership behaviors that can be 

used to motivate teachers. At one point in the interview he said, "The key is the 

motivation of teachers. Knowing, that if they are having a problem in the classroom, 

discipline, instruction, whatever, that someone's going to be there to support them." 

Later in the interview he said, "There needs to be a very strong reward mechanism in 

place in your building. It can be as silly as giving awards out every six weeks to your 

teachers.. .Give them some kind of an award. Recognize them in some way." He 

mentioned giving out movie passes or giving teachers a pat on the back for what they do. 

He attempted to reframe these behaviors into the symbolic frame by saying, 

"Those are the type of things you use to build morale, to build culture again, that is 

focused on what we need to do, where we're going." He seems to be acknowledging the 

importance of institutional identity and developing a school-wide sense of purpose, which 

are symbolic issues. Although he sees these issues as important he limits his reframing by 

neglecting many of the powerful symbolic leadership possibilities such as rituals, 

ceremonies, myths, stories. The strategies he suggested to build culture are more closely 

associated with Bolman and Deal's human resource assumption that organizations exit to 

serve human needs. In this case, making teachers feel appreciated and supported. 
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Support 

Assessor #6 also referenced support seven times during the interview with 

numerous other comments that implied its importance. At one point, he said, "...having a 

faculty that understands that principal, that superintendent are all behind them, they'll 

back them. They'll do everything in the worid to try and make it befter for them in that 

classroom." He also referenced the major importance of support by saying, "they are 

leaving the teaching profession.. .because of their fi^stration. Not having that support." 

When asked about helping the morale of new teachers he also referenced the idea 

of providing support. "You can't just put them in classrooms and leave them alone." He 

mentioned that lead teachers need to meet with them on a continuous basis and "They 

need to have a teacher that they can go to with questions and help." He further stressed 

this belief when saying, "There's gofta be a lot of things to support that beginning teacher 

so that they don't feel left out. Don't feel like they've been thmsted into the world of kids 

and nobody's there to support them." This leadership disposition strongly focuses on the 

human dimensions of support, but does not reflect reframing into the other frames. It is 

possible for stmctural issues such as having clear procedures for ordering materials, and 

knowing specifically what expectations the organization has for the teacher that could 

also assist the new teachers. Political leadership would involve distributing sufficient 

time and resources to the new teachers to support them. It is often the case that new 

teachers receive the least amount of the schools resources. Apparently, this assessor is 

anchored in the human resource frame, and neglects the other frames, when dealing with 

the support of teachers. 
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Political Themes 

There were no major political themes identified for this assessor. 

Symbolic Themes 

There were no major symbolic themes identified for this assessor. 

Overall Leadership Disposition 

Assessor's #6's leadership disposition was single framed, relying almost 

extensively on the human resource frame. There were some references made to stmctural 

leadership, but the interview data revealed a lack of belief that these stmctural approaches 

should be used to any major extent. As presented in the interview section, only one major 

stmctural theme emerged. The symbolic and political frames were also a limited part of 

his leadership disposition. 

This assessor believed strongly that a principal should involve teachers in 

decision making and then support them and find ways to motivate them. There seems to 

be a strong belief in meeting the psychological needs of the teachers almost to the point 

of having a laissez-faire administration approach. As reported in the interview discussion, 

he felt the teachers should decide what staff development should be done, and when the 

school doesn't seem to be achieving goals he feft the principal should go back to the 

teachers to decide what to do. In his words, "You go back to the teachers, ft's their 

building. You [the teachers] tell me and we'll change it." Also reported was his insistence 
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on involving everybody in decision-making, and that commiftees and not the principal 

should be making decisions. If the principal did have to make a decision, it should 

happen only after all input has been received. 

Even when given numerous opportunities to access different frames when dealing 

with leadership issues, this assessor remained in the human resource frame almost every 

time. For example, when asked how a principal should address issues such as low teacher 

attendance he refrained from accessing other frames and said, ".. .it comes back to being 

open and honest with the teachers, uh, sitting down with them and asking their opinion, 

listening to their opinions and acting on them." As reported in the interview section the 

only major stmctural theme revealed was that a principal should monitor teacher behavior 

by being in classrooms. All other major themes were related to the human resource 

frame. 

The data supports the conclusion that this assessor is single-frame oriented and 

does not reframe. 

Analysis Summary 

The selected participants from three regions across Texas, represented several 

different leadership approaches. A summary of the multi-frame disposition, dominate 

frames, major themes, and reframing ability of the assessors follows in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Assessor Descriptions 

Assessor 

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4 

#5 

#6 

Multi-Frame 
Leadership? 

No: single-frame 

No: single-frame 

No: two-frames 

No: two-frames 

No: single-frame 

No: single-frame 

Dominate 
Frame(s) 

Structural 

Stnactural 

Structural 
Human Resource 

Political 
Structural 

Symbolic 

Human Resource 

Major Themes Within 
Dominate Frame(s) 

data, expectations, 
plan, monitoring 

data, expectations, 
monitoring, student discipline 

expectations, monitoring, 
staff development, data, 
collaboration, involvement 

monitoring, data, processes, 
meetings, alliances, manipulation 

culture building 

staff development, motivation, 
shared-decision making 

Reframing? 

Lacking 

Lacking 

Limited 

Lacking 

Limited 

Lacking 

These findings are similar to those of Bolman and Deal (1992), who indicated that 

U.S. and Singapore principals primarily rely on the human resource and stmctural 

frames. However, the findings of this study show a stronger preference for the stmcttiral 

frame, while Bolman and Deal found a stronger preference for the human resource frame. 

One of the criteria used to select participants was gender. Research on gender 

differences in leadership has attracted interest but has been extremely limited. 

"Stereotypically, we might expect that women would be rated higher on the human 

resource frame (warm, supportive, fostering participation)..." (Bolman & Deal, 1992, p. 

325). This study did not find any significant difference between the males and females 

who participated. Both genders used only one or two of the frames, depending on the 
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context of the question. Only one frame was generally used for each issue, with little or 

no reframing. 

Another criteria used to select participants was location in the state and size of the 

district. Participants were from different regions around the state and represented both 

large and small school districts. It could easily be assumed that those in larger districts 

rely more on stmcture and politics because of the size of the system and heavier 

competition for resources, and that those in smaller districts would look for a "family" 

atmosphere and would function more in the human resource frame. Again, this study did 

not show any significant differences between those in small districts and those in large 

districts. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

With pressure mounting to improve the educational system and accountability 

standards escalating, state agencies and local districts are beginning to focus on the 

training and development of administrators to meet these challenges. Administrators 

remain the most influential force behind school improvement. The development of 

effective administrators is critical. If the present educational system is to meet the 

challenge posed by competing entities, educational leaders must redirect their purposes 

and goals beyond mere technical, managerial "know how"(Sergiovanni, 1990; Bolman & 

Deal, 1992; Fullan, 1998; Kmg, 1992). Principals cannot remain guardians of the status 

quo. There is an urgent need for leaders who can conceptualize visions of the future and 

guide their organizations toward making those visions reality. 

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework of this study is that of the multi-frame perspective 

thinking proposed by Bolman and Deal (1985). This theory comes from a cognitive 

psychological perspective that delves into how people think about their experiences and 

act in conjunction with then thoughts. This theory was chosen because, unlike many 

theories that only capture rational dimensions of school organization (i.e., stmctural and 
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human resource), this theory also encompasses the political and symbolic issues that are 

deeply rooted in school organizations. These often-neglected dimensions are critical in 

differentiating acceptable principals from outstanding principals (Bolman & Deal, 1997; 

Deal & Peterson, 1999). The frames principals choose determines their reality and the 

script that will guide their actions. When principals frame situations appropriately, 

problems become opportunities. When their framing overlooks essential elements of a 

situation, principals may begin to exercise increasing control and take actions that may 

only worsen a situation. Bolman and Deal (1993) described this phenomenon, 

"Reframing is a conscious effort to size up a situation using multiple lenses. Leaders 

who cannot reframe in times of crisis and overload feel confused and overwhelmed. 

Sometimes they are immobilized; other times, they plunge mindlessly into reckless and 

misguided action" (p. 5). This study was based on the premise that all four frames 

presented by Bolman and Deal (i.e., stmctural, human resource, polftical, and symbohc) 

are significant components of effective leadership that developing administrators need, 

with the symbolic frame holding the greatest promise for leadership that results in school 

restmcturing (Fullan, 2000). 

Purpose and Research Ouestions 

The School Administrators Skills Assessment (SASA) program is one process in 

which principals can elect to participate to satisfy the legislative mandate for 

administrators to receive assessment every five years. An important research issue is to 

determine whether SASA assessors enter the process with the cognitive frame 
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predisposition that will enable them to identify the presence or absence of multi-frame 

principal behavior and use this information to support effective leadership development 

of administrators. This study was designed to identify the cognitive frame disposition of 

those trained as assessors, which in tum will influence how they assess principals 

participating in the SASA program. The following research questions guided this sttidy: 

'r Do those selected as SASA assessors have a mufti-frame cognitive 

disposition? 

> What are the dominate frames used by the assessors? 

> Do the assessors show an ability to reframe their thinking? 

Procedures 

There are approximately 77 SASA assessors combined in regions six (Huntsville), 

eleven (Fort Worth), and seventeen (Lubbock). Six assessors, two from each region, were 

selected to participate in the study. The research was conducted in two phases. First, 

respondents read a researcher written case and responded in writing to three open-ended 

questions. Then, based on their written responses, open-ended interview questions were 

asked of respondents in order to gain information and an understanding of their overall 

single or multi-frame disposition. 

Significance of the Study 

The state of Texas is now committed to using the SASA program as a significant 

means to assess principals and contribute to their continuous professional growth. 
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Bolman and Deal (1997) have found that leaders with narrow, single-framed perspectives 

cannot be effective in the long term. This study was designed to determine if the SASA 

assessors' schemas reflect multi-frame analysis. The results will guide training 

decision-makers toward choosing to accept the training program as it exits, or toward 

suggesting that additional training of assessors is necessary in order to foster multi-frame 

analysis. The results of this study will assist policy-makers in altering the training of 

assessors, if necessary, so that they can promote multi-frame analysis as a component of 

improved principal practice. This study will help ensure that principals throughout the 

state of Texas will be of the highest caliber, capable in the leadership skills associated 

with reculturing. 

Literature Review 

The literature review examined research pertinent to cognitive frame disposition 

of principals and its relationship to schema theory, cognition research, cognitive 

inflexibility, problem solving, principal assessment, school leadership and culture, and 

organizational change. Literature related to principal development activities and the 

School Administrators Skills Assessment (SASA) program was also included. 

The first section of the literature review on schema and schema theory explored 

the inherent limitations of our ability as humans to evaluate complex situations 

comprehensively and accurately, since we are unable to adequately assimilate all 

variables relevant to a situation (Broadbent, 1958; Norman & Bobrow, 1975). In order to 

work effectively and efficiently, expert principals must frame problem issues within a 
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broad, inclusive conceptual context. In order to view problem situations in this broader 

conceptual context, expert principals practice what is known as cognitive simplification, 

which suggests that decision makers must constmct simplified mental models when 

dealing with complex problems. The simplified mental models are referred to as schema. 

"Schema theory attempts to describe how acquired knowledge is organized and 

represented, and how such cognitive stmctures facilitate the use of knowledge in 

particular ways" (Glasser, 1984, p. 100). It is schema theory that provides the basis for 

studying the schemata of principals and how these influence their actions and decisions. 

The cognitive research section described early research on distinguishing experts 

from novices concerning their decision-making processes and the research that extended 

into the problem-solving area. One of the key findings by Day and Lord (1992) was that 

novices tended to rely mainly on surface dimensions in categorizing problems, while 

experts used both surface and meaning dimensions. Experts rely heavily on pre-existing 

knowledge stmctures [schemata] to categorize ill-stmctured problems (Day & Lord, 

1992). This block of research concluded that organizational leaders draw upon an 

established repertoire of schemata to quickly examine relevant data when confronted with 

problem issues. Allison and AUison conducted studies that used what was known about 

schema theory to find experts, which helped develop a conceptual framework for the 

application of schema theory to the assessment of expertise in school administration. 

The third section on cognitive inflexibility investigated the choices principals 

make using their ingrained schemata. This is usually done unconsciously and tends to be 

inflexible. Research on schema and cognitive inflexibility suggests that, although people 
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may be "experts," they may be experts in the wrong areas with the wrong skills, and may 

lack the ability to adjust. Reliance on schema makes the thought paftems of leaders 

resistant to change. According to Sims et al. (1986), "Schemas can be so robust that they 

persist even when people are informed that the evidence in support of them is false" (p. 

32). Overall, the research suggested that people, events, and circumstances may be 

viewed by principals from an overiy general perspective. Information is assimilated into 

already existing schemata rather than being viewed on the merits of a particular situation. 

Accuracy in perceiving and evaluating situations is reduced and biases may be 

introduced. 

The next section covered research on problem reframing. The concept of problem 

reframing has useful application for managing change (Head & Brown, 1995), much like 

principals encounter. As stated by Bolman and Deal (1997), reframing expands options 

that help managers generate creative responses to the broad range of issues they 

encounter every day, as well as the recurrent, haunting challenges. The act of reframing 

allows altemative interpretations and solutions that are outside the viewer's original 

context (Head & Brown, 1995). In essence, the process of reframing helps individuals 

overcome the aforementioned limitations of human cognition regarding use of their 

schemata. 

The school leadership section reviewed literature that supports what Hoy and 

Miskel (1982) concluded, "the literature, as diverse as ft obviously is, generally does 

support the fact there are two general and distinct categories of leader behavior—one 

concemed with people and interpersonal relations and the other with production and task 
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achievement" (p. 225). The interpersonal or human dimension addresses the emotions 

and feelings of those belonging to the organization. The stmctural dimension establishes 

defined pattems for the organization, channels of communication, methods, and 

procedures. This two-dimensional view of leadership, which gained initial strength in the 

1940s, remains active today in managerial training programs as well as educational 

training programs. If administrators are being trained using this two-dimensional 

conceptual framework, they will enter the schools and approach their job based on these 

two dimensions and neglect the possibilities of political and symbolic leadership. 

The literature review on school culture and symbolic leadership revealed that 

culture and symbolic leadership have been recognized for decades as critical to effective 

schools, but never gained substantial attention in the fraining and development of school 

leaders. Joseph Blase and Charles Reavis (1994) concluded from their research that 

many schools claiming to have restmctured had not, and that a new hybrid of leadership 

that requires attention to the culture and symbolic leadership can lead to tme 

restmcturing. Blase (1990), Deal (1985), Reavis (1999), and Sergiovanni (1990) 

contributed to the literature, recognizing symbolic leadership as the most critical and 

promising way to restmcture schools. 

Principal assessment was also covered within the literature review. This section 

explored the need for assessment systems that serve the developmental leadership and 

managerial needs of principals. In order to create such an assessment, it is necessary to 

challenge the belief that principals are already sufficiently skilled (Caffarella & Berg, 

1997) and recognize that educational administration programs at the university level 
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cannot prepare adminisfrators for a lifetime of service through a pre-service program 

(Walker, Mitchel, & Wayne, 1999). Furthermore, although the number of principal 

assessment methods has increased, the quality of the assessment processes has not 

improved (Marcoulides, 1990: Marcoulides & Heck, 1992). Glasman and Heck (1992) 

concluded that more theoretical and empirical work is required to develop and improve 

instmments to measure principal leadership effectiveness. This section was followed by a 

section about the School Administrators Skills Assessment (SASA) that represents one of 

the assessment options that Texas administrators might elect to complete in order to 

satisfy the mandatory certification renewal requirements. The components of the 

assessment program were delineated. 

The change process in the literature is viewed in three broad phases. Phase I is 

often referred to as initiation; Phase II is implementation; and Phase III is called 

continuation or institutionalization. Fullan tells us that the entire process is lengthy, 

taking between three and five years and, in some cases, taking up to 10 years. He 

emphasizes that change is a process and not an event. What happens at one stage of the 

change process strongly affects subsequent stages. Critical to this change process is the 

use of transformational leadership, which is found in the relationships among motives, 

resources, leaders, and followers (Bums, 1978). The literature also clearly stated the 

importance of cultural transformation to ensure successful, long-term organizational 

change. 

The final section of the literature review addressed professional development 

activities. Professional development is more than training in new knowledge or 
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managerial procedures. Effective professional development enables principals to progress 

to a higher level of ability and expertise. Professional development should change 

principal behavior, which involves articulating beliefs and assumptions about targeted 

areas of development, identifying problematic situations, and developing a rationale that 

links beliefs to new, more effective behavior (Rando & Menges, 1991). The history of 

principal professional development has been a generic approach, ignoring the different 

needs of principals and focusing on single-session activities that have had little effect on 

changing behavior. The research also supported principals having opportunities to 

practice, experiment, discuss, and analyze leaming in a non-threatening environment 

(Licklider, 1997) in order to risk changing their behavior. 

Research Design 

A qualitative design was chosen for this study in order to describe the theoretical 

disposition that SASA assessors bring to their role. Qualitative methods allow the 

uncovering of the subtleties of assessors thinking processes. Researchers who use this 

approach are interested in how others constmct sense or meaning in their context. 

Stainback and Stainback (1988) support this method when writing that, "incorporating 

qualitative research theory and methodology to a greater extent into education could 

potentially enhance the capabilities of researchers in education and the future progress of 

education" (p. 10). 

The specific qualftative approach of this study is descriptive phenomenology. 

"Description draws on ordinary vocabulary to convey ideas about things, people and 
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places" (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 16). Strauss and Corbin (1998) also explained 

".. .description is the basis for more abstract interpretation of data and theory 

development" (p. 18). Phenomenology refers to the description of individuals' 

consciousness and experience of phenomenon. The purpose of phenomenological 

research is to obtain a view into research participants' reality and to understand their 

personal meanings constmcted from their experiences (Johnson & Christensen, 2000). 

Data Collection and Analysis 

This study used data collection methods: (1) the collection of written responses to 

a case study and (2) open-ended, audio taped interviews of each assessor. Interview 

questions were be based on written responses to the case that respondents read prior to 

the interview. Using open-ended questions allows respondents to reflect and respond 

freely. This is done in order to gain information and an understanding of the overall 

research question by allowing a greater insight into underlying philosophies of the 

respondents and the rationales for their cognitive framing. 

This descriptive phenomenology study used in-depth interviewing to determine 

how the cognitive frame disposition of the assessors can be described in terms of Bohnan 

and Deal's multi-frame thinking model. In 1992, Bolman and Deal pubhshed an article 

that examined the multi-frame thinking of principals in the United States and Singapore. 

They outlined specific criteria for coding the participants' responses into their four 

frames that allow reliable judgment about the presence or absence of the frames in 
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responses. The data collected during the study was coded into the frame categories using 

their criteria. 

Schema and Schema Theory Research 
Compared to Findings 

Principals must work in fast-paced environments that precipftate quick decision 

making based on broad, often incomplete and ambiguous information. Cognitive research 

has shown that the human brain is only capable of processing a finite amount of 

information at any one time. In order to manage the complexity of schools, principals 

exercise cognitive simplification and create schemata to use in future situations. Allison 

and Allison (1993) said that prolonged exposure to a given knowledge or action domain 

provides the experience necessary for the constmction of schemata, which then function 

to guide future perception. 

Based on the work of Allison and AUison (1993) and others, it is assumed that 

each participant had experiences in school administration where they developed certain 

schemata, and continuously utilized and referred back to their schemata while responding 

to the interview questions. Existing schemata served as sources of prediction that 

allowed participants to make assumptions about the information presented in the case 

study and gauge a course of action to address the issue. For example, almost every 

participant referred to the importance of having a plan with specific goals and actions and 

basing decisions on the plan. When asked how they would react or proceed if the plan 

was not going as well as expected, rather than reframe the situation or modify their 

approach, the participants fell back on their ingrained schema that having a plan is the 
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Ian, or best approach. They responded in ways such as making modifications to the pk 

sticking with the plan and giving it enough time to work. Another specific example was 

the area of student discipline. Some of the participants believed that keeping accurate 

records of discipline referrals and applying consequences were the best way to control 

students and show support to teachers. When given an opportunity to reframe their 

approach or view the issue from a different perspective by asking about motivating 

people in the school, participants did not use a different schema. They maintained that 

strict control and consequences are the singular best way to deal with inappropriate 

student behavior and that negative consequences motivated students to behave and 

motivated teachers to do a better job. 

Once an initial schema was triggered, such as implementing a plan or punitive 

consequences for behavior, it was adapted to account for any other information provided 

in the case study, or questions asked during the interview that didn't match these 

expressed schema stmcture. The reason this happened is explained by the literature that 

says the action chosen often represents a solution that has been used successftiUy in the 

past. Solutions that have been successful in the past are more likely to be embedded in 

the selected schema and repetitively used. This became apparent during interviews when 

the respondents pulled away from the actual case study and began talking about specific 

examples they had actually experienced on the job. It didn't matter whether the 

information and situations in the case study were similar to their past experiences or not; 

they used past successes as justification and explanation for their responses. 
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Cognitive Research Compared to Findings 

Almost all of the research included in the literature review on cognitive abilities 

and problem solving focused on the differences between novices and experts, and what 

specific problem solving skills experts possess. This particular study made no attempt to 

determine which participants would be considered expert and which would be considered 

novice, although this may be an area that needs to be considered when determining who 

should, and should not, be an assessor. Allison and AUison (1993) defined higher levels 

of expertise by saying that those who could apply more complex schemata relevant to 

problems would be judged as being more of an expert. Schemata become more complex 

as the attention to detail increases, as well as the level of abstraction. 

This study may provide a different way to view novices and experts. Research 

upon which this study was based, found that the use of all four leadership frames is 

important for optimum long-term organizational success. Some of the participants in this 

study paid great attention to details and had abstract approaches to the issues at hand, but 

did so from only a single frame. According to the definition of expertise provided by 

Allison and Allison, some of the participants would have probably been labeled expert, 

but may not have the multiple frame cognitive leadership dispositions found in Bolman 

and Deal's frames. 

Cognitive Inflexibility Research 
Compared to Findings 

Reliance on schema makes the thought pattems of leaders resistant to change. 

Principals tend to view situations from an overly generalized perspective. New 
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information is assimilated into already existing schema. Because of this, we must 

entertain the hypothesis that old forms of management and organizational leadership are 

obsolete or need to be modified (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The findings of this study 

indicate that assessors have developed schemata based on these traditional forms of 

management and leadership to which Bolman and Deal refer. The schemata of most of 

the participants in this study support the notion of implementing organizational stmctures 

that clarify a blueprint for the paftem of communications, goals, and expectations among 

those within the school, as well as those outside the school. This supports the findings of 

past research on cognitive inflexibility. 

As mentioned earlier, participants used schema they perceived as successful in the 

past and assumed that these same strategies would be successful now and in the future. 

Relying on past stmctural and human resource schemata to create organizational success, 

rather than pursuing more promising symbolic actions, supports the views of Miller and 

Friesen (1980), who stated that an organization's slow adjustment to environmental 

changes may result from the cognitive limitations of decision makers, which led them to 

constmct simplified models of the causes of past success. 

The findings also concur with the research of Leithwood and Stager (1989), who 

found that principals often exercise questionable judgment regarding the determination of 

priorities among the various problems competing for their attention. This was most 

obvious when participants were asked to choose the three most pressing issues stated in 

the case study. Issues such as facility appearance, clear curriculum standards, meeting 

with the PTA president about a single concem, and not enough policies and procedures 
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were identified as top priorities. This isn't to say that these issues are not important but, 

because they were so heavily concentrated in two of the four frames, it does indicate 

cognitive inflexibility. 

Leithwood and Stager (1989) also conducted a study that identified five major 

errors related to the ovemse and misuse of theories and schema. The findings of this 

study coincide strongly with two of these forms of cognitive inflexibility. The first error 

is a failure to determine the actual causes of problems. Because the case sttidy and 

interview were conducted in a hypothetical vacuum, many assumptions did have to be 

made, but the action decisions of participants indicated minimal efforts to actually 

uncover altemative causes to the problems. Instead, participants took the problem issues 

at face value, as being similar to those experienced in the past, and dealt with them as 

they had in the past. Student discipline is an excellent example. Participants viewed this 

issue with a reactive approach, wanting to establish policies and procedures and monitor 

numbers, rather than searching for altemative causes to behavior problems such as 

students not seeing value or quality in what they are being asked to do, or teachers being 

inconsistent with mle enforcement, or students feeling suppressed by overly strict mles 

and not feeling that their needs are being met. A second example is the idea of staff 

development. Several participants felt that poor teaching as defined by a formal 

assessment instmment, such as the PDAS, was a direct cause of ignorance that could be 

corrected with staff development opportunities. In reality, there are probably many 

reasons why teachers don't teach to the tightly defined parameters of formal assessment 

instmments. 
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The second main error was the failure to modify a single approach or strategy in 

light of situational features. As mentioned previously, many of the situations presented in 

the case study and during the interview were open ended and allowed for an approach 

from any of the four leadership frames. However, participants ignored various situational 

features. For example, one of the main issues from the case study was that the school 

goes from one issue or problem to the next, dealing with each as it arises. This was 

presented as one of the main causes of stifled school success. Despite this situational 

information, participants still decided to take an overall approach to dealing with issues 

one at a time, that is, deal with discipline separate from attendance, separate from 

curriculum, separate from teaching strategies, and so forth. 

In summary, the findings from this study converge significantly with the past 

research on cognitive inflexibility with no divergence identified. 

Problem Reframing Research 
Compared to Findings 

The data indicate that participants approach school issues and overall school 

leadership from predominately the stmctural frame, but showed some ability and desire 

to reframe the leadership issues when provided additional information and/or 

opportunity. However, a majority of the time, once a participant responded to a question 

about a particular leadership issue and follow-up questions were asked that provided an 

opportunity to reframe the issue and discuss it in terms of other frames, the participant 

seldom reframed the issue, but instead responded in ways that reinforced the frame 

initially selected. 
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Respondents espousing single-frame perspectives sometimes mentioned other 

viewpoints, but more to reinforce the single-frame perspective than to introduce a second 

dimension. For example, several study participants explained that establishing priorities 

is important in order to guide the teachers. Although establishing priorities may be 

related to the symbolic frame, if used to inspire people and build loyalty, the intent was to 

show control, and to solidify the image of leadership, which is stmctural. 

Exposing a mufti-frame disposition implies the ability to shift frames in response 

to situational circumstances that were presented in the case study and the interview 

questions. Problem reframing would indicate a keen awareness of several, if not all, of 

the frames. The multi-frame thinking that did emerge was greatly outweighed by single-

frame thinking. When multi-frame thinking did occur, the combination of the stmctural 

and human resource frame was most prevalent, followed by a human resource frame and 

political frame combination. In summary, the findings show that the leadership 

disposition of the assessors was more likely to have a single-frame orientation, 

occasionally reframing into one other frame, but never integrating more than two frames. 

Several factors might influence the reason for limited ability to reframe problems 

into multiple frames. First, the Texas Education Agency (TEA), through standardized 

testing and accountability reports, guides the state with a bureaucratic model of 

govemance, portraying a high level of administrative dominance. The bureaucratic model 

culminates with schools being labeled publicly with a state rating. This state approach, 

combined with the pre-service training and on-the-job reinforcement of traditional 

management practices has likely contributed to a predominately single-frame schemata. I 
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hypothesize that, because of state testing and strict state accountability standards for all 

districts, regardless of size, even the small districts feel a need to make theft statistics 

look good to the state. Thus, consciously or unconsciously, district leadership approaches 

education from a stmctural perspective. 

These findings complement the findings of Benisom (1989), Bigham (1999), 

Bolman and Deal (1992), and Heimovics, Herman, and Jurkiewicz (1993), all of whom 

researched the leadership disposition of organizational leaders. They found that the 

stmctural and human resource frames were used most often. This, combined with the 

research of Wimpleberg (1987), who found that principals in less effective schools rely 

on the stmctural frame and neglect the other frames, and the research of Bimbaum (1992) 

that found leaders who view their organization through only one of the frames are likely 

to have an unbalanced understanding of their institution, raises concem about what 

principal behaviors are being reinforced by the SASA assessors when feedback is given 

to SASA participants. 

School Leadership Research 
Compared to Findings 

Understanding effective leadership requires one to distinguish the difference 

between using vested power of a position to coerce and direct people, or to lead them. 

The findings of this study support the literature, which indicates that most practicing 

educational administrators, including those serving as SASA assessors, view and practice 

leadership from only one dimension, normally the stmctural or human resource. A two-

dimensional view of leadership originally gained strength in the 1940s and, despite the 
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efforts of Blase and Reavis (1994), Bums (1976), Deal (1985), Sergiovanni (1990), and 

other educational researchers, remains active today in educational training programs. 

The training has therefore, continued to reinforce a leadership approach focusing on 

stmctural and human resource behaviors. This study found those serving as assessors in 

the SASA program also prefer the stmctural or human resource leadership perspective. 

The research also states that the general tendency is for individuals to favor one or 

the other of these behavior dimensions, while placing less emphasis on the other 

dimension (Owens, 1998). The participants in this study did exhibit orientation toward all 

four leadership frames, but the political and symbolic frames were extremely limited. 

Only one participant focused heavily on the symbolic frame. The stmctural frame 

received the most attention, followed by the human resource frame. 

Frequently throughout the interviews, participants mentioned campus 

improvement plans, AEIS reports, TAAS scores and specific committees. This is 

obviously a result of direct extemal pressure from TEA at the state level, and school 

board expectations at the local level. As Deal (1985) explained, the overall combination 

of these extemal pressures resulted in principals who valued form, details, and job 

security. They became experts at managing the mundane details and procedures, and 

keeping the school mnning smoothly. The mundane details and procedures in this study 

emerged as leaders encouraged the use of data, reports, and expectations to inftiate 

stmcture. They also encouraged dissemination of information, task determination, and 

monitoring in order to provide rewards or punishments. They felt that improving 
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attendance, discipline, providing a good curriculum, and creating a clear plan are 

necessary in order to create effective long-term change. 

Systemic leadership approaches suggest these issues only represent the symptoms 

of larger underlying organizational problems. The respondents seem content to treat these 

individual symptoms rather than inspired to find the larger source of the problems, such 

as a weak culture that could be addressed through symbolic leadership, ft seemed they 

focused on surface issues because they are easy to see, recognize, measure, and, in some 

ways, appear easier to address. The participants also place importance on the stmctural 

issues because they seemingly are based on facts which can be debated, proven, and 

strategized. Finally, focusing on stmctural issues is easier and more comfortable than 

focusing on the abstract, human issues found in the other frames. 

School Culture and Symbolic Leadership Research 
Compared to Findings 

Edgar Schein (1985) stated the case for cultural leadership when saying, "...the 

only thing of real importance that leaders do is create and manage culture" and that, "the 

unique talents of leaders is their ability to work with culture" (p. 2). Duttweiler and Hord 

(1987) also said that effective administrators not only implement sound policies, 

procedures and practices but also shape the school's culture. A major component of 

school culture is its symbolic leadership. 

Although school culture and symbolic leadership have been recognized for 

decades as critical to effective schools, the philosophy has not found its way in any 

substantial manner into the schemata of those serving as SASA assessors. With the 
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assessors still approaching school leadership from the two-dimensional viewpoint, they 

support the older research but not the new research that has, according to Owens (1998), 

largely abandoned the two-dimensional viewpoint. 

Those serving as assessors are ignoring the most critical and most promising way 

to truly restructure schools - symbolic leadership. Symbolic leadership uses stories, 

rituals, ceremonies, discussions of institutional identity, heroes and heroines, and artifacts 

to inspire people to do theft best and to commft to a synergistic purpose. All of these 

approaches to symbolic leadership were severely neglected by the study participants, and 

most often were totally absent from their leadership disposition. 

One participant did focus on the symbolic dimension and addressed several 

aspects of symbolic leadership, but ignored many others. She referenced culttire building 

by conducting discussions of the importance of existing practices and stories of the past. 

She also spoke about communicating a strong sense of vision, and using herself as a 

symbol of excellence. However, there was no mention of trying to inspire others or using 

artifacts, ceremonies, or rituals to reshape behaviors, beliefs, and values. Overall, her 

approach did value the use of symbolic leadership to restmcture the school. She didn't, 

however, addressed important aspects of the other dimensions. Her approach was single 

framed, which has been established as an incomplete approach to school leadership. 

Change Process Research 
Compared to Findings 

The findings of this study relate to the transformational leadership aspect of the 

change process. Critical to the change process is the use of transformational leadership, 
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which is found in the relationships among motives, resources, leaders, and followers 

(Bums, 1978). Because of high-stakes testing and the push for immediate results, many 

people neglect transformational leadership. As Fullan (1991) told us, the change process 

is lengthy and can take three to five years. In some cases, it may take up to ten years. 

School administrators believe they do not have the luxury of time and patience. Instead, 

they encourage "quick fixes" and easily monitored and measured stmctural strategies. 

This is the predominate viewpoint of participants in this study. When faced with a 

situation that appears to be in crisis mode with low test scores, and dissatisfied teachers 

and central office personnel, the participants chose stmctural and human resource 

approaches to lessen dissatisfaction and create "quick change" to make it appear as 

though restmcturing is occurring. We tend to meet any new situation by reorganizing, 

and creating the illusion of progress while producing confusion, inefficiency and 

demoralization. 

Sergiovanni (1990) said that this type of leadership, which he called transactional 

leadership, will typically be employed in the beginning of an administrator's quest for 

excellence. This approach utilizes bartering during which the principal and teachers 

actually exchange needs and services in order to accomplish independent objectives. It 

may be that, because the case study describes a new principal just beginning at a school, 

the responses of the participants may contain legitimate strategies to begin restmcttiring. 

Sergiovanni (1990) stressed, however, that this leadership style should actually be 

combined with transformational leadership at all times. 
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The findings of this study on SASA assessors, which show transactional 

leadership and the strict use of structural and human resource approaches, also diverge 

from the cultural view of schools provided by Charies Reavis. Reavis (1997) began a 

series of studies suggesting that a school culture can be imported rapidly into a school 

and produce immediate changes that resuft in a dramatic increase in student achievement. 

Focusing on transformational leadership and the cultural aspects of a school should be a 

starting point, used in conjuction with human and stmctural approaches, and not left for 

later in the change process. Reavis supports the eariier findings of Joyce and Calhoun 

(1996), who also found that change, through cultural means, can occur quickly. 

Significance of Findings 

The overall purpose of this study was to determine whether SASA assessors 

possess a multi-frame leadership perspective that will be applied to their role as an 

assessor. The findings were that assessors approach school leadership primarily through a 

single frame at a time. There were instances of pairing frames to address certain issues, 

but the thmst and intent of actions almost exclusively fell into one frame. The frame most 

relied upon was the stmctural frame, followed by the human resource frame, the 

symbolic frame, and then the political frame. Only one participant focused primarily on 

the symbolic frame, but represented a significant minority. Because the research literature 

supports abandoning the old two-dimensional leadership approach and embracing a 

multi-frame approach, with the symbolic frame offering the most promise for successful 
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school resfructuring, the implications of these findings need to be discussed and 

considered carefully by the educational field. 

From a macro perspective, the findings imply that the increasingly broad range of 

federal and state legislation and local policies, which are embodied in the form of high-

stakes testing and campus accountability ratings, have reinforced a control orientation in 

administrators. The reforms the legislation is supporting can be linked to a rational, 

logical concept of leadership and bureaucracy that fosters increasingly tight control 

through standardization, accountability measures such as state testing, and teacher 

evaluations. To succeed in such a system principals must become technicians, 

implementers of policies and procedures, and enforcers of the mles. The discretionary 

authority of principals is being reduced, as is their ability to approach their organization 

through a human resource or symbolic point of view. The recent legislation passed by the 

Bush Administration indicates that administrators must continue to function within a 

large, bureaucratic approach. As Sergiovanni (1990) said perfectly, "If local school 

leaders follow these mles to the letter, excellence remains out of reach and basic 

competency is endangered. If they don't follow, they find themselves in trouble at the 

hands of a vindictive bureaucracy" (p. 27). Sergiovanni (1990) correctly suggested that 

principals need to be masterful at the practice of building in canvas, which means they 

need to leam how to convince extemal people that they are, indeed, satisfying the 

requirements while, at the same time, internally exercising freedom of policy and mle 

interpretation, and independent determination of how the organization will best serve the 

educational needs of children. 
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The findings also imply that the pre-service and in-service programs for school 

administrators do not focus on the symbolic and political dimensions of school 

leadership, even though they are important to effective school leadership. The 

implications are that these programs must shift their philosophy and practices to help 

develop leadership schemata that include the use of pohtical and symbohc strategies. As 

Bigham (1999) said, "Perhaps the stmctural and human resource frames have taken 

schools as far, in a sense of student achievement, as they can.. .Is it time for the symbolic 

frame to become more emphasized?" (p. 223). 

It must be acknowledged that, before universities and other pre-service programs 

can be described as negligent in addressing the political and symbolic frames, further 

research is necessary. It is quite possible that these programs have, indeed, begun 

addressing these dimensions recently and that the graduates of these new programs have 

yet to find their way to school administration positions to any significant degree. It is 

also quite possible that a large majority of school administrators still practicing were 

trained under the old leadership paradigm. This is supported by the fact that those serving 

as SASA assessors are currently practicing administrators or retired administrators who 

received their pre-service and inservice training under the old two-dimensional leadership 

perspective. 

The findings of this study may suggest the need to consider selecting younger 

educators to serve as assessors. The assessors included in this study were all in an 

advanced stage of their career, being in education for several years. To no fauft of their 

own, they most likely developed their schema based on the old management style of 
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leadership, which didn't emphasize all of Bolman and Deal's frames. A younger 

generation of educators may have been exposed to the new leadership paradigms and 

capable of bringing a multi-frame leadership disposition to the assessor role. 

The SASA program may also want to have the feedback specialists tested prior to 

be selected to determine if they possess a multi-frame leadership disposition. Bolman and 

Deal have developed one type of test that could be used for this purpose. If the potential 

feedback specialists do not have a mufti-frame leadership disposition then perhaps they 

should not be selected or should be required to receive training in order to develop a 

multi-frame perspective. 

The findings of this study also reveal possible implications for SASA assessor 

training. Knowing that symbolic leadership provides great promise to restmcture schools 

and renew the educational process, and the findings show that current SASA assessors 

neglect the symbolic dimension, the implication is that future SASA assessors need to be 

trained to recognize and support symbolic leadership. As part of the training, assessors 

should be exposed to the elements of all leadership frames, but especially the political 

and symbolic frames, which are currently most deficient. Additionally, they should be 

exposed to the reframing process in order to leam how to utilize all four leadership 

frames. Dunford and Palmer (1995) conducted research that showed, "The perception of 

the relative importance of the stmctural frame declines markedly after exposure to the 

multiple-perspectives approach, whereas cultural and political frames increase in 

importance" (p. 100). Overall, practitioners saw clear benefits arising from their new 

ability to use the multi-perspective approach, and would have failed to use this approach 
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if direct efforts to expose them to the approach were not made. If SASA assessors do not 

integrate the symbolic dimension into their assessments and feedback, then the two-

dimensional approach to leadership will be reinforced and ingrained into the educational 

system of Texas for many more years. 

SASA activities that provide an opportunity to pursue symbohc leadership and 

receive feedback on such actions should be an integral part of the assessment process. 

Because SASA chose not to cooperate with this study, the specifics of the SASA 

assessment process from a participant's point of view are not known. However, ft is 

reasonable to assume that, if the assessors do not focus on all four leadership frames, then 

the participants are not demonstrating leadership from all four frames, or, at the very least 

are not receiving any feedback on leadership issues from all four frames. The findings of 

this study imply that specific opportunities to demonstrate leadership in all four frames 

should be implemented and specific feedback on all four frames should be given to 

participants. 

Limitations 

While conducting this study and analyzing the results, it became apparent that two 

main approaches were actually important and necessary. The questions asked during the 

in-depth interviews attempted to address both approaches, but may have limited the 

effectiveness that could have been achieved by focusing on only one approach. 

The first approach, which was the main purpose of this study, was to determine 

the overall leadership disposftion of the assessors. This was accompUshed primarily 
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through asking interview questions that dealt, in more general terms, with the problems 

encountered in school administration as they relate to the case study, and how, in the 

perceptions and experience of the participants, they are best addressed. The second 

approach was to focus intensively on one specific problem and ignore the broader 

perspective. This was achieved in the study by having participants select their perceived 

primary issue to address. Questions were based on their written response delineating how 

they would address the issue. 

For the purposes of this study, both approaches were addressed. Maximizing each 

approach would have been beyond the scope and reasonable expectations set forth by the 

dissertation committee. 

Although it could be argued that interviewing only six out of a possible seventy-

five SASA assessors is too limited, the participants did represent both genders, different 

educational backgrounds, and different regions of the state. Further, by its very naUire 

qualitative research makes no claim to generalizability. The results of this sttidy do 

provide the groundwork for future research in this area. The limitation that raises validity 

questions is that the in-depth interviewing generated voluminous data making coding and 

analysis, particularly examining the interrelationships among the various interview data, 

difficult. Careful consideration was given to utilizing data cenfral to the study's validity 

and effectiveness. The use of peer debriefing and member checking helped ensure that 

this was done effectively. 
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Future Research 

The findings and implications of this study point to several areas needing initial or 

further research. Research on the ability of SASA assessors to respond to issues using all 

four leadership frames when specifically asked to do so would be beneficial. This study 

interviewed applicants with open-ended questions, which revealed the participants did 

not use all four leadership frames when addressing specific issues. Conducting research 

that specifically asks participants to respond to all four frames could possibly determine 

whether SASA assessors are actually lacking the knowledge and understanding of the 

political and symbolic frames, or that they are simply not accessing the knowledge they 

have. The implications for assessors not having any knowledge or understanding would 

be quite different than the implications of assessors having the knowledge but not 

utilizing it. The former would suggest the need for training while the latter would 

suggest a need for additional practice and prompting in the use of their knowledge. 

Future research could also be directed at the training of SASA assessors. This 

research could determine to what degree the training actually prepares assessors to 

recognize and provide feedback on symbolic leadership actions. This research may be 

important to do currently, or after adjustments have been made to the training based on 

the findings of this study. Research on the training could also determine whether the 

instmment the assessors are asked to use helps them overcome their individual reframing 

limitations. Along these same lines, research may be necessary on the type of training 

that does effectively develop reframing capabilities and increases cognitive flexibility. 
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Conducting a study similar to this one, but with a qualitative approach, could also 

prove beneficial. The findings of such a study would either increase the vahdity of this 

study's findings or reveal improvements that could be made in futtire studies. 

Closing Statement 

The findings of this study confirm that SASA assessors possess single-frame 

leadership dispositions and seldom reframe; they neglect the most promising disposition, 

symbolic leadership. Assessors operate almost entirely in the stmctural or human 

resource dimensions. The inheritance of a two-dimensional school leadership approach 

from one administration generation to the next must be stopped. This cycle of ineffective 

management must be replaced with a more hybrid form of leadership that reframes and 

takes action from all four leadership frames. The SASA assessment program offers an 

optimal opportunity to break the cycle by encouraging and supporting hybrid leadership 

among those participating in the assessment process. This opportunity will not only be 

lost, but the two-dimensional leadership approach will actually be reinforced, unless 

SASA assessors either enter their role with a leadership disposition that includes all four 

frames, or receive specific training that builds an understanding of, and commitment to, 

all four leadership frames. 
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